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Abstract 

 

Studies have found limited numbers of female counselling psychologists producing 

and disseminating research despite these being key components of the scientist-

practitioner model, which has significant consequences on the individual’s career 

progression and the field’s growth within the wider scientific context. Research has 

primarily focused on barriers to such engagement. The present study aims to identify 

the factors that have promoted and could facilitate research activity in female 

counselling psychologists based on research experiences within this demographic. 

Doing so provides insight that could increase research accessibility for female 

counselling psychologists. Eight female counselling psychologists with previous 

experience in research engagement took part in semi-structured interviews that were 

analysed using reflexive thematic analysis. A positive psychology theoretical 

framework underpinned the investigation to focus on facilitating and motivating 

factors. The analysis identified three themes: 1. ‘Fulfilling One’s Counselling 

Psychology Identity when Engaging with Research’ whereby research engagement 

was considered an integral component of assimilating with the scientist-practitioner 

value and consequent development. 2. ‘Bridging the Gap between Subjectivity and 

Research Activity’ highlight the personal factors that research engagement fulfilled 

and the qualities that have supported participants through the research process and 

dissemination. 3. ‘Responsive Environment Towards Developing Female 

Counselling Psychologists’ Research Attitudes and Activity’ emphasised the need for 

support from multiple agencies in diverse ways to promote, motivate, and 

sustain women’s research activity. In conclusion, the study identified that a 

combination of individual and environmental factors contributes to the initiation and 
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sustainment of female counselling psychologists’ research engagement. These 

findings are consistent with those in science, technology engineering, maths, and 

medicine (STEMM) professions, though have greater implications for this field given 

its nature and demographics. Identifying facilitating factors from the in-group’s 

experiences could encourage female counselling psychologists’ research attitudes 

and activity through the knowledge gained and visibility of research achievability and 

success. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction  

1.1. Research Rationale  

Despite the debates throughout time regarding the effectiveness of the 

scientist-practitioner framework as a core value of the counselling psychology 

identity, there is a majority consensus on its importance to the progression and 

growth of the discipline, the client, and the counselling psychologist’s career. The 

representative and regulating bodies for counselling psychology support the 

significance of this relationship for the field (i.e., The Division of Counselling 

Psychology [DCoP], 2005, 2021, within the British Psychological Society [BPS]; and 

the Health and Care Professions Council [HCPC], 2015). In particular, research 

production and dissemination contribute to evidence-based psychological practice 

and strengthen the discipline’s identity (Cooper, 2008; Kanellakis, 2009). 

Nevertheless, there is an evident lack of research dissemination by counselling 

psychologists (Gordon & Hanley, 2013). Counselling psychology is predominantly a 

female discipline (Farndon, 2016), and studies have found that women are less likely 

to engage with research and, therefore, embody the scientist-practitioner identity and 

career progress (Apostolopoulou & Skourteli, 2015; Deemer, 2010).   

Many explanations are given in the form of barriers to female counselling 

psychologists’ research engagement. In line with initiatives such as Athena SWAN 

and taking a positive psychology stance, the present study examines what factors 

have promoted and could facilitate research engagement in female counselling 

psychologists by investigating the experiences of those within this demographic that 
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have engaged with research. Therefore, the research questions that will be explored 

are: 

1. What factors have promoted research activity in female counselling 

psychologists in the UK? 

2. From female counselling psychologists’ experiences, what factors could 

encourage positive attitudes towards research activity in female trainee 

counselling psychologists and onwards in the UK, and how can they be 

fostered to elicit an increase in research engagement and dissemination? 

1.2. Key Terminology  

It is necessary to be mindful of the context in which the present study is 

developed. Therefore, the key terminology used in the present study is defined. 

Scientist-practitioner model/framework/value – this framework is considered a 

core value of the counselling psychology identity. Despite the debates regarding its 

definition (examined in the Chapter 2), the one that resonates with the present study 

is that the scientist-practitioner model is an “integrated approach to knowledge that 

recognizes the interdependence of theory, research and practice” (Meara et al., 

1988, p. 368). Specifically, counselling psychologists are required to engage with the 

balanced, cyclical nature of the components to achieve good practice.  

Research engagement/activity and dissemination – the ‘research’ in Meara et 

al.’s definition above is defined as research engagement/activity and dissemination 

in the present study. Research engagement is considered the active production of 

research, a criterion requested of counselling psychologists by its governing bodies. 

Research dissemination is also encapsulated, at times, within the ‘engagement’ 
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term. Dissemination is the output of research in multiple ways, including journals, 

conferences and workshops, and social media.   

Counselling psychologist and trainee counselling psychologist – refers to 

individuals currently on or have completed a Practitioner Doctorate in Counselling 

Psychology and are working towards registering or are registered with the HCPC. 

Counselling psychologists help clients to deal with emotional and mental health 

problems by working with the individual’s unique psychological experience while 

being aware of the medical context and diagnosis to support their recovery and 

alleviate distress. Counselling psychologists work in various settings, including public 

(e.g., National Health Service) and private health sectors (on a one-to-one or group 

basis), education, research, and corporate institutions.  

Positive attitudes – this term refers to a specific way of evaluating 

phenomena. In the present study, this refers to the cognitive, emotional, and 

behavioural reactions towards research engagement. Attitude links to self-esteem 

and efficacy (Mruk, 2006), which is relevant because evaluating one’s ability to 

engage with research is crucial to change. Several factors influence positive attitude 

formation, including experience, social factors, learning, observation, and 

conditioning.  

Women/female/feminine – the author of this research project ascribes to the 

American Psychological Association’s recommendations (APA) on the use of gender 

terms. APA (2012) states that gender is a term used to define attitudes, feelings, and 

behaviours that a given culture associates with a person’s biological sex. They 

recommend that to reduce possible stereotypic bias and to avoid ambiguity, specific 

nouns are used to identify people/groups of people (i.e. women in the current 
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research project’s case; APA, 2022). APA suggests that ‘female’ is used as an 

adjective (e.g. female counselling psychologist) when appropriate and relevant. The 

language used throughout the research project represents participants’ and previous 

literature’s discourse. The author appreciates that this could be, at times, a narrow 

representation of a much broader narrative and is mindful that there are different 

perspectives on gender, sex, and attributional components (e.g., ‘feminine’), in 

addition to men and women both potentially holding these attributes or not. 

According to the participants and existing literature, components such as the 

therapeutic relationship hold stereotypically feminine connotations. Such findings 

provide insight into perspectives around these components and indicate how one 

may achieve what they aspire to (e.g. a positive therapeutic relationship). In any 

case, the author wanted to remain as close to the above discourses as possible to 

ensure an accurate reflection of the data.  

1.3. Structure of Thesis  

Following this Introduction chapter, Chapter 2 examines the context of the 

present study by investigating the development of the counselling psychology 

discipline to its current identity. Additionally, there is an examination of the history of 

the scientist-practitioner model and its assimilation as a value of the discipline’s 

identity.  

Chapter 3 offers a review of the current relevant literature to the present study 

to build a picture of the current understanding of the topic and, therefore, determine 

the gaps in the knowledge. This chapter introduces the present study and its aim to 

address these gaps and, subsequently, outlines the research questions.  
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Chapter 4 details the methodology and the methods applied in this study to 

address the research questions. It provides a trail of the developmental process for 

this research by outlining and critically analysing the rationale for the approach used, 

which includes the positive psychology theoretical framework underpinning the 

current research, the chosen design, data collection, and analysis. 

Chapter 5 is the results section, in which the analysed findings from the 

participants’ accounts are presented using Braun and Clarke’s reflexive thematic 

analysis (RTA; Braun & Clarke, 2020).  

Chapter 6 provides a discussion of the findings by placing them within the 

existing research to offer additional knowledge to the topic by addressing the 

research questions and highlighting the contribution this study makes to the 

counselling psychology profession. Recommendations are offered based on the 

findings for the profession, including future research. Finally, a critical appraisal of 

this study is given, assessing the research quality, strengths, and limitations.  

Chapter 7 concludes and summarises the key findings of this research 

project.   

Chapter 8 provides a reflective account consistent with RTA to identify and 

discuss the researcher’s subjective biases and reflections throughout the research 

process.  
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Chapter 2 – Contextual Introduction 

2.1. Chapter Overview  

This chapter sheds light on the context of the present study. An overview of 

counselling psychology’s identity development is provided, especially its scientist-

practitioner value (the present study’s focus). The debates within this timeline are 

presented in an attempt to find harmony between this value and counselling 

psychology’s other values and conclude the necessity of the scientist-practitioner 

framework to the counselling psychology profession’s continuous development and 

thriving. As the present study focuses on achieving of such progress through 

research production and dissemination, the requirement and impact of research 

dissemination are also examined. 

2.2. What is Counselling Psychology?  

Counselling psychology developed in 1946 due to the US military’s vocational 

training and placement needs in response to World War II. The American 

Psychological Association (APA) established the discipline as its own entity by the 

addition of Division 17 when the association was re-organised (Carter & Davis, 

2011). While debates on counselling psychology’s identity have been ongoing since 

its creation, some characteristics have remained consistent throughout time. These 

are its humanistic values, scientist-practitioner, and reflective-practitioner 

frameworks (Strawbridge & Woolfe, 2010).  

Counselling psychology was heavily influenced by the development of 

humanistic psychology (led by Maslow and Rogers in the 1940s to 50s, Wango, 
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2017) and person-centred therapy created by Rogers (1946). The humanistic 

approach considers the holistic essence of the individual, including their body, mind, 

and spirit encompassing the unconscious and conscious. It was considered a 

challenge towards the dominant models of behaviourism, psychoanalysis, and the 

biomedical model of psychiatry at the time, which held perceived deterministic 

positions (Strawbridge & Woolfe, 2010). Humanistic psychology advocates that the 

individual is a free agent with the potential and motivation to reach self-actualisation 

(Bland & DeRobertis, 2019; Rogers, 1946). The significant social movement during 

this time in the US, including the Civil Rights Movement, the rise of feminism, and 

overall vocalised demands of underrepresented groups, led to a greater emphasis 

on human diversity within the Division and training (Orlans & Van Scoyoc, 2009). 

The developing identity travelled to the United Kingdom (UK) as the DCoP defines 

counselling psychology as   

Counselling psychology draws upon and seeks to develop phenomenological 

models of practice and enquiry in addition to that of traditional scientific 

psychology. It continues to develop models of practice and research which 

marry the scientific demand for rigorous empirical enquiry with a firm value 

base grounded in the primacy of the counselling or psychotherapeutic 

relationship. (DCoP, 2005, p. 1)  

This definition covers the humanistic and phenomenological values that 

counselling psychology has embedded as part of its identity. It also highlights the 

integration of scientific enquiry and the subjective experiences of the client explored 

within a therapeutic relationship.  
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Counselling psychology developed within the UK due to a lack of established 

identity for those who had gained a degree in psychology and then focused on 

‘helping’ work or counselling training (Orlans & Van Scoyoc, 2009). Consequently, 

the BPS Working Party was created in 1979 to assess the legitimacy of counselling 

as an activity for psychologists and whether the Society could support it within its 

remit (BPS, 1980). In 1994, counselling psychology achieved divisional status 

(Orlans & Van Scoyoc, 2009). 

Woolfe (1990) examined counselling psychology’s unique selling points, 

particularly addressing how it is distinct from clinical psychology and the medical 

model, which enabled its growth in the UK. Components of the counselling 

psychology identity and narrative included: questioning the medical model and the 

relationship between professional and client, understanding and valuing the 

significance of the therapeutic relationship, and facilitating well-being rather than 

sickness and pathology. The factors highlight the importance of the client-therapist 

relationship, for example, the client’s responsibility and capability towards their well-

being and reaching self-actualisation. At the same time, the therapist offers support 

and collaboration. 

Counselling psychology is holistic and pluralist, as attention is paid to the 

client’s individual processes, meanings, beliefs, and context (social, political, 

economic; Thatcher & Manktelow, 2007). However, this subjectivity approach is at 

odds with the concept of evidence-based practice, which aims to address what 

works best for the clinical population (Corrie, 2010). Evidence-based practice is 

utilised by the major health organisation in the UK, the National Health Service 

(NHS), because of its duty to operate a system that is effective for the masses. The 
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evidence-based recommendations (by independent committees including 

professionals and lay members) for best clinical practice, including the development 

of standards to assess the clinical practice of individual health professionals, are 

provided by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE, 2012a). As 

one of the biggest employers of counselling psychologists, this causes a dilemma for 

the profession because the one-size-fits-all approach is inconsistent with its 

philosophy.  

Additionally, the dominant discourse in the NHS is psychiatric classification in 

the form of the medical model (Golsworthy, 2004). Therefore, counselling 

psychologists may find themselves adopting this discourse, with some arguing that 

this move is already happening (Hage, 2003). More recently, Leong and Leach 

(2007) highlighted that the boundaries between clinical and counselling psychology 

are less differentiated because many such psychologists work in similar settings. A 

Google search by the author of the present study a decade later, in 2019, of NHS-

listed jobs for psychologists found that most Trusts advertised the role as 

‘Clinical/Counselling Psychologist’, reinforcing an insignificant difference between the 

two and a merge of the professions. However, Walsh and Frankland (2009) 

emphasised that the difference between the disciplines is the philosophical 

underpinnings from which they act, and these differing values and philosophies are 

to remain intact. This statement is consistent with the DCoP’s Professional Practice 

Guidelines (2005), which maintains that “it is the responsibility of all Counselling 

Psychologists to encourage and develop the philosophy of Counselling Psychology” 

(p. 2). Moreover, the first defining characteristic of the field is “to engage with 

subjectivity and intersubjectivity, values and beliefs” (p. 1). This definition 

emphasises that counselling psychologists need to maintain the discipline’s 
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philosophy, which includes respect human life’s diverse, subjective nature. Corrie 

(2010) suggested doing this by reframing evidence-based practice as necessary for 

counselling psychologists’ awareness because it provides a benchmark for 

evaluating professional and ethical judgement. It is important to consider randomised 

controlled trials and systematic reviews to understand populations and the 

effectiveness of approaches under controlled environments. However, this is not to 

be considered in isolation and cannot replace the need for individualised 

assessment, formulation, and treatment planning informed by professional 

judgement in conjunction with empirically derived data (Corrie, 2010).  

Corrie’s statement (2010) and counselling psychology’s pluralistic nature 

clarify that counselling psychology embodies several epistemologies. The scientist-

practitioner model is prominent when counselling psychology is practised, with 

Woolfe (1996) clarifying counselling psychology’s identity as “the application of 

psychological knowledge to the practice of counselling” (p. 4). This definition 

highlights counselling psychology’s integration of counselling (which embodies 

humanistic values) and the behavioural science characteristics of psychology 

(Strawbridge & Woolfe, 2010).   

2.3. The Scientist-Practitioner Model  

2.3.1. Definition and Timeline  

Despite the scientist-practitioner model as a widely cited counselling 

psychology value, there is significant uncertainty regarding its definition and 

relevance to the discipline. The present study focuses on this value and its 

importance for counselling psychologists. Therefore, exploring the scientist-
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practitioner identity, the debates regarding its definition, and its place within 

counselling psychology is crucial. 

The scientist-practitioner model is “an integrated approach to knowledge that 

recognizes the interdependence of theory, research and practice.” (Meara et al., 

1988, p. 368). This definition highlights the components required in harmony within 

the professional role to gain knowledge, and then this knowledge is utilised to tailor 

therapy to the client’s needs (Giovazolias, 2005). Adherence to this definition 

requires knowledge of research and clinical practice and the ability to successfully 

integrate the two in a carefully considered balance (Jones & Mehr, 2007). Jones and 

Mehr reported three assumptions of the scientist-practitioner model: 

1. Professionals with knowledge and skills related to research will facilitate 

effective psychological services. 

2. Research as imperative to the development of a scientific database. 

3. Direct involvement in clinical practice by researchers will result in studies 

on important social issues. (p. 766)  

These assumptions suggest that adherence to this model will support the 

progress of the discipline, the services it offers, and the development of science. 

Essentially, the model is cyclical because knowledge from the abovementioned 

components leads to progress in both science and practice. The final assumption is 

consistent with counselling psychology’s value of pluralism and the importance of 

constructivism rather than only the medical model as the standard for human health. 

This is especially noteworthy as the scientist-practitioner model’s origins are within 

clinical psychology, which assimilates with the medical model. This connection is 

examined further when the origins of the scientist-practitioner model are discussed.  
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While the model has so far appeared positive and enhancing the profession’s 

development, it has been criticised since the beginning of psychology’s time. William 

James (credited as the founder of psychology in the US) believed that science could 

not support the advancement of knowledge regarding the human experience (Lane & 

Corrie, 2006). James’s preference for a holistic worldview suggested that he 

believed the truth of an idea had to be demonstrated in practice (Lane & Corrie, 

2006). Conversely, Wilhelm Wundt (the founder of European psychology) favoured 

science and ‘pure’ knowledge. He believed that psychological processes were 

measurable, including thoughts and emotions, which began the journey of 

psychology from a philosophy to a scientific enterprise (Lane & Corrie, 2006). The 

believed inherent separation between science and practice concepts has since led to 

debates and various hypotheses regarding their relationship.  

The scientist-practitioner model traces back to the Boulder Conference on 

Graduate Education in Clinical Psychology in 1949 (Raimy, 1950). This conference 

was held after World War II to call upon clinical psychologists to train as both 

scientists and practitioners in response to dissatisfaction among World War I 

veterans, whose mental health needs were not met on their return. Before this 

model, there were several identified issues. Psychology was an academic discipline 

and did not fit the demands of society’s needs (Kennedy & Llewelyn, 2001). 

Therefore, psychological training became more accessible as an incentive for 

psychologists to undertake a clinical career to address healthcare needs (Drabick & 

Goldfried, 2000). However, the efficacy of this training was scrutinised as 

experienced practitioners taught from their subjective experiences rather than a 

regulated curriculum based on rigorous knowledge and standardised monitoring 

(Lane & Corrie, 2006). Consequently, a report commissioned in 1947 by then 
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president of the APA, Carl Rogers, urged trainees to receive training in therapy, 

diagnosis, and research (Blair, 2010; Shakow et al., 1947). Thus, the integration of 

science and practice in psychological training was introduced and disseminated 

through the conference. The science and practice relationship aimed to ensure that 

psychologists applied and achieved the same amount of rigour in their clinical work 

as that acceptable in academia (Lane & Corrie, 2006). The conference’s intention 

was for members to view the training of professional psychology as dynamic and 

experimental rather than fixed (i.e., the previous separation of academic psychology 

from practitioner roles; Baker & Benjamin, 2000). The conference was successful in 

its aim for psychology to make advancements within the broader scientific 

community and provide a satisfactory response to the social and political needs of 

the time. 

Similar changes were occurring in the UK, at the same time, with 

psychologists acknowledging the need for a systematic framework to guide their 

work and cement their professional role within society. Unlike the US, the UK 

dismissed the therapeutic practice part of the ‘practitioner’ identity (Lane & Corrie, 

2006). The ‘practitioner’ became consistent with rigorous empiricism, and the 

scientist-practitioner identity was reduced to research and diagnosis, while 

psychologists were urged to avoid addressing social needs (Eysenck, 1949). 

Although it became inevitable that there was a psychotherapeutic need within society 

that psychologists had to fill, there remained a greater emphasis on working 

scientifically. This work included the psychologist using validated methods of 

assessment and treatment in addition to applying scientific principles of observation, 

hypothesis generation, and testing (Shapiro, 2002). Psychologists now had to deliver 

effective psychotherapeutic interventions to meet social needs while contributing to 
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the knowledge base (Lane & Corrie, 2006). Therefore, psychology has used this 

framework to solidify its professional identity within society, suggesting its necessity 

for the field’s survival (as both a science and practice) and the significance of the 

framework as a foundational characteristic and value of the discipline.  

The Division of Counselling and Guidance’s conference in 1951 endorsed the 

scientist-practitioner model for counselling psychology training and practice (Blair, 

2010). This conference led to the creation of the Journal of Counseling Psychology 

in 1954 to enable a platform for research creation and dissemination to underpin 

practice (Vespia & Sauer, 2006). A conference in 1964 made clear the importance of 

the scientist-practitioner model in training and for counselling psychologists to have 

the competency to use scientific methods to assess their efficacy as practitioners 

(Vespia & Sauer, 2006). Although this sounds like a relatively smooth introduction of 

the scientist-practitioner model into counselling psychology, during the 1951 

conference, attendees were sceptical and predicted the challenges of its integration 

into the training and the profession (Blair, 2010). Indeed, more than half a century 

later, debates regarding the integration of this dichotomy continue, which questions 

whether counselling psychology’s commitment has truly translated to practice 

(Vespia & Sauer, 2006) or whether it is practically impossible to integrate the two. 

Recent research has continued to recommend that further exploration and work are 

required to reach a shared understanding of what the scientist-practitioner model is 

within counselling psychology so that it is delivered coherently and consistently 

during the training and manifested in the profession (Frost, 2015; Ridley & Laird, 

2015; Verling, 2014).  
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2.3.2. An Introduction to the Scientist-Practitioner Debate Within 

Counselling Psychology  

There are many debates about the integration of science and practice within 

counselling psychology and the tensions the discipline faces due to its pluralism and 

consequent, contradictory epistemologies and values. Immediately, one can 

question why the scientist-practitioner is a value of counselling psychology as the 

discipline wanted to separate from clinical psychology. Similar to clinical psychology, 

counselling psychologists had an obligation to secure the discipline’s position as a 

scientific endeavour to survive. Since then, counselling psychology has become a 

well-established profession, and therefore, it is considered whether the scientist-

practitioner model is still the right fit for the discipline.  

Literature has drawn upon the questionable harmony of science and practice 

within counselling psychology. Meara et al. (1996) described science as valuing 

objectivity, accuracy, quantification, and predictability, whereas therapy was 

described as valuing subjectivity, description, the meaning and consequences of 

actions. Although this described the dichotomy between science and therapy in the 

language of evidence, it provides a snapshot of the contradictions in science and 

practice values. Science within psychology is  

to hold empiricist attitudes and assumptions means that a practitioner takes 

the view that all knowledge comes through our senses, must be testable 

through our senses, and we are justified only when we have empirical 

evidence to support our statements. Statements about the world are true, 

false or nonsensical; they are objectively so and can be shown by observation 

or experiment to be so of a world that is independent of us and our beliefs and 

desires. (Larsson et al., 2012, p. 55) 
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This definition of science was introduced by John Locke (1963-1704; an 

influential philosopher and physician during The Enlightenment period) and referred 

to observing the world through a behavioural lens and measuring tangible variables, 

consistent with the debates that resulted in the agreement for psychotherapy 

(behaviourally-orientated), not just research and diagnosis. Eysenck promoted 

behaviour therapy because of its appropriateness with the definition of science 

(Eysenck & Martin, 1987). However, this definition has since been criticised. Fischer 

(1975) stated that other empiricists consider a more subjective approach because 

the material that enters through the senses has to be registered, compared, united, 

and transformed by the mind itself. Therefore, the objectivity of the initial material is 

lost during the data processing. If all data is subjectively processed, it makes sense 

to support people by understanding their subjective narrative (Meara et al., 1996). 

Nevertheless, some have argued that the subjective experience alone is not enough.  

Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) are considered the ‘gold standard’ in the 

UK. They are adopted in psychology to ensure protection against the subjective 

narrative as the sole account, which may have no relation to the actual factors 

impacting behaviours and, therefore, not accurately reflect reality (Stiles et al., 2006). 

RCTs are, thus, defined as determining in the most rigorous way whether a cause-

effect relationship exists between treatment and outcome (Barkham et al., 2017) and 

used to measure the effectiveness of psychological treatments (NICE, 2014). This 

approach is consistent with counselling psychology’s original scientist-practitioner 

definition and the focus on objective empiricism and is still a dominant discourse 

within the NHS. NICE, which serves the NHS by providing evidence-based practice 

recommendations for clinical practice, states that RCTs are generally the most 

appropriate type of evidence to determine the efficacy of interventions (NICE, 
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2012b). Counselling psychologists working in the NHS are presumed to follow these 

recommended NICE guidelines (Verling, 2014). Clark et al. (2008) provided a list of 

research examples to suggest that RCTs have consistently reported the 

effectiveness of interventions and approaches while controlling some therapist 

effects (e.g., by ensuring similar levels of expertise). However, adhering to RCTs 

leads to an overemphasis on some therapies, such as cognitive-behavioural therapy 

(CBT), interpersonal therapy (IPT), and eye movement desensitisation and 

reprocessing (EMDR). In contrast, therapies not evaluated by RCTs are generally 

dismissed (Barkham et al., 2007). Thus, narrow recommendations are provided that 

may be insufficient and ineffective in managing a range of complex presenting issues 

while limiting client choice (Barkham et al., 2007; Connolly et al., 2014). Therefore, 

there is less exposure to counselling psychology’s preferred approaches and 

interventions because of their resistance to RCTs as the sole or dominant definer of 

effectiveness and what constitutes evidence. Relying on RCTs dismisses the 

pluralistic value that no single theory, methodology, or epistemology can provide a 

holistic picture of the therapeutic exchange (Castonguay, 2011). Some have argued 

that external factors such as the NHS and its favour towards RCTs and the medical 

model require counselling psychologists to engage with these to ensure professional 

survival (Chwalisz, 2003; Cooper, 2011). Therefore, they are urged to assimilate with 

the traditional scientist-practitioner model because counselling psychology as a 

discipline is a small fraction of the healthcare sector and needs to contribute to the 

larger helping field.  

However, the validity of RCT studies has been questioned, as Luborsky et al. 

(1999) found studies that compared therapeutic models were more likely to conclude 

favourable models that the researchers conformed to, postulating uncertainty 
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regarding the absolute objectivity of RCTs. More recently, a meta-analysis evaluated 

146 meta-analyses of RCTs on various psychotherapies and found that the most 

published research did not account for factors such as therapist alliance. This factor 

should not be excluded, which is a key component of counselling psychology and 

effective treatment (Dragioti et al., 2015), suggesting the importance of critically 

analysing the outcomes of RCT studies. A paper on the relationship between the 

therapeutic relationship and the outcome of psychotherapy by Horvath and Symonds 

(1991), published in the Journal of Counseling Psychology, has been cited 3447 

times, highlighting the significant impact of the findings on research and practice. 

Indeed, Barkham et al. (2007) stated that the NICE guidelines now recognise the 

significance of considering the context when providing treatment and, in some cases, 

a good therapeutic relationship is more important than specific treatments. This 

addition is noteworthy progress for counselling psychology as research on therapy 

interventions and characteristics valued by counselling psychology can impact what 

is considered effective on a broader scale, reinforcing the need for counselling 

psychologists to produce research.  

Additionally, counselling psychology sits uncomfortably with the dominant 

empirical discourse synonymous with the medical model. Counselling psychology 

has a value base of “meaning, subjectivity, values, feelings, mutually constructed 

realities, perceptions, insight, fluidity and multiplicity of selves ” (Blair, 2010, p. 20). 

Therefore, it prioritises the personal, subjective experience of the client, which is 

juxtaposed with the ‘science’ in the scientist-practitioner model that underpins the 

medical model (which emphasises standardised, objectivity, knowing, and, therefore, 

diagnosis, assessment, and treatment; Blair, 2010; Bury & Strauss, 2006). For 

example, psychiatry has attempted to classify mental health disorders and illnesses 
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based on a group of measurable symptoms with origins in physical pathologies such 

as an imbalance in neurotransmitters. This approach seems narrow and 

inconsiderate of human life complexities, supported by Bentall (2003), who reported 

that there is limited evidence suggesting a causal link between psychological 

symptoms and neurological pathology. Though, there is uncertainty about how 

subjective experience valued by counselling psychology is measured if it does not 

fall under the remit of RCTs and causal, objective observation, considering that the 

discipline falls within the category of science.  

At the same time, considering the above value base of counselling 

psychology, the discipline is not limited solely to its adherence to the scientist-

practitioner framework. Strawbridge and Woolfe (2004) highlighted that focusing on 

the subjective experience and the quality of the therapeutic relationship is vital in 

differentiating counselling psychology from other, more clinical models. For instance, 

the therapist’s use of self (Jordan, 1999), being vulnerable, and developing a 

connection with the client were influential towards an important shift in the work 

(Miller & Stiver, 1997). Therefore, the therapist’s role as a ‘collaborative helper’ and 

subsequent reflexivity are considered crucial. Such a perspective of the ‘reflective-

practitioner’ (Schön, 1987) prioritises a holistic approach in guiding interventions. 

This priority ensures that a meaningful personal narrative is achieved rather than 

attempting to fit the client’s experiences into a theoretical model box and potentially 

providing ineffective treatment (Bury & Strauss, 2006).  

Therefore, some have argued that the traditional scientist-practitioner model is 

inconsistent with counselling psychology’s other principles (Carter, 2002), which 

provides challenges to integrating this model into therapeutic work. Others advocate 

that such integration can occur if the definition of what constitutes scientific domains 
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of counselling psychology’s identity is broadened. Corrie and Callanan (2000) stated 

that “it no longer makes sense to construe the scientist-practitioner model as 

representing a single method of doctrine” (p. 424). Such re-examination and 

broadening of the definition seem important so that the essence and distinctiveness 

of the discipline are not lost while attempting to integrate a model that sits close to 

the medical model (Hage, 2003). Alternatives to the traditional empirical, positivist 

model have been offered to integrate science with the discipline’s practice better 

(Bury & Strauss, 2006), for instance, considering a social construction of reality, 

which is to understand clients through the influence of their social and cultural factors 

(Gergen, 1985). Subsequently, counselling psychologists may favour research 

approaches that assimilate with such epistemologies, such as qualitative designs.  

Counselling psychologists are encouraged to inquire within the parameters of 

qualitative methods (Ponterotto, 2005), for example, studying individuals in the 

natural world, their social interactions, and their meaning-making from experiences 

(Morrow, 2007). This reframing research focus has led to the development of 

qualitative methods such as thematic analysis, grounded theory analysis, 

interpretative phenomenological analysis, and hermeneutic single-case design. They 

capture counselling psychology’s paradigms and are now synonymous with 

counselling psychology research (Blair, 2010). Qualitative methods consist of 

benefits that quantitative lack; for instance, they provide an in-depth view of 

phenomena and complex processes that quantitative methods can only provide a 

broadness of (Morrow, 2005). Qualitative methods have shown to have such a 

significant impact on gathering evidence that NICE guidelines have included a 

clause that, while RCTs are the most appropriate, a  
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range of other non-randomised evidence, such as observational evidence 

(including that derived from the analysis of primary data sources such as 

patient registries), experimental and qualitative evidence, may also be used to 

inform assessments of effectiveness, or aspects of effectiveness. (NICE, 

2014, p. 15).  

This addition highlights the impact that counselling psychology has had on the 

scientist-practitioner model in terms of its definition and what constitutes evidence-

based practice by increasing the use of such methods in their research.  

Further to broadening the term scientific to fit how research is conducted 

within counselling psychology, is expanding what constitutes scientific activity within 

the field (Corrie & Callanan, 2000, 2001; Jones & Mehr, 2007). Counselling 

psychologists have requested a broader and more diverse definition of evidence and 

the mediums used to gather this (Blair, 2010). This broader definition is so that the 

complexity of human experience can be specifically explored (Gelso, 1979a; Morrow, 

2007; Morrow & Smith, 2000; Neimeyer & Resnikoff, 1982) in additional ways to 

more accurately reflect the roles science and research play within the counselling 

psychology identity (Corrie & Callanan, 2000). Corrie and Callanan (2000, 2001) 

highlighted an ethical responsibility to keep informed of current research and its 

relation to theory, practice and outcome. They also noted that counselling 

psychologists’ activities such as evaluation and analysis of practice are consistent 

with the scientific components of the scientist-practitioner model. Bury and Strauss 

(2006) highlighted that there are alternative questions to those asked typically in 

outcome research (such as from randomised controlled trials, which may only be 

interested in whether a change has occurred). These questions are more in line with 

counselling psychology’s other principles, like humanistic, for example, focusing on 
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‘how’ change occurs. Bury and Strauss addressed their approach to the scientist-

practitioner, which may align more closely to counselling psychology’s identity. They 

stated that their exploration is guided by scientific methodology and principles that 

influence how meaning evolves in the therapist-client relationship. They accept that 

measures and methods only suggest patterns and hypotheses while welcoming that 

the relationship impacts any attempt at objectivity in delivering interventions. 

Therefore, they attempt to balance and synthesise scientific (i.e., what can be done) 

and humanistic (i.e., the relationship and encounter) domains of exploration and 

inquiry. This approach is consistent with Blair’s (2010) encouragement to bridge a 

gap between empirically supported treatment methods and the needs of the 

individual client, taking into consideration their unique circumstances and the setting.   

Following this thread, Strawbridge and Woolfe (2004) noted that skills such as 

empathic listening and reflection are required both for good practice and for science 

conducted within a psychotherapeutic context, as attention is on understanding 

experiences to gain a deeper understanding of clients. Such an approach to science 

is consistent with counselling psychology’s fundamentals, which Hage (2003) 

defined as “respect for the personal, subjective experience of the client and 

multifaceted approaches to knowing” (p. 557).  

Jones (2008) blamed the introduction of the scientist-practitioner model to 

counselling psychology as contributing to a divide between the two components and 

moving towards an emphasis on science and away from developing practice 

expertise during the training. They argue that focusing on the development of 

science and practice as separate entities has encouraged a “polarisation of 

perspectives rather than a sound integrated model of the profession” (p. 44). 

Stoltenberg et al. (2000) also believed that the lack of integration was due to trainees 
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being exposed to both roles as distinct and performing specialised functions. They 

highlighted that this exposure leads to seeing the immediate relevance of one 

component, such as the relevance of the practitioner in their role, and subsequently 

dismissing the scientist’s value. Consistently, an interview study of 24 graduate 

students in counselling, clinical and school psychology (Aspenson et al., 1993) 

classified the students into positive, negative, and ambivalent groups based on their 

perceptions of the relevance and usefulness of the scientist-practitioner model both 

personally and to the profession. In the negative group, students considered science 

and practice dichotomous and most believed that research training hindered their 

practice training. This understanding seems to continue to post-qualification career 

behaviour as Overholser (2012) found that early-career counselling psychologists 

perceived their career path as a split between either practitioner or academic roles. 

Participants perceived that whichever path they took led to little time or opportunity to 

explore the other. 

Chwalisz (2003) suggested that a way to integrate these roles is by training 

evidence-based practitioners. She noted that there is a need for counselling 

psychologists to demonstrate efficacy in their practice, think critically about their 

work, and engage with inquiry that involves the use of evidence to understand a 

client’s difficulties. Evidence-based practitioners are required to use, generate, and 

disseminate evidence, which expands the boundaries of what constitutes evidence 

for both academics and clinicians (Chwalisz, 2003). Moreover, evidence-based 

practice has origins in evidence-based medicine, which Chwalisz believed could lead 

to a broader view and acceptance of evidence consistent with counselling 

psychology philosophy and practice used by the wider healthcare system. Therefore, 

speaking the same language as medicine could lead counselling psychology 
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practitioners to be accepted as contributing members of the healthcare system while 

impacting the system from within in a way consistent with their values (Chwalisz, 

2003). In addition, extending the definition of evidence to cover most professional 

activity begins to reveal the limitations of positivistic science. It also opens a wide 

range of potential avenues that generate psychological knowledge, considering the 

various roles counselling psychologists can take in their careers. Therefore, 

reframing psychological activities as day-to-day efforts to be evidence-based 

practitioners could lead to a shift towards broader notions of evidence (Chwalisz, 

2003). 

Despite these suggestions, the relative lack of research activity within 

counselling psychology is evident, for example, in attitudes observed from the early 

stages of training. For instance, Parker and Detterman (1988) surveyed 176 

graduate students from 16 APA-accredited programmes about their clinical, research 

and teaching interests, as well as their enjoyment of and amount of time spent in 

various activities. Most students (71%) hoped to spend most of their professional 

time in clinical work. Similarly, Marwit’s survey (1983) of 449 graduate students 

reported that students are often dissatisfied with their scientist-practitioner training, 

and 67% of scientist-practitioner students aspired to practice careers. Such 

perceptions towards research activity translated to behaviour throughout time. Frank 

(1984) summarised the findings of eight surveys published between 1951 and 1981 

and found a relatively small number of psychologists published. Similar findings were 

seen in a more recent study by Gordon and Hanley (2013) regarding counselling 

psychologists’ lack of research dissemination despite this being after the imposed 

requirement of the completion of a research project to qualify. These findings may 

support the lack of integration between the scientist and practitioner roles as a 
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hypothesis. At the same time, the findings may feed into the argument that these 

roles continue to be measured separately rather than integrated in a way that 

supports the counselling psychology identity. In any case, the findings indicate the 

various career opportunities that counselling psychology has in which a counselling 

psychologist can engage primarily with activities that are within their interests and 

strengths. Indeed, Gelso (2006) reported that most counselling psychology students 

do not enter doctoral studies with a strong or specific interest in research (those who 

possess such interests are more likely to pursue a predominately academic route). 

Most students were found to enter a counselling psychology programme with higher 

interests in learning counselling techniques than understanding outcome research 

studies and the application of the findings in clinical practice (Dukic, 2015). Though, 

such expectations that most students are not interested in research may lead to 

further students’ disinterests or fears of research, creating missed development 

opportunities (Owenz & Hall, 2011). Moreover, rather than considering trainees’ 

interests prior to the course and this becoming the only route they take in their 

careers post-qualification, the training could be significantly impactful in encouraging 

positive research interests and behaviours. For example, returning to the idea of 

integration of the scientist and practitioner roles, Reisetter et al. (2004) found that 

students were significantly more likely to have positive research attitudes when they 

perceived that the skills required for conducting robust qualitative research were 

consistent with the skills needed to be effective counsellors. Similarly, Lei (2008) 

identified a positive correlation between interest in research methods and their 

usefulness. These findings suggest that if students can see the relevance of 

research to their academic, professional, and personal lives, they are more likely to 
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harbour more interest in research during the training and carry this through post-

qualification in its application to evidence-based practice (Dukic, 2015).  

Ultimately, The DCoP (2005) stated that the scientist-practitioner model is a 

marriage within counselling psychology, and they both depend on one another to 

keep the field progressing. Engaging with research helps practitioners to develop 

conceptual clarity by making the implicit explicit (Safran & Muran, 1994), as well as 

orientate them towards scientific thinking, which protects against, for example, 

cognitive biases in human thinking (Frost, 2015; Kahneman, 2012). McLeod (2001) 

supported this by stating that research demystifies practice and for practitioners to 

resist the scientist-practitioner model would be unethical. In agreement, the HCPC 

highlights that professional accountability and regulation require practice to be 

embedded in an evidence base to ensure that it is safe and effective (HCPC, 2015). 

Mentioned at the beginning of this debate was whether the scientist-practitioner 

model was still as important now that counselling psychology is a well-established 

profession. In order to remain in a stable, influential position, counselling psychology 

must adhere to the ethical frameworks and competencies presented by its governing 

bodies. The BPS and the HCPC have both provided statements informing that 

counselling psychologists have a duty to uphold the scientist-practitioner identity. 

The HCPC (2015) makes clear that counselling psychologists are required to “be 

aware of the principles and applications of scientific enquiry, including the evaluation 

of the effectiveness of interventions and the research process” (p. 13). This 

statement means that counselling psychologists need to engage with research to 

apply approaches and interventions within the therapeutic context competently. The 

BPS defines counselling psychology as an integration of “the identities of the 
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reflective and scientist-practitioner” (BPS, 2019, p. 6), making evidence-based 

practice a clear characteristic of counselling psychology's identity.  

Vespia and Sauer’s review (2006) of the 60-year relationship of the scientist-

practitioner framework with counselling psychology reinforced this conclusion. They 

stated, “Counselling psychology has re-affirmed its commitment to the approach for 

decades” (p. 246). Without research, counselling psychologists would not know what 

aspects of their roles are helpful, and without practice, the research would be futile. 

Having discussed the conflict between the traditional definition of science (which the 

scientist-practitioner was originally built on), the values of counselling psychology, 

and how the two may combine in a way that maintains their essence, it is essential to 

continue exploring the challenges and opportunities for realistically and effectively 

integrating the scientist and practitioner so that the scientist-practitioner framework 

contributes to the field’s development rather than hinders it (explored in Chapter 3).  

2.4. Dissemination of Research  

Research dissemination is a key element of research engagement leading to 

the field’s development. It is an active process of communicating information derived 

from science to audiences that are most likely to benefit from the findings (Kerner & 

Hall, 2009). Accessibility to new findings is vital to enable the integration of science 

and practice (Kasket, 2011). For instance, Newnham and Page (2010) stated that 

counselling psychologists should be consumers of research to continuously evaluate 

and develop their practice and then use the findings from practice to produce new 

research. The research is then disseminated to the practitioner and scientific 

communities giving those within the same circles as the producer and potential 

stakeholders an understanding of what is effective. The example above of the 
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therapeutic relationship’s incorporation within the NICE Guidelines is an example of 

the successful execution of this process (Barkham et al., 2007). 

Miller (1969) believed that counselling psychologists should share their 

knowledge with the general public because what they create is especially relevant to 

human welfare. This is consistent with their vocational and community care roots that 

are part of the pluralism value (Thatcher & Manktelow, 2007). Woolfe (2016) 

believed that “if one has something good to offer, the ethical position is surely not to 

keep it to oneself but to give it away so that its benefits are disseminated as widely 

as possible” (p. 17). While Woolfe was responding to counselling psychologists’ 

fears of losing their values, this can also be applied to the dissemination of research, 

suggesting that it is counselling psychologists’ ethical duty to share the knowledge 

that they create (e.g., to prevent the use of outdated research). Finally, the Quality 

Assurance Agency (2014) attempted to ensure that research is produced and 

disseminated for the advancement of the field and integration with practice by stating 

that the purpose of engagement is to “extend the forefront of an academic discipline 

or area of professional practice” (pp. 23–24). 
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Chapter 3 – Literature Review  

3.1. Chapter Overview  

This chapter begins by examining the development of the literature review. 

The review follows pertaining to the integration of the scientist-practitioner model in 

counselling psychology within the UK, focusing on the necessity, challenges and 

possibilities consistent with the discipline’s identity and values. Ultimately, as 

research engagement is necessary for the development of the field, the barriers and 

facilitators to this activity among counselling psychologists are examined. The focus 

is especially on female counselling psychologists because they are the dominant 

demographic within this discipline and experience the greatest implications from 

such engagement. Therefore, existing literature on how a research environment 

could be fostered in counselling psychology for female counselling psychologists is 

explored, and the current gaps within this are identified. Subsequently, the present 

study and research questions are introduced and how they could address some of 

the gaps to contribute to the development of a more complete picture of the 

phenomenon. Finally, a summary of the author’s reflexive position on this research 

topic is provided to maintain research transparency.  

3.2. Development of Literature Review 

Initially, the literature review was developed by using several search engines 

such as Google Scholar and EBSCO host and psychology databases including 

PsychInfo, Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection and Scopus. The search 

consisted of Boolean terms “counsel* psycholog*” AND (“scientist-practitioner” OR 
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“scientist practitioner” OR “researcher-practitioner” OR “researcher practitioner” OR 

“research activity” OR “research engagement”). The terms ‘female’ and ‘women’ 

were also used where applicable (for some databases, this yielded very general 

results). Generally, the date-span of the literature reviewed was 10-years because it 

is advised to evaluate recent research to determine the current status of a topic 

(Pautasso, 2013; Price et al., 2015). The literature review also found more specific 

research into this topic in recent years. However, because this topic in counselling 

psychology is less researched overall, research beyond this date span was also 

reviewed to help provide an overall and developing picture of the phenomenon. The 

review consisted of peer-reviewed journal articles, books, and edited book chapters. 

All abstracts of relevant articles based on their titles were read and then articles that 

seemed most appropriate, (from the abstracts) to the present study were fully read. 

Snowballing techniques were used, which identified relevant literature from the 

selected papers that were then also included. The relationship between research 

and gender was considered regardless of whether gender was a main theme of the 

literature. One of the reasons for this was that there was very limited literature found 

specific to gender and the scientist-practitioner model in counselling psychology. 

Therefore, this relationship in the broader scientific domain was also examined to 

gain insight on a larger scale, which could consequentially impact the relationship in 

counselling psychology. 

3.3. Is Research Production and Dissemination Necessary for 

Counselling Psychology to Thrive? 

The debates regarding the purpose of the scientist-practitioner framework 

within counselling psychology (as explored in section 2.3.2.) have led to questions 

about its necessity, particularly the role of research production, for the field’s growth 
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and, ultimately, its ability to thrive. The debates around counselling psychology’s 

identity, the type of scientist-practitioner framework that fits with counselling 

psychology’s other philosophical underpinnings (and, therefore, consideration to 

broadening the definition of science, research, and evidence) have led to confusion 

about the type of model that is taught and how it is taught during the training. Ridley 

and Laird’s study (2015), which consisted of a survey of 32 leaders in counselling 

psychology programmes across the US, found that there was little consensus on the 

defining characteristics and roles of the scientist-practitioner model in their training 

programmes. The lack of clarity in participants’ responses suggested that some of 

the training directors struggled to distinguish between how they define, evaluate, and 

implement the model. These findings may suggest that without a clear framework to 

work from, each programme’s requirements may be the default criteria of evaluation 

for the model, leading to the model potentially lacking validity. Trierweiler and 

Stricker (1998) noted that during the Boulder conference, the word ‘model’ was not 

used to describe the scientist-practitioner. Though the profession now uses the term, 

it does not mean that the profession has undertaken a procedure to articulate the 

definition and its parameters specifically. This may explain the broadness and lack of 

clarity regarding what is considered the scientist-practitioner model. Ridley and Laird 

questioned whether we could even conclude that there is such a model, which may 

suggest that if there is no clear definition that counselling psychologists are working 

from, how can its effectiveness be evaluated? Therefore, how successful is it as a 

philosophical underpinning of counselling psychology? Indeed, from Ridley and 

Laird’s study, none of the directors reported conducting any specific evaluations for 

the effectiveness of their scientist-practitioner training, which, for the authors, raised 

concerns about the ethical standards of practices. Consequently, there is a 
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significant impact on trainees’ use of the scientist-practitioner model. Though there 

was some integration of science and practice in their activities, suggesting some 

potential in developing and implementing an ‘authentic’ scientist-practitioner model, 

this appeared to be random and fragmented rather than in a purposeful, coordinated 

way (Ridley & Laird, 2015). Moreover, a survey by VanderVeen et al. (2012) on 653 

clinical psychology students found that post-qualification, a third of the students 

rarely drew on science to inform their clinical decisions.  

In addition, despite the clarity that the scientist-practitioner model is 

concerned with integrating the two roles, it has been considered an ‘impractical 

luxury’ that is not often achieved in practice (Hayes et al., 1999). Clinicians argue 

that research is not often presented in a format easily translated to practice 

(Andrews, 2000). Moreover, they argue that published trials do not usually represent 

routine conditions and, therefore, there is limited generalisation of the conclusions 

(Franklin et al., 2006). In parallel, researchers argue that clinicians can be ethically 

irresponsible by not providing an empirically supported practice by not incorporating 

empirical findings into their practice (Franklin et al., 2006). These arguments add to 

the ongoing debate and may pose a question: if there is such a mismatch and 

dichotomy between the two roles, as well as a mismatch between the theory and 

practice of the model, then is it even fit for purpose? For instance, clinicians may be 

less inclined to incorporate empirically supported treatments because they suspect 

the treatments are unsuitable for their client group (Newnham & Page, 2010). In 

particular, randomized controlled trial (RCT) findings, considered the gold standard 

for best practice within the NHS, may not be relevant to clinical practice (Newnham & 

Page, 2010). This irrelevance could be for several reasons, including the sample 

assessed in RCTs may not represent the wider clinical population (Newnham & 
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Page, 2010), especially because the rigorous methodological design of RCTs leads 

to a sample that meets all inclusion criteria and is willing to participate and commit to 

the design of the study. The sample may be misrepresentative of clients’ complex 

and chronic problems in the wider community (Kazdin, 2008b; Newnham & Page, 

2010). Similarly, clinical practice is concerned with using a holistic approach rather 

than only alleviating particular symptoms, including life functioning, quality of life, and 

coping with stressors (Kazdin, 2008a). As these variables are more vague and 

difficult to measure the outcomes of, they are less researched (Newnham & Page, 

2010). Newnham and Page concluded, “Such discrepancy between the focus of 

clinical care and research design hinders the integration of research in practice.” (p. 

131).  

Ultimately, the effectiveness in practice is what matters, and Shapiro et al. 

(2003) suggested that the focus on evidence-based treatments is unnecessary 

because the treatment effects are due to non-specific factors such as the therapeutic 

relationship between client and clinician. This suggestion is reinforced by a number 

of treatment trials that were conducted in routine practice settings (Stiles et al., 2006, 

2008), which highlighted that all treatments have equivalent efficacy and differences 

between outcomes are not due to published data (which is not a result of 

measurement methods). Paradoxically, evidence, outcome monitoring, and in a 

broader sense, research and science have reinforced this impact, highlighting the 

importance of outcome research and evidence to ensure the delivery of best practice 

and what constitutes this (Newnham & Page, 2010). There is a wide range of 

empirically supported outcome studies that indicate, for example, the effectiveness 

of psychotherapy (e.g., Hersen & Gross, 2008; Kazdin, 2008a; Newnham et al., 

2007), as well as what factors and approaches lead to positive outcomes in the 
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practice setting in the form of guides. These provide clinicians with a foundation 

knowledge base to build on with consideration for the efficacy and effectiveness of 

treatments and for a range of psychological disorders that could be effective for the 

average client (see Andrews et al., 1994; Barkham et al., 2010, 2017; Nathan & 

Gorman, 2002). However, some have criticised this approach and the scientist-

practitioner model for its lack of consideration for the individual’s needs by its ‘one-

size-fits-all’ approach (Woody, 2011). A response to this has been clinicians 

favouring the use of formulations, which consider the individual aspects of each 

client to develop a tailored treatment plan for them (Newnham & Page, 2010). This 

approach considers the complexities and potential comorbidities that a diagnostic 

approach does not (Newnham & Page, 2010) and is consistent with counselling 

psychology’s holistic approach. However, a limitation of the case formulation 

approach is that it may lack reliability (Kendjelic & Eells, 2007) and be considered an 

eclectic approach to treatment (Newnham & Page, 2010) can sometimes be harmful 

to the client. Schulte and Eifert (2002) identified that clinicians might change 

direction during a session based on their prediction of failure, which does not 

correlate with actual patient progress but is driven by the clinician’s mood, which is 

then interpreted to be a reflection of the therapeutic bond. Consequently, if the 

clinician perceives that the client dislikes them or does not accept their views, the 

clinician’s mood may deteriorate and then may negatively impact their perceptions of 

the progress the client is making and, therefore, change the treatment direction 

(Schulte & Eifert, 2002). Although this is one factor that may impact the direction of 

therapy, there may be other, wiser, considered evaluations and changes in direction 

that consider factors that lead to positive outcomes.   
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In any case, Krause et al. (2007) highlighted that as part of daily practice, 

clinicians should measure outcomes routinely and monitor client progress, which is 

not only a pillar of the scientist-practitioner framework (with science used to inform 

practice and each individual case in practice to inform science; Newnham & Page, 

2010) but also part of the ethical responsibility of a clinician to continuously assess 

their effectiveness (Ogles et al., 2002). Patient-focused research could be a 

response to integrate research and practice because it focuses on the specific 

individual in therapy rather than considering what is effective for the average client 

(Howard et al., 1996), as well as being an approach to monitor the progress of the 

individual. This approach includes responding to indications that the client is not 

improving and, therefore, addressing this during therapy for the individual’s benefit. 

This suggestion is significant because the literature suggests a disconnect between 

clinicians’ views of progress and the client’s reports, with clinicians reporting overly 

positive outcomes and rarely reporting that a client’s symptoms have declined in 

their care (Lambert, 2005). Therefore, patient-focused research provides the 

opportunity for clinicians and clients to provide feedback during treatment so that any 

difficulties that arise are addressed and resolved, which has resulted in improved 

treatment outcomes and a significant increase in recovery rates (Lambert, 2007). 

Patient-focused research is a solution to ensure that the client’s needs are at the 

forefront and their treatment is tailored, taking into consideration a developed case 

formulation within the boundaries of evidence-based clinical guidelines. This 

formulation is then amended using outcome-focused dialogue to ensure that they are 

moving in the right direction. Newnham and Page (2010) stated that maintaining 

closeness to this combination will foster sustainable factors under a scientist-
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practitioner framework that works effectively within the field and contributes to its 

continued growth.     

All of the examples given significantly highlight the constant commitment and 

recommitment to the scientist-practitioner framework as a foundation for counselling 

psychology (Vespia & Sauer, 2006). They discuss the different ways commitment to 

the scientist-practitioner model (which is centred around the integration of science 

and practice to enhance each other; Vespia & Sauer, 2006) is upheld. This model is 

considered so crucial to the field and its growth within the wider scientific domain that 

consideration is given to broadening the definition of science and research so that 

the model is more consistent with counselling psychology’s other values and, 

therefore, counselling psychologists remain dedicated to adhering to the model (see 

section 2.3.2 for examples of broadening the terms); as Belar (2000) asserted that 

“the model is fundamental to the growth of professional psychology” (p. 249). 

Returning to the American Division for counselling psychology’s official statement of 

training counselling psychologists (APA, 1952), the relationship between research 

and practice was evident as early as the introduction of these initial guidelines. 

Research should inform practice “on counseling psychologists falls the chief 

responsibility for conducting the research upon which depends the possibility of more 

effective counseling’’ (APA, 1952, p. 176). Concurrently, practice should inform 

research; ‘‘The counseling psychologist can make unique contributions to 

psychological knowledge because his counseling experience provides an especially 

fruitful opportunity to formulate hypotheses’’ (APA, 1952, pp. 179–180). These 

statements highlight that the scientist-practitioner model had intended to develop the 

field within the broader community. APA also highlighted that counselling 

psychologists should be not only consumers of research but also producers. Hayes 
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et al. (1999) reinforced that clinicians should be active consumers of research 

findings, participate in the ongoing evaluation of their practice, use this data to 

produce new research, and report the findings to the professional and scientific 

communities. Indeed, empirical evidence to support best practice (as mentioned in 

the above examples) can only be achieved through research production. Stoltenberg 

et al. (2000) emphasised that counselling psychology’s grounding in science has 

enabled its commitment to human welfare and the development of human service. 

Without such credibility of science, practice would have remained “shrouded in 

mysticism and public scepticism.” (p. 629). More than this, practice without continued 

updates from effectiveness research can lead to client harm (Lilienfield, 2007). Such 

reluctance to be research-informed reduces treatment quality control and is 

detrimental to the safety of the client (Lilienfield, 2007). Concurrently, in line with the 

above, being only research-informed is not enough, as Stoltenberg et al. also 

highlighted the importance of outcome research to assess and evaluate the 

effectiveness of counselling psychologists’ treatment plans. In addition, being able to 

evaluate effectiveness both in their own client work and when consuming research 

requires competency in research production (Stoltenberg et al., 2000). Finally, 

Stoltenberg et al. questioned, “who will do the clinically relevant research if those 

who engage in full-time practice are not involved?” (p. 630), highlighting that to really 

understand what one is doing and engage in credible, effective practices, it is 

imperative that counselling psychologists engage with both science and practice in 

tandem to continue developing their practice and consequently, there is the growth 

of the field. Ridley and Laird (2015) summarised that this is now the opportunity for 

counselling psychologists to solidify a coherent and consistent integration of science 
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and practice so that it advances to an operational endeavour by all counselling 

psychologists.   

At the same time, the wider scientific world needs to collaborate with 

counselling psychology to ensure that the research produced consistent with the 

discipline is considered credible and has the potential to be impactful at a broader 

level by treating it in the same way as research from other disciplines and modalities 

such as STEMM research. The Research Excellence Framework (REF) was first 

used in 2014 to assess the quality and potential impact of research produced in UK 

higher education institutions (Loewenthal, 2010). Lowenthal developed his editorial 

during the time between REF taking over the previous Research Assessment 

Exercise and before REF was first put into practice. There was serious concern 

regarding the position of counselling psychology in REF because it is considered 

under the Units of Assessment ‘Psychology, Psychiatry, and Neuroscience’. This unit 

is both broad in terms of what could be considered within this unit (for instance, 

psychology is an umbrella term with several domains under this) and narrow 

because grouping the three may indicate a criterion of similar traits that need to be 

fulfilled. This criterion may be at odds with the differing values and philosophies of 

counselling psychology while consistent with traditional psychology that sits closer to 

the medical model and favours positivistic approaches (Loewenthal, 2010). The 

potential lack of acceptance for research consistent with counselling psychology’s 

values by the framework that specifically measures the value of research may lead 

to uncertainty about whether research production is necessary for the field to thrive. 

Moreover, this becomes a significant barrier experienced by counselling 

psychologists engaging in research, especially if it has been encouraged for 

research production to be relevant to counselling psychology practice. Additionally, 
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Loewenthal emphasised that adhering to the REF criteria may lead to practitioners 

engaging with research with an intention for their discipline to politically survive 

rather than out of a spirit of curiosity and enquiry, which may lead to practitioners 

having to prove that their approaches work according to what is the “research 

fashion of the day” (Loewenthal, 2010, p. 289). This adherence could paradoxically 

hinder treatment effectiveness and, consequently, may push counselling 

psychologists further from research production and dissemination (if the gap 

between research and practice broadens).  

Recently, and since REF was established, the validity of the REF framework 

has consistently been reviewed. In 2017, following a review of the unit of 

assessment that psychology is under, concerns were reported about the criteria and 

assessment process used to measure the disparate disciplinary areas covered in 

this unit (REF, 2017). Although, at that time, they concluded that a restructuring was 

unnecessary. In the 2019 report, REF defined the ‘Psychology, Psychiatry, and 

Neuroscience’ unit criteria to consist of 

all areas of psychological research with humans and animals. It covers 

quantitative and qualitative approaches to typical and atypical populations in 

all settings at the cultural, societal, group and individual levels, across the full 

range of areas of psychological practice and outside of formalised settings, 

and includes all aspects of psychological experience. (REF, 2019, p. 10) 

This criterion is a significant expansion from the first REF definition for this 

unit, which, for psychology, stated “covering the full range of the discipline from all 

areas of psychology” (REF, 2012, p. 21). Although broad, this could lead to vast 

interpretations. The 2019 clarification through expansion of the criterion could have 
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some consistent characteristics with counselling psychology, which could lead to 

more research accepted under this framework and, therefore, some encouragement 

for counselling psychologists to engage with research production and dissemination.  

3.4. The Challenges of Integrating the Scientist with the 

Practitioner  

Studies have suggested that counselling psychologists have struggled to 

harmoniously integrate the scientist and practitioner identities since the call for them 

to adhere to the scientist-practitioner model (Myers, 2007). Some potential barriers 

that may prevent such a balance between science and practice are explored below.   

There is discord between the methods and philosophies of research and 

practice. The validity of research is measurable and determined by the replicability of 

its methods and results (Blair, 2010). In contrast, practice is subjective and unique to 

each encounter and therefore, it cannot be measured in the controlled way that 

research requires to test for effectiveness. Consequently, this integration of science 

with practice produces a fear of attempting to ‘scientificise’ the therapeutic process 

(which, ultimately, is an interaction between people) by attempting to measure it in 

unfeasible scientific ways (Blair, 2010). Attempting to do so may estrange 

counselling psychologists who initially were attracted to the discipline because of its 

focus on exploring the humanness of people. van Deurzen-Smith (1990) explains 

that 

the attraction of clinical psychology for many was that it came somewhat 

closer … to exploring the person. But there again many have been sadly 

disappointed in finding that the spirit of experimental psychology and 

reductionist objectivity takes over once more. If after all these hurdles the 
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psychologist still dares to be drawn to people in a philosophical, personal or 

subjective manner he or she may turn to the field of … counselling psychology 

(p. 9) 

A full circle has occurred as Skourteli and Apostolopoulou (2015) found that 

counselling psychologists now believe that modern culture, society, and politics have 

dictated the type of research deemed appropriate. These domains favour 

quantitative, measurable data, evidence-based practice and cost-effective 

treatments. Aligning too literally with this type of 'scientist', who engages with 

research primarily in the above ways (closely connected with the medical model), will 

distance counselling psychologists from the values the profession was built on. In 

addition, it is inconsistent with counselling psychology's objectives to explore the 

dilemmas regarding human existence and develop meaningful interpersonal 

connections. Chwalisz (2003) warned about the fine line between scientific practice 

(which psychologists should endeavour to align with for the sake of credibility and 

good practice) and scientific philosophy (which will lead to a too narrow and 

rationalistic view of evidence). Counselling psychologists should hold onto the values 

that make it unique and, consequently, critically analyse rather than blindly follow the 

scientist and medical models, especially as there are questions regarding the validity 

of diagnoses and the adverse effects of labelling (Hage, 2003).  

Despite the challenges of ‘whether’ to and ‘what’ aspects of the ‘scientist’ 

counselling psychologists should endeavour to integrate into their identity, literature 

proposes the main challenge of integration is ‘how’ realistic it is for counselling 

psychologists. There is doubt that the unofficial proposed 50-50 split of time 

dedicated to each component (Vespia & Sauer, 2006) is an ideal rather than a 

possible reality. Counselling psychologists worked predominantly in research when 
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the scientist-practitioner model was proposed (Myers, 2007). Increasingly, practice 

has taken precedence. Fitzgerald and Osipow’s (1986) occupational analysis of 351 

counselling psychologists from APA’s Division 17 found that they were heavily 

involved in the practice aspect of their identity, and there was less emphasis on 

academic and research-focused activities. Similarly, in the UK, Gordon and Hanley’s 

aim (2013) to identify where counselling psychologists disseminate their research 

was overshadowed by the limited number of their research publications (from the 

2892 members in the DCoP at the time, only 40 had published research). The 

findings suggest serious dissemination issues and adherence to the scientist-

practitioner model. Meara (1990) argued that studies focusing on the scientist-

practitioner framework, specifically research production and dissemination, only 

provide information about what counselling psychologists do on the surface; they do 

not give the whole picture of the discipline’s integration of the scientist-practitioner 

model. For example, counselling psychologists may use a research-informed 

approach to their practice role, thus engaging with the scientist-practitioner model. 

Consequently, the focus should be on how they approach their work rather than only 

on what they do. 

While a research-informed practice approach has many benefits, there is less 

emphasis on producing new knowledge. The production of new knowledge is 

necessary for the field’s development, its establishment among other scientific 

disciplines, and the progression of counselling psychologists within the field (as 

mentioned throughout this present study). Reinforcing this importance, a special 

issue within Counselling Psychology Review explored the question of where 

counselling psychology would be in 10-years’ time (Sequeira, 2009). Participants 

were counselling psychologists, with most holding senior positions within 
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predominantly practice and academic roles, who were provided with a set of 

qualitative, open-ended questions as prompts. There was consensus among authors 

that counselling psychology’s growth and thriving depended on the dissemination of 

research.  

Despite the above, counselling psychologists have experienced barriers to 

research production. Blair (2010) reported that practitioners struggle to access 

relevant academic resources (e.g., research funding or research findings) if not 

attached to an academic institution. Factors such as the requirement of practical 

hours during the training and increased working with managed care organisations 

were also barriers to research engagement and integration (Meara & Davis, 2004). 

Holttum and Goble (2006) identified a lack of motivation towards research activity 

due to the absence of relevant infrastructures and incentives in the work setting. 

Reinforcing this finding, an IPA study on chartered counselling psychologists’ 

research experiences (Skourteli & Apostolopoulou, 2015) found that despite 

instances of passion and enthusiasm for research projects, an 

unsupportive/unresponsive environment prevented their fruition. Overwhelmingly, 

research support included specifically allocated time to research activity (Haynes et 

al., 1987; Newman & McKenzie, 2011). Without incentives, a backward effect 

occurred in which even individual, personal time and mental effort assigned to 

research were reduced, which became barriers that impacted intrinsic motivation to 

undertake research (Skourteli & Apostolopoulou, 2015). This finding indicates that 

internal factors impact research engagement in addition to external factors. For 

example, the lack of research exposure impacted the development of research skills 

and experience required to facilitate such activity (London Regional Advisory 

Committee for Clinical Psychology [LRACCP] Working Group, 2002, as cited in 
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Holttum & Goble, 2006). A combination of these external and internal factors 

significantly impacts professionals’ confidence and self-efficacy towards and 

engagement with research (LRACCP, 2002, as cited in Holttum & Goble, 2006). 

The challenges for counselling psychologists to engage with research are 

observed even during the training (see section 2.3.2. for additional exploration of the 

current literature on this topic), despite there being an emphasis on research in 

training (Quality Assurance Agency, 2014). Gordon and Hanley (2013) posed the 

question, “what happens to the research that is produced by trainees” (p. 14); given 

that there are 13 doctoral programmes in the UK, this should equate to hundreds of 

publications. Much research has highlighted trainees’ resistance to research 

throughout the training. Horn et al. (2007) hypothesised that trainees are likely to 

enter doctorate programmes already with practical experience and an innate interest 

in helping others. In agreement, Blair (2010) postulated that a graduate interested in 

research is likely to undertake a postgraduate research degree, therefore, 

questioning whether the 50-50 research and practice split is doomed from the 

beginning. It appears that the training offers limited opportunities to foster both 

identities equally. The longitudinal study by Horn et al. consisted of 16 counselling 

psychology graduates or trainees (who had completed all course work) who had 

enrolled in a US university. Of the participants, 11 reported being practitioners and 

working either in a clinical or treatment setting (n = 7), university or 4-year college 

setting (n = 4). In 2-years, only six participants presented at a professional 

conference; since graduation, 75% of the participants reported that they had not had 

any publications. Levels of interest and activity within scientific researcher and 

clinical practitioner domains were measured using the Scientist-Practitioner 

Inventory (developed by Leong & Zachar, 1991). The findings reinforce the trend as 
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no significant changes occurred from pre- and post-testing of counselling 

psychologists’ interests in the scientist domain of the scientist-practitioner identity. 

Levels of interest were measured at the beginning of the doctorate course, 6-years, 

and 11-years later. The findings suggest that neither the course nor the workplace 

significantly changed trainees’ attitudes towards research despite research being an 

integral component of the counselling psychology identity. However, some studies 

found that research interest does increase during training (e.g., Perl & Kahn, 1983). 

Although, they are dated and may not reflect the current picture, especially as there 

have been changes to the doctorate programme since, such as the introduction of 

the doctoral thesis in 2009 (Nielsen & Nicholas, 2016). However, Wang and Guo 

(2011) found that when students were required to participate in a research project 

(such as that in a doctoral course), they had more positive attitudes towards 

research method courses and, therefore, increased the chances of such attitudes 

towards future research activities. On the other hand, several studies have identified 

that the ‘right’ conditions (e.g., the connection between research training 

environment, research self-efficacy, and outcome expectations) are still required to 

improve research attitudes during the training (e.g., Bieschke et al., 1995; Blair, 

2010; Deemer, 2010; Dukic, 2015; Moran, 2011). The findings suggest that these 

conditions are consistently not met. Specifically, Hanley et al. (2012) provided 

possible explanations for trainees’ lack of research engagement and dissemination, 

including completing poor quality work, time, ignorance/inexperience, and lack of 

support from the research supervisor. 
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3.4.1. Barriers to Research Experienced Specifically by Women  

In addition to the above impacting counselling psychologists’ research 

engagement overall, some factors are experienced as additional barriers, specifically 

by women in science. Foundationally, gender schema theory may influence 

attitudinal barriers and reduce women’s participation in research activity. Steinke 

(1997) identified barriers such as the stereotype of scientists as male and science as 

a ‘masculine’ subject, a loss of confidence in the ability to be successful in science 

and the development of negative attitudes towards science, scientists and 

extracurricular science activities. This analysis is reinforced by an audit of the 

Wellcome Trust research grants (Blake & La Valle, 2001; Grant & Low, 1997), which 

found that proportionally fewer women than men submitted grant applications than 

men. Possible reasons for this included employment status, institutional support, 

family circumstances, and gender schemas. Although these sources are less recent, 

the Wellcome Trust annual report of 2019 conveyed the world’s largest study on 

attitudes towards science, with 140,000 people from 140 countries interviewed. They 

found that men were more likely to claim greater knowledge of science than women, 

even when levels of attainment were reported as equal (Wellcome Trust, 2019). An 

explanation is that gender bias in science and the above reasons from the earlier 

audit are still present, which influence women’s research attitudes. Valian (1998) 

clarified that gender schemas need to be explicitly and openly explored to reduce 

overrating men and underrating women in science and research to improve equal 

opportunities. 

Specific to counselling psychology, Apostolopoulou and Skourteli (2015) 

conducted a mixed-methods design project to examine qualified counselling 

psychologists’ research activity and, specifically, the facilitating and hindering factors 
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to this. In addition to their qualitative study (2015; examined throughout this chapter), 

their quantitative study (2015) consisted of 94 participants (21 were male, and 73 

were female) who had completed their training in the UK. Participants were 

employed in academia (14.9%), the NHS (33%), private practice (22.3%), and 

various public and private organisations (5.3%). Gender differences were identified 

regarding research engagement, with men reporting significantly higher scholarly 

activity than women despite significantly more women participating in the study.  

Although the authors did not explain these findings, they stated that their findings 

reflected the overall trend between gender and research across science professions. 

The mixed-methods design has strengths that a singular design does not, such as 

addressing ‘what’, ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions (Morrow, 2007) to provide greater 

detailed, more-rounded insight into the topic of investigation.  

The researcher of the present study conducted a search using Google 

Scholar Profiles of the most cited counselling psychologists in 2017 and found that 

no UK-registered female counselling psychologists were included in this list. It seems 

that gender bias may also be prevalent in this discipline, as Holttum and Goble 

(2006) provided a possible explanation for the low levels of research engagement. 

They stated that practitioners see ‘caring activities’ (e.g., therapy) as female-

orientated and ‘academic activities’ (e.g., research) as male-orientated (also 

reinforced in later research by Olsson & Martiny, 2018; Young et al., 2013). In 

Skourteli and Apostolopoulou’s qualitative study (2015; four of the participants in the 

quantitative study were selected for this study), future implications included the need 

for gender inequality to be targeted within the training and professional institutions to 

change the overall culture so that women have greater opportunities to be 

represented at the top of scientific careers. 
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Gender schemas and self-efficacy issues seem present even during the 

training, which may, in addition to the already low research dissemination by 

counselling psychology trainees, significantly hinder/extinguish female counselling 

psychologists’ attitudes towards such activity. Deemer (2010) conducted a study on 

228 counselling psychology doctoral students, and the majority of the sample (81%) 

were female. He examined the relationship between achievement goals and 

research self-efficacy and found that trainees reported a preference for clinical 

practice as a primary career preference (64.5%), and research only scored 11%. 

This finding is consistent with the above findings suggesting that trainees may 

translate these preferences into the levels of commitment they give to the different 

roles within their professional identity. More importantly, Deemer reported a gender 

difference as women possessed significantly lower research self-efficacy than male 

counterparts when age and mastery avoidance factors were removed, which he 

found was consistent with previous research findings. He suggested that faculty 

needed to do more to foster mastery experiences amongst female trainees, such as 

supporting them to undertake moderately challenging tasks to build efficacy and, 

therefore, increase research behaviour.   

The implications for increasing self-efficacy are significant as those with 

higher self-efficacy perceive themselves as having greater competence (a variable 

that needs to be satisfied by behaviours to increase intrinsic motivation). Therefore, 

they are more likely to engage in such activities, invest a greater degree of effort, 

and demonstrate more perseverance (Sobieraj & Krämer, 2019). This process is 

consistent in academic development regarding academic aspirations, performance, 

and persistence (Multon et al., 1991; Zajacova et al., 2005). A survey by Munir et al. 

(2014) found that female undergraduates reported feeling less confident about their 
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career prospects than their male counterparts. The findings suggest the prevalence 

of possible gender bias during earlier training, which is likely to continue without 

specific intervention and impacts female counselling psychologists' self-efficacy 

towards accomplishing in all areas of the discipline’s identity, subsequently impacting 

their views of career progression. Indeed, they surveyed women’s employment 

experiences in higher education institutions (including psychology departments) and 

found that women were less satisfied with their career progression and reported 

greater difficulty reaching top employment positions in their field. This finding poses 

a question of whether women are not encouraged to pursue an interest in research 

and academia as male trainees, which is consistent with Steinke’s gender bias 

findings (1997) of socio-cultural barriers contributing to a gender gap in science 

participation from an early age. This finding included the absence of scientific 

careers discussions and female scientist role models in the home. Such factors will 

likely to impact female trainees’ views of research engagement and subsequent 

activity after qualification.  

Gender bias linked with self-efficacy was not the only factor influencing 

women to engage less with research than men. A study by Bingham and Nix (2010) 

consisted of a survey completed by 35 faculty members in higher education, with 

88.2% of the sample being female and 92% of participants holding a doctorate. 

Participants were asked about their views on gender bias in the workplace and found 

possible gender inequality. Participants perceived reasons for the 

underrepresentation of women in senior academic roles, including the extent to 

which women’s work is valued, the comparative treatment of men and women, the 

impact of familial responsibilities on women’s work, the availability of time towards 

their careers (and specifically, research), and, therefore, limitations on women’s 
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careers. Not only did these issues play a role in shaping female faculty productivity 

and negatively impacting morale, but also limited career progression. For instance, it 

was found that women spent more time on teaching and services, which created a 

disadvantage for research time, while men had greater access to research facilities 

and resources. This difference is detrimental to career progression because 

research activity in academia receives markedly higher status in measuring 

productivity and rewarding success than other roles (Bellas & Toutkoushian, 1999; 

Johnson, 2009). Bingham and Nix suggested increasing women’s beliefs about their 

work as valued and respected to increase research engagement, job satisfaction, 

and achievement. This suggestion could happen by revising policy with a specific 

focus on supporting female faculty. Although this particular research only interviewed 

one institution, which reduces its generalisability, gender bias in academia and 

research has been cited by many others. For instance, Murphy et al. (2014) led a 

focus group of women in psychology that had reached the top of their professions 

and found that the pressure to return to teaching and administration roles after leave 

(e.g., maternity) was higher than returning to research projects despite research 

output more highly valued in hiring, promotions, and institutional evaluations such as 

the Research Excellence Framework. Much research has supported these findings 

and women’s continued dissatisfaction with career progression (see Boynton et al., 

2018; Fine, 2018; Lundine et al., 2019; Munir et al., 2014).  

From the evidence, encouraging and providing opportunities to female 

counselling psychologists early on to increase their research self-efficacy and 

attitudes seems important to influence research activity in their professional careers 

(Deemer, 2010). Failing to do so may lead to significant implications for female 

counselling psychologists, with some of these explored below.  
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3.4.2 Implications of the Challenges for Female Counselling 

Psychologists  

Traditionally science disciplines have been predominantly male-dominated, 

and therefore, it would follow that women account for less research dissemination 

(Jones & Hawkins, 2015). For example, a study examining gender inequality in 

scientific careers across 83 countries from 1955 to 2010 through publication trends 

found that despite an increase in participation of women in science over the years, 

there was paradoxically an increase in gender difference and women accounted for 

only 26.8% of authors (Huang et al., 2020). As mentioned above regarding gender 

schemas held by men and women, Valian (1998) reported that these lead to 

differences in behaviour, perceptions, attitudes and evaluations of performance and 

contribute towards advantaging men and disadvantaging women, called 

‘accumulation of advantage’. Such associations negatively influence behaviour and, 

more importantly, career expectations and progress for female scientists (Murphy et 

al., 2014). Especially as research production is a significant component of the 

counselling psychology identity (Deemer, 2010), the visibility of this activity is 

connected to career progression (Murphy et al., 2014; Kasket & Gil-Rodriguez, 

2011).  

A House of Commons report highlighted the tangible impact of this issue by 

stating that throughout the sciences, women are underrepresented at the higher 

levels of scientific and academic careers (Science & Technology Committee, 2014). 

Despite women accounting for approximately 60% of university and 45% of 

doctorate degrees in Europe (European Commission, 2012), these findings were 

linked to a lack of research activity. The pattern has remained similar as an updated 

European Commission report (2019) found that only 7.4% of women hold the highest 
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research positions, while 16.7% of men do. Through their literature review, Sato et 

al. (2021) identified that factors such as employment, authorship, peer-review 

opportunities, and attainment of research grants work together to create a more 

challenging reality for women than men. Yet approximately 80% of HCPC registered 

psychologists within the UK are female (Farndon, 2016), so it could be expected that 

women in this field have higher levels of research production. Unfortunately, Murphy 

et al. found that psychology presented a similar trend to the other sciences. 

Specifically, Huang et al. (2020) reported that only 33.2% of women in psychology 

were authors between 1955 and 2010. Campbell et al.’s (2013) examination of 

authorship teams identified only two papers with female-only authorship over a 2-

year period. Female and male scientists had comparable numbers of citations for 

similar-sized bodies of work (Huang et al., 2020), suggesting that the quality of 

research produced is not an issue. Indeed, in mixed-author groups, research papers 

in which women were positioned as first authors had marginally more citations 

(Campbell et al., 2013). However, men take more first and sole author positions than 

women in psychology publications, too, suggesting that men take a dominant 

position than women in research production and dissemination, despite more women 

undertaking training and a career in the psychology profession (Murphy et al., 2014). 

Not only does a lack of research engagement by female counselling 

psychologists personally impact their career progression, but it also significantly 

affects the development of the field. Murphy et al. (2014) highlighted that the field 

would lose valuable perspectives and views from women. Without diversity, research 

quality can suffer, negatively impacting the research community and society overall. 

The impact of scientific output differed depending on the authorship teams, 

according to Campbell et al. (2013), who found teams that included both men and 
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women produced publications that were more highly cited than single-gender teams. 

This finding indicated that such publications were perceived as of higher quality. 

Consistently, there is a need for diversity in perspective to produce meaningful 

research and enhance knowledge creation. Campbell et al. stated, “bringing together 

the collective abilities of diverse thinkers … as the best opportunity to address the 

biggest scientific puzzles of the day” (p. 5). 

Most of these studies only focused on the role of academia, which counselling 

psychologists are not limited to in order to fulfil the scientist-practitioner identity. A 

case study by Elaine Kasket, a female counselling psychologist who has heavily 

published in various forms (and also is a practitioner), provided a real-life account of 

the impact of research engagement and dissemination (Henton & Kasket, 2017). 

She reported that research engagement supports higher employability and career 

success in the counselling psychology profession and leads to becoming a 

considered expert in the research area, which provides access to greater 

opportunities and progress. This evaluation suggests that research activity and 

dissemination are significant factors in career progression and success overall for 

counselling psychologists, regardless of the primary roles taken within the discipline. 

Therefore, research engagement should be encouraged among female counselling 

psychologists. Although not explicitly stated, perceiving the positive, tangible impact 

that one’s research can make in the real world from the counselling psychology 

perspective could motivate long-term research engagement (Henton & Kasket, 

2017). Kasket’s case study also intended to role model the impact of research 

engagement as a counselling psychologist, which could encourage research activity.     
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Despite the debates regarding the scientist-practitioner model, it is evident 

that research engagement is recognised as the key to counselling psychology’s 

success as a thriving discipline and also to female counselling psychologists’ 

progression in the field. Therefore, the integration of the model is discussed to 

consider how science and practice can be balanced in the field to increase the 

benefits that research engagement provides. 

3.5. Integration of the Scientist-Practitioner Model  

Most literature on the topic of integration has called for useful and relevant 

research to the discipline to be conducted, especially if the scientist and practitioner 

in the model are aimed to co-create new knowledge.  

Not only is the relevance of research significant, but conducting and engaging 

with the research in a way consistent with the counselling psychology values is as 

important to ensure that these do not get lost in scientific enquiry (Winter et al., 

2007). Woolfe (1996) stated that  

The model of the scientist-practitioner … is widely perceived as central to the 

emerging discipline. Counselling psychology, therefore, can be seen as 

located in a pivotal position between narrow scientism on the one hand and a 

failure to take sufficient account of any scientific method on the other. (p. 11) 

Counselling psychologists are to be alert about falling into either category, 

with Jordan (2009) emphasising that counselling psychology could adopt a purist 

medicalised approach to research or a humanistic one and exclude research as part 

of its duty. Therefore, the profession either loses what makes it unique or edges 

closer to counselling by not engaging with research (Feltham, 2013). Consequently, 

Corrie and Callanan (2001) suggested broadening the definition of 'what' the 
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scientific aspects of counselling psychology’s identity are. Broadening the definition 

to include diverse methods and definitions would more accurately reflect the role that 

science and research play in counselling psychology and eliminate the need for 

debates.  

Regarding the hypothesis of a 50-50 split, Gelso (1979a) stated that this is 

unlikely to happen in reality because both science and practice carry different 

demands. Generally, the challenges mentioned have examined the scientist and 

practitioner as separate entities. In contrast, The Training and Accreditation 

workgroup believed that a scientist-practitioner is a psychologist who fully integrates 

science and practice into their work rather than attempting to find a balance between 

the two epistemologies and approach them separately. They argued that in this way, 

a psychologist would be interchanging between being a scientist and practitioner but 

not fully integrating the two (Meara et al., 1988). Corrie and Callanan (2001) 

provided examples of such integration and how counselling psychologists keep 

within the scientific aspects in practice activities, such as keeping informed of current 

research and its relation to theory, practice and its impact on outcomes, as well as 

evaluation and analysis activities. Similarly, Stoltenberg et al. (2000) stated that 

forming and testing hypotheses, observing and making inferences within the 

therapeutic context while referring to empirical findings and theory to understand the 

client’s difficulties are all components equivalent to empirical science. Bury and 

Strauss (2006) supported this by recommending a more dynamic interaction 

between science and practice, which would entail access to forms of scientific 

modelling sensitive to the context. They concluded that a diverse and fully 

epistemological definition of science would offer value to practice. They encouraged 

science to be viewed from multiple perspectives to determine the most effective 
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option, which is consistent with counselling psychology’s value of pluralism than 

favouring a single truth. Instead of thinking about what works for whom, we should 

ask what works for whom, when, where and how (Bury & Strauss, 2006). These 

questions can also be applied to counselling psychology to consider what types of 

science and research are appropriate for its identity. 

The recommendations have been supported by the IPA study on four 

chartered counselling psychologists exploring their research experiences (Skourteli 

& Apostolopoulou, 2015). The researchers found that all participants had 

reservations about integrating traditional research with practice and appeared 

sceptical towards evidence-based and empirically supported treatments. Instead, 

they favoured the process and research occurring within the therapeutic room, such 

as research shaping, testing and challenging theories for their applicability to 

practice than outcome research, which is more aligned with humanistic values. 

Furthermore, participants’ relationship with research was primarily subjective in line 

with their individually formed counselling psychology identities. However, all 

participants did acknowledge the importance of research to their identity. Therefore, 

consistent with the suggestions above, they requested to re-examine and redefine 

the scientist-practitioner model. Whilst this study provides insight into current 

counselling psychologists’ views on research activity, only two of the four participants 

interviewed were from the UK (and the other two were practising counselling 

psychologists in Greece). Therefore, this study is a starting point for further research 

to continue developing the understanding of current views in Western counselling 

psychology and making steps towards effective integration, albeit a robust one. The 

need for more clarity of the current picture is reinforced as one of the participants 

based in Greece stated that they would prefer to practice in the UK because there is 
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greater emphasis and encouragement to research. In contrast, a participant from the 

UK explained the difficulties that impact research engagement. Simultaneously, this 

may be mirroring the current debates regarding the scientist-practitioner model 

(which leads to unclarity on the position of this model), which the authors believed. 

Nevertheless, the authors’ first quantitative study examining the responses of 94 

registered counselling psychologists found the consensus was that engagement in 

research activity is their responsibility to promote personal and professional 

development and contribute to the discipline itself. They believed this helped 

counselling psychology and psychologists to be considered competitive, marketable, 

and adaptable in an employability context (Apostoloupoulou & Skourteli, 2015). The 

consensus from the literature has been that both sides can give strength to the field 

rather than seeing them as too dichotomous for integration or integration as a 

hindrance; the strengths of one side counteract the limitations of the other. Finally, 

the BPS (2018a) conclude in their definition of its identity within counselling 

psychology, that  

counselling psychology philosophy and practice embraces a broader definition 

of ‘evidence’ that synthesises research and practice and encompasses the 

paradoxes and divergences encountered in a variety of research paradigms 

(e.g., qualitative and quantitative). Practice-based and evidence-based 

knowledge as well as research conducted with clinical and non-clinical 

populations lie at the centre of the discipline. (p. 6).   

3.5.1 Practice Informed Research   

Insinuated by the above research, counselling psychologists are encouraged 

to take the middle path between purist medicalised and humanistic approaches so 
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that their values remain intact and science and practice are merged, which may be 

done by researching to reinforce practice in the field. Blair (2010) examined Rogers’s 

work, whose theory is based on practice, and stated that scientist-practitioners must 

focus their research on practice and be willing to learn from their clients. Being able 

to embrace openness and change by considering times when the practitioner’s 

experience of the client does not fit their current research understanding will 

strengthen the knowledge base and insight into the world that they work within. 

Therefore, consistent with the value of reflexivity, scientist-practitioners require the 

ability to reflect and use their personal experiences to inform practice and also 

research. This approach is the same way a therapist may reflect on counter-

transference evoked in practice to gain insight into the client’s (and practitioner’s) 

world. Concurrently, research requires personal reflection to reduce objectivity and to 

become aware of the biases that inevitably impact scientific inquiry.  

The necessity of reflection in research may reduce gender bias attached to 

research activity. Research, science, and an objective way of viewing the world hold 

stereotypical masculine connotations (as identified by several researchers, including 

Fee, 1981, 1982; Holttum & Goble, 2006; Jenkins et al., 2019; Steinke, 1997). These 

are too simplistic and narrow perspectives and may limit room for alternative 

perspectives, including a feminine one (Carli et al., 2016). Jenkins et al.’s work on 

feminist research and values encouraged self-reflection and awareness of and 

openly exploring one’s biases, subjectivity, and positionality. They provide useful 

information and, therefore, reduce the aim of achieving objectivity while opening an 

inclusive narrative. Welcoming an integration of subjective elements could increase 

the accessibility of science and research to women and impact their attitudes 

towards this activity. The processes required to achieve this in research can also be 
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used to achieve good practice (Dixon & Chiang, 2019). Therefore, counselling 

psychology could be better positioned to encourage components that are also 

encouraging for female professionals. An example of this is the ability to reflect on 

practice by framing and testing hypotheses regarding the client while being open to 

change and reformulating ideas with new emerging evidence (Stricker, 2003). Jones 

and Mehr (2007) concluded that integrating the two translates to a scientific attitude 

employed within practice.  

Therefore, many counselling psychologists incorporate practice-based 

evidence into their work. Practice-based evidence refers broadly to non-experimental 

research done by practitioners in routine clinical settings, which provides a 

comprehensive picture of therapy (Henton, 2012). This form of the scientist-

practitioner is consistent with the view that practice should produce knowledge 

(Kasket & Gil-Rodriguez, 2011; Strawbridge & Woolfe, 2004). Some have suggested 

that practice-based evidence brings research and practice together in one of the 

closest ways (McLeod, 2001). It is suitable for counselling psychology because the 

knowledge produced is relevant to the discipline (Castonguay, 2011) and consistent 

with counselling psychology’s principles, such as the humanistic. Collecting such 

knowledge requires skills such as active listening and empathic reflection, which are 

essential to humanistic and good practice but also required for conducting science 

within a psychotherapeutic setting. This approach helps to gain a deeper 

understanding of the context in which counselling psychologists practice and of their 

clients (Strawbridge & Woolfe, 2004), reducing a forced, directive approach in which 

the method can take precedence over the client’s needs. Instead, formulation and 

hypotheses (or perhaps more accurately, research questions) are developed from 
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the client’s input, consistent with counselling psychology’s desired data collection 

method.  

Connecting research in practice could be a way to increase women’s 

involvement in research production because most primarily continue to engage with 

practice post-qualification, and practice is often considered a ‘feminine’ endeavour 

(see Holttum & Goble, 2006). Therefore, research familiarity could be increased for 

female counselling psychologists if conducted within practice. An example is the 

therapeutic relationship, which, not typically linked with science and research but 

through research based on practice, is now deemed a critical factor in effective 

therapy regardless of approach or discipline (Shapiro et al., 2003; Stiles et al., 2006, 

2008). Furthermore, the relationship also holds caring, warmth, and nurturing 

characteristics synonymous with feminine stereotypes (Abele & Wojciszke, 2007; 

Haines et al., 2016; Holttum & Goble, 2006). Therefore, widening the parameters of 

research so that it is more accessible to female professionals encourages research 

activity for them, aligns with the scientist-practitioner value, and contributes to the 

development of the field and practice. The research better reflects society’s broad 

needs and interests by broadening the perspectives from which research is 

conducted (Jenkins et al., 2019; Murphy et al., 2014). Carli et al. (2016) supported 

that psychological professions should be better positioned to balance science and 

feminine traits because the expectation is that psychological research should be 

more consistent with these traits if it is to improve practice.  

At the same time, it is important not to dismiss evidence-based practice as the 

two are robust together. For instance, the data collected within therapy needs to be 

critically analysed to reduce the possibilities of errors that may lead to, for example, 

judgemental heuristics and confirmatory bias (Spengler et al., 1995). Therefore, 
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decisions and intuitions should not be considered representations of truth (Bury & 

Strauss, 2006). Research allows for a standard to be upheld (McLeod, 2001). 

Concurrently, research findings need to be held in consideration of the client and not 

force research-consistent conclusions if they do not fit the individual’s difficulties 

(Blair, 2010). This approach reduces the issues that counselling psychology has had 

with the assimilation of the scientist-practitioner model (i.e., whether the scientific 

side is too rigorous and not relevant enough to the practice; Barkham et al., 2010). 

However, Henton (2012) identified that even practice-based evidence, which is 

tailored for practitioners, has proven challenging to lead to research dissemination as 

they found minimal practice-based research presented in the Counselling 

Psychology Review. This finding is possibly due to the threshold of which journals 

accept manuscripts; they may favour more scientifically rigorous research than case 

studies, process research or effectiveness research, which are synonymous with 

practice-based evidence (Henton, 2012). However, Henton further found that at the 

2011 Society for Psychotherapy Research conference, which hosted 680 

psychotherapy research presentations from 38 countries, only one poster and four 

presentations were from the 14 counselling psychology institutions in the UK and 

Ireland. Henton argues that counselling psychologists have challenged and wanted 

to move away from the underlying philosophies of evidence-based practice. Yet, the 

opportunity of gaining and disseminating knowledge in other ways that align more 

with their values (in the form of practice-based evidence) is not being taken. This 

highlights the bigger research engagement and dissemination issues within 

counselling psychology, as mentioned above in the challenges section. 

Discussing how the scientist-practitioner framework could integrate with the 

counselling psychology profession in a way that effectively adheres to its other 
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values may not be enough to lead to research engagement by, ultimately, female 

counselling psychologists. First is explored the theoretical impact of fostering a 

research environment followed by suggestions applicable to counselling 

psychologists as a basis for increasing female counselling psychologists’ research 

engagement. Secondly, specific research is examined for how female counselling 

psychologists’ relationship with research could be developed in a way that mitigates 

the challenges but also considers what components in the environment would be 

beneficial to increase the chances of their research engagement and success via 

this route. 

3.6. Fostering a Research Environment in Counselling Psychology  

Skourteli and Apostolopoulou (2015) stated that exploration is required into 

how the external environment can foster intrinsic motivation, especially as this 

environment has been a challenge. Motivation is defined as the “process whereby 

goal-directed activity is instigated and sustained” (Schunk et al., 2008, p. 4). Intrinsic 

motivation is the engagement in an activity for, for example, its own sake, enjoyment, 

challenge, interest, and natural fulfilment of curiosity (Barry & King, 1998), as well as 

meeting one’s psychological needs (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Therefore, behaviour is 

motivated by inherent benefits (Deci et al., 1991). Self-determination theory dictates 

that all people are required to satisfy three inherent psychological needs (developing 

competence, relatedness and autonomy), which then increases intrinsic motivation 

(Deci et al., 1991). As a result of developed intrinsic motivation, there is an increase 

in achievement, performance, persistence and productivity (Grant, 2008), which 

facilitates and gives energy for change through increased effort. Therefore, it is a 

pathway for happiness, success, and life satisfaction (Deci & Vansteenkiste, 2004; 
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Froiland et al., 2012; Sheldon & King, 2001). As Skourteli and Apostolopoulou 

mentioned, it seems necessary to increase intrinsic motivation towards engaging 

with research and the scientist-practitioner framework to achieve greater assimilation 

with the values and beliefs consistent with the counselling psychology identity. Doing 

so is linked with professional identity theory, which consists of accepting the 

profession’s values (Smith, 2016), and ultimately contributes to self-esteem and 

greater commitment to the group (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). Regarding counselling 

psychology, Skourteli and Apostolopoulou provided examples of external support 

that may develop intrinsic motivation, such as supervisory/mentoring support, 

research seminars and workshops for developing skills, career advancement and 

publication prospects, rewards, and funding for conferences.  

While not everyone can contribute the same amount to research and practice, 

Blair (2010) wondered whether the scientist-practitioner model could be reflected 

within a collaborative team of practitioner-orientated and scientist-orientated 

psychologists. This framework would aim to disseminate knowledge in a usable form 

for practice. Gelso (1979b) reinforced that involving practitioners in contributing to 

research would lead to relevant and meaningful knowledge for the discipline as the 

practitioners could provide practice insight into all stages of the research. Kasket 

(2012) reinforced this notion of research needing to be relevant to the field by stating 

that research’s “usefulness and absorbability” (p. 72) is increased when it is 

conducted and disseminated with the aim of applicability (i.e., how the findings may 

inform practice). Not only is its relevance a factor in aiding integration, but such 

integration is also imperative for counselling psychology’s voice to be heard amongst 

the dominant discourses, deemed necessary by the DCoP (2005). Findings 

regarding this seem positive (as seen earlier regarding research on the therapeutic 
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relationship). In addition, Cooper (2011) highlighted that health and policy circles 

seem to be progressing towards potentiality and recovery-based understandings of 

psychological functioning as the UK Government’s Foresight Project on Mental 

Capital and Wellbeing (2008) placed mental well-being at the forefront of its agenda. 

The executive summary read, “Encouraging and enabling everyone to realise their 

potential throughout their lives will be crucial for our future prosperity and wellbeing” 

(p. 9). Because counselling psychologists have favoured the focus on well-being 

rather than pathologising, Cooper stated that this is an excellent opportunity for 

counselling psychologists to take the lead in the development and implementation of 

this as a way to strengthen their identity within the healthcare profession.  

Blair (2010) highlighted that as researchers and practitioners already tend to 

work in their corresponding teams, there is potential for such a dynamic to support 

the scientist-practitioner identity, where individuals would compensate for the 

limitations of the other, and there would be a synthesis of knowledge from each side. 

This suggestion could reduce some of the difficulties faced by non-academics who 

want to pursue research but do not have access to research resources. At the same 

time, the practitioners have access to participants (e.g., clients, especially as 

mentioned, research is to be relevant to the field) and knowledge of the possibility of 

real-world application, which are valuable to researchers. Supporting this, Skourteli 

and Apostolopoulou’s research (2015) examined counselling psychologists’ views on 

research and found that participants believed they needed to be part of a team to 

engage with research and share and exchange their findings.   

Shapiro (2002) suggested that for the scientist-practitioner to be relevant and 

realistic, research needs to be based in clinically realistic research clinics where 

clients can receive therapy and their effectiveness is continually measured. 
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Simultaneously, practitioners receive training and supervision from experienced 

academics whilst contributing to research. Already set up are practice-research 

networks (PRN), in which “practitioners and researchers collaborate to co-construct 

research and build research capacity as a form of social and intellectual capital” 

(Henton, 2012, p. 17). Some positives have already come from this; for example, the 

Society for Psychotherapy Research UK North PRN led to the development of the 

CORE outcome measure, which is widely used across the UK (Gray & Mellor-Clark, 

2007). However, Henton stated that practitioners are still unwilling to be involved in 

these networks, especially counselling psychologists who are less engaged in PRNs. 

Subsequently, there are no current counselling psychology PRNs constructed in the 

UK. Although the present study researcher could not obtain specific information on 

the perceived barriers for practitioners to commit to PRN participation, some studies 

identified what commitment entails and, therefore, could be barriers for some. For 

instance, practitioners are required to invest time and resources, including reading 

outside of the field of expertise (Castonguay, 2011), providing input to the study 

design and results interpretation, discussing the importance of research findings, as 

well as maintain the collaborative relationship with researchers, which includes 

regular communication, completing, and submitting requests for action (Genel & 

Dobs, 2003; McMillen et al., 2009). Resources required include significant budgeted 

time from a project manager and annual open meetings (McMillen et al., 2009). 

These aspects are in addition to the already demanding professional responsibilities 

that hinder the chances of collaboration with others outside of the practitioner world 

(Castonguay, 2011). In light of the above, Henton proposed practice-based research 

training as “an integrative research training paradigm” (p. 21) and a possible, 

promising avenue to increase the number of ‘clinician-researchers’ entering the 
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community of counselling psychology. However, no recent literature regarding the 

progress of this concept has yet been found.  

3.6.1 A Supportive Environment for Female Counselling Psychologists  

Gelso (2006) believed that the science and research aspects had not been 

given a fair chance, and the training environment has minimally focused on teaching 

these. Such as dismissing theories about the stages of development in researchers, 

cultivating trainees’ interest in research, and the characteristics within the 

environment that foster research attitudes. He proposed components that, when 

combined, create the ideal Research Training Environment (RTE; Gelso, 1979a, 

1993, 2006) to help develop trainees’ awareness of the value of research, increase 

their research self-efficacy and, ultimately, research production. The 2006 updated 

version focused on six primary components that have received moderate-to-strong 

empirical support  

1. Faculty model appropriate scientific behavior; 2. Scientific activity is 

positively reinforced in the environment, both formally and informally; 3. 

Students are involved in research early in their training and in a minimally 

threatening way; 4. It is emphasized during training that all research studies 

are limited and flawed one way or another; 5. Varied approaches to research 

are taught and valued; and 6. Students are shown how science and practice 

can be wedded. (Gelso, 2006, p. 6)  

The components mentioned have been empirically tested over time by 

quantitative methods (see Dukic, 2015; Kahn & Schlosser, 2010; Lambie & Vaccaro, 

2011; Lee, 2017). The findings support the hypothesis by Morrison and Lent (2014), 
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who stated that a positive RTE is likely to promote research self-efficacy in students, 

which leads to more interest and performance of research behaviours.  

The first component, “faculty model appropriate scientific behavior” (e.g., the 

production of quality research), was considered fundamental in helping trainees 

develop inwardly-driven research questions and provided positive reinforcement. 

The component has maintained this positive position throughout decades of 

reflection and scrutiny of the theory (Gelso, 1979a, 2006). This way of teaching and 

learning is an example of how intrinsic motivation and self-efficacy could be 

developed for counselling psychologists to engage with the components of the 

scientist-practitioner framework throughout their careers. Underlying this process is 

social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1989) which is concerned with human behaviour as 

motivated and regulated by the ongoing exercise of self-influence (Bandura, 1991). 

The key factors of this theory are self-monitoring one’s behaviour, its determinants 

and its effects; the judgement of one’s behaviour in relation to personal standards 

and environmental circumstances; and affective self-reaction (Bandura, 1991). Self-

regulation is connected with self-efficacy, which plays a significant role in influencing 

a sense of agentive capability and, therefore, on thoughts, affect, motivation and 

action, as well as the strive for achievement to attain desired outcomes (Bandura, 

1991, 1997). Social modelling on knowledge and competency has a prominent role 

in this process of human motivation, thought, and action because it speeds up trial-

and-error learning by enabling individuals to develop new behaviour patterns. This 

process occurs by observing the actions of others and the results of those actions to 

instil behavioural outcome expectations (Glanz, 2001; Luszczynska & Schwarzer, 

2005). A combination of observational learning (including outcome expectancies) 

and self-efficacy make behavioural change possible due to the belief that the 
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individual can take action to solve problems (i.e., goal setting), and gain awareness 

of the possible consequences and actions. Therefore, they may feel more committed 

and able to pursue and achieve their goals (Luszczynska & Schwarzer, 2005).  

Particularly for female counselling psychologists, as the challenges of 

integrating a scientific identity into their professional one originate early on, a 

fostering environment may be needed from the beginning of their counselling 

psychology journey. Therefore, it seems essential and is confirmed by literature to 

support and condition female trainees to engage with research during the training to 

increase the chances of continuing such activity post-qualification as a way for 

female counselling psychologists to flourish within this identity (Deemer, 2010; 

Steinke, 1997). Faculty modelling appropriate scientific behaviour is a significant way 

for the environment to increase women’s research engagement. In addition to social 

cognitive theory, it is consistent with the motivational theory of role modelling 

developed by Morgenroth et al. (2015). They proposed that the power of role models 

can be captured to increase role aspirants’ intrinsic motivation, reinforce existing 

goals and facilitate the adoption of new goals and then translate this into behaviour. 

Role models are perceived to have attributes that are similar to role aspirants and 

hold three qualities: goal embodiment (i.e., level of success), attainability, and 

desirability. The perception of these qualities then influences role modelling 

processes such as vicarious learning (which also can lead to skill acquisition) and 

identification. Through these processes, role models change the perceptions of goals 

(i.e., the expectancies and values that aspirants associate with the goals) and, 

subsequently, goal-related behaviour in aspirants. Expectancy and value then 

interact to influence the role modelling outcomes, such as adopting new goals and 

reinforcing existing goals while changing role aspirants’ self-stereotyping and 
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perceived barriers. Therefore, role models can increase self-efficacy beliefs and 

influence motivation by increasing the expectancy and value that aspirants give to 

goals. 

Stout et al. (2011) found that the presence of same-sex models is significantly 

more impactful for women than men as it influences implicit self-perceptions, 

attitudes and behaviours, supported by their stereotype inoculation model. The 

model aimed to assess whether the hypothesised inoculating factor (i.e., exposure to 

in-group experts who are counter-stereotypic in STEMM professions) has an 

immediate effect and an accumulation of longitudinal benefits. These include female 

students’ self-identification with STEMM, enhancing positive attitudes, feelings of 

self-efficacy and motivation to pursue such careers while embracing their gender 

identity. They conducted three studies (two cross-sectional controlled experiments 

and one longitudinal naturalistic study in a variety of STEMM courses in which 

participants were exposed to female STEMM experts) to determine the effectiveness 

of their model. The first study consisted of 72 female undergraduates majoring in 

STEMM disciplines at a large university. There was a meeting between female 

students and a male or female confederate posing as an advanced peer majoring in 

mathematics. This approach was taken to consider whether brief interactions with 

this peer expert would differentially influence women’s self-conceptions in 

mathematics and their effort and performance on a math test. The second study 

consisted of 101 female undergraduates from various introductory-level engineering 

courses at the university. Participants were exposed to biographies of successful 

female or male engineers who work in academia, industry or the government to 

determine whether female participants’ career goals and aspirations benefitted from 

exposure to same-sex experts’ professional work that closely aligned with their own 
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academic discipline. The third study consisted of a final sample of 42 female and 49 

male students. Female and male professors and teaching assistants taught them 

different sections of an introductory calculus class (a prerequisite before entering all 

STEMM majors). Any intervention impact observed for women in this class, including 

on attrition rates, would likely impact women’s experiences entering the STEMM 

courses. Therefore, the longitudinal design of this study enabled an assessment of 

whether effects related to the benefits of same-sex experts were immediate and then 

remained stable or grew more robust over time and across situations.   

The findings of these studies indicated that exposure to female STEMM 

experts encouraged positive implicit attitudes and stronger implicit identification with 

STEMM, greater self-efficacy and increased effort, behavioural engagement, and 

performance in the students’ subject. The longitudinal study highlighted that by the 

end of the semester, female students were more overtly participatory in class, likely 

to seek support after class from professors when they were women, and had greater 

intentions to pursue STEMM careers after college.  Therefore, seeing same-sex 

experts led to greater subjective identification and connectedness with them, which 

predicted enhanced self-efficacy, domain identification and commitment to pursue 

STEMM careers. An explanation for this was that observing the successful trajectory 

of the in-group member solidified the route from one’s present self to future self 

towards similar achievement. Despite women maintaining negative stereotypes 

about their gender and STEMM, self-concept was also positively impacted by the 

interaction with female experts, suggesting that role models protect women from 

becoming susceptible to societal stereotypes. 

In the UK, a response to gender bias and increasing the visibility of women in 

STEMM professions was the development of the Athena SWAN charter in 2005. The 
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aim was to promote gender equality by encouraging and recognising a commitment 

to advancing the careers of women in STEMM employment within higher education 

and research (AdvanceHE, n.d.). In 2015, this initiative was extended to gender 

equality more broadly and also in the arts, humanities, social sciences, business, 

and law professions and focused on areas of representation, progression of students 

in academia, journey through career milestones and the working environment for all 

staff (AdvanceHE, n.d.). Institutions that demonstrate commitment to adopting the 

ten principles receive a gold, silver, or bronze award. The principles include 

acknowledging that academia cannot reach its full potential without benefitting from 

the talents of all and addressing the loss of women across the career pipeline, 

especially their absence from senior academic, professional, and support roles. A 

fundamental principle is a commitment to remove obstacles women face to increase 

their chances of career development and progression, especially into sustainable 

careers (AdvanceHE, n.d.). This principle seems to directly respond to the previously 

mentioned obstacles of the accessibility to research engagement for women. The 

Athena SWAN framework was considered foundational for the present study to build 

on. A key factor in receiving the Athena SWAN award is increasing the visibility of 

senior women, which is particularly necessary in order to increase the perceived 

accessibility for other women to achieve similar and greater feats. This visibility could 

promote a catalyst for change (Hawkes, 2015), i.e., more women engaging in 

research activities and achieving greater career progression. Murphy et al. (2014) 

clearly state that there is a responsibility to push boundaries so that women can 

achieve their full potential in psychological science and reach senior positions so that 

others believe such a career is possible for them too. This statement highlights the 

essentiality of female role models for women in developing their social and 
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professional identities (Sealy & Singh, 2008). Dasgupta and Asgari (2004) reinforced 

that women exposed to female leaders in social contexts are less likely to hold 

automatic stereotypical beliefs about women and the frequency of such exposure led 

to longer-term effects. This finding may mitigate against generalised issues of 

research self-efficacy for women and, specifically, for those at the beginning of their 

training. Gibson (2004) supported this as they found that role models are important 

for developing professional identity, personal growth, and career success while 

providing a source of learning, motivation, self-definition, and career guidance. 

Therefore, increasing the number of women in senior positions seems necessary to 

help develop unbiased expectations of career development across gender (Murphy 

et al., 2014). Such visibility may help increase clarity, motivation, and attitudes in 

female trainees to do what is required to achieve development and, ultimately, 

increase the likelihood of scientific endeavours from female counselling 

psychologists. 

3.7. A Positive Psychology Approach 

There is clearly a need to promote research activity in female counselling 

psychologists. As highlighted in this literature review, research has identified some of 

the barriers to research engagement. Despite some available suggestions of 

facilitators for research engagement, these have received less attention. There 

appears to be still limited empirical research on what female counselling 

psychologists have found helpful in motivating and facilitating their research 

engagement and whether any recommendations from the literature apply to their 

experiences. Identifying motivating and facilitating factors that support female 

counselling psychologists' research engagement is the focus of the present study, 
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which is underpinned by a positive psychology approach. Positive psychology offers 

scope for enhancing satisfaction, motivation, and productivity (Martin, 2005). Positive 

psychology is a concept developed by Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000), which 

highlights flourishing and building positive qualities rather than repairing damage, 

which seems similar to removing barriers. Working towards flourishing suggests 

identifying what actions lead to well-being, positive individuals and thriving 

communities. The emphasis is on individuals as decision-makers to elicit positive 

change and the potential to become masterful and efficacious (Bandura, 1986), 

which links with the research on career progression and its connection with individual 

satisfaction and flourishing and the thriving of the profession. Therefore, this 

emphasises the importance of exploring what promotes research engagement for 

female counselling psychologists who have achieved this as part of nurturing what is 

best. Consistent with this concept, the present study is discussed below.   

3.8. Summary and Rationale for the Present Study 

The literature review shows that research has mostly focused on the barriers to 

research engagement within counselling psychology. However, there still appear to 

be fundamental issues regarding low research activity. Focusing on barriers tells us 

what is wrong rather than what does work and building on that to achieve thriving on 

the individual and profession level. Furthermore, research has indicated significant 

gender bias in science professions observed throughout the training and post-

qualification. Some counselling psychology-specific research has found the presence 

of gender bias in this profession, too, despite it predominantly being a female 

discipline. As a result, the negative consequences of this pattern on women and their 

engagement with research activities are found, ultimately impacting their career 
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progression. Although some have provided suggestions to focus on supporting 

female counselling psychologists to engage with research and what 'could be done', 

the author of the present study failed to identify any research specific to counselling 

psychology on what has supported female counselling psychologists’ research 

engagement based on the experiences of those within this demographic. This lack of 

findings indicates a clear need to identify facilitators to research for this group.  

Subsequently, the present study will focus on what factors have promoted female 

counselling psychologists to engage successfully with and disseminate research. 

The aim is to help understand from an experiential perspective ‘what’ has worked, 

‘how’ it has been achieved, in line with positive psychology and the benefits of 

investigating from the angle of this approach. Exploration, in this way, focuses on 

considering what could help and encourage female counselling psychologists to 

adhere to the scientist-practitioner identity, specifically through research activity. 

Engaging in research activity may support women to make further positive steps in 

their career progression, in addition to supporting the development of the field within 

the broader scientific world through greater research production and dissemination, 

and contributing to the development of clinical work from such adherence with the 

scientist-practitioner framework. Therefore, the findings could help inform and 

encourage female counselling psychologists, from the training onward, what the 

professionals feel could support research activity and adherence to the scientist-

practitioner identity from their own experiences. Presenting the findings also provides 

visibility of female counselling psychologists who have experience in research 

engagement and embody the scientist-practitioner identity in this way. Therefore, 

they could act as role models to inspire others within similar demographics.  
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To this end, the research questions that the present study will aim to answer are: 

To this end, the research questions that the present study will aim to answer are:   

1. What factors have promoted research activity in female counselling 

psychologists in the UK? 

2. From female counselling psychologists’ experiences, what factors 

could encourage positive attitudes towards research activity in female 

trainee counselling psychologists and onwards in the UK, and how can 

they be fostered to elicit an increase in research engagement and 

dissemination? 

The present study focuses on research engagement in the UK because the 

counselling psychology governing boards in the UK specify the scientist-practitioner 

framework as a necessary component of the counselling psychology identity. Most of 

the research mentioned above that was specific to counselling psychology, and 

research engagement was conducted in the UK and reported poor research 

engagement and dissemination rates in this country (e.g., Gordon & Hanley, 2013). 

Apostolopoulou and Skourteli’s research (2015) found that female counselling 

psychologists in the UK scored lower on scholarly activity, which is problematic given 

that counselling psychology in the UK is predominantly a female discipline. 

Furthermore, the Athena SWAN is a framework developed by and specific to the UK, 

which is focused on increasing the presence of women and their voices in science 

and research. In addition to the existing literature on the topic, these points justify 

why the present study is necessary, focusing on counselling psychology in the UK. 

There is also personal relevance of the study to the author, whose native country is 
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the UK; in addition to identifying as a woman and is currently undertaking a doctorate 

qualification in counselling psychology in the UK. 

3.9. Acknowledgement of my Position on this Research Topic 

  In commitment to counselling psychology’s philosophy of reflexivity and 

maintaining research transparency, I am mindful of and have shared my position 

throughout this journey in great depth on research, knowledge production, and the 

development of this research project in Chapter 8 (and in an audit trail as discussed 

in section 4.3.6.). This is so that I am also aware of my own biases, perspectives, 

and movement on research production as fundamental to counselling psychology’s 

acknowledgement and growth as a discipline within the broader scientific world, the 

contribution to positive outcomes in clinical work, and most importantly, career 

progression for female counselling psychologists. In summary, in addition to the 

positive experiences I have had related to the research component of the scientist-

practitioner model, research production is a tangible translation of my values and 

strengths. For instance, I identify as a ‘developer’ (see Gallup CliftonStrengths, 

https://www.gallup.com/cliftonstrengths/; as detailed in the Reflective Commentary), 

and research production and dissemination contribute to knowledge acquisition that 

can be shared beyond just me and my clinical work to help support the broader 

understanding of phenomena and application of the knowledge. Therefore, research 

production contributes to providing recognised structures to practice that are 

evidence-based (and, therefore, largely effective) and within ethical remits. I strongly 

appreciate that research production needs to work in tandem with practice (and I 

value each individual client's uniqueness); therefore, they both must inform and 

enhance each other. This understanding is also related to my values and strengths 
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of ‘harmony’ and ‘thriving’, which respect factors working together to fulfil potential. I 

connect this to research production’s impact on the components mentioned above.  

Moreover, as I am a female trainee counselling psychologist, it was essential 

to consider the factors that would contribute to my career progression too. In order 

for progression and thriving to happen in a way that considers the scientist-

practitioner framework as fundamental to the discipline, counselling psychology 

needs to stay up to date with research, and without the production of research, the 

framework as a value (including its benefits and contribution to the field and its 

identity) becomes futile. Therefore, I believe that research consistent with 

counselling psychology needs to be produced so that the field’s values and 

philosophies are maintained, communicated, and applied in what counselling 

psychologists do. In addition, the personal importance for me of this project is to 

ensure that I remain within a field that is consistent with my values. 
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Chapter 4 – Methodology 

4.1 Chapter Overview 

This chapter outlines the rationale for the chosen design and the specific 

method used to address the research questions, including an examination of the 

research study's epistemological, ontological, and theoretical underpinnings. Then, 

details about how data collection and analysis occurred consistent with the chosen 

method are provided, followed by a section on trustworthiness to evaluate the 

credibility of the method and research study. 

4.2. Introduction to Methodology  

A qualitative approach was deemed appropriate for the present study as it 

sufficiently investigated and produced results to answer the research questions 

(West, 2007). The present study focused on the subjective, experiential perspective 

of female counselling psychologists who have engaged with research to help 

understand ‘what’ had worked and ‘how’ it has been achieved. Morrow (2007) 

reinforced that qualitative studies are appropriate in addressing ‘what’ and ‘how’ 

questions, while quantitative studies address ‘why’ questions. Answering these 

questions helps to explain the current reality for female counselling psychologists by 

the in-group and specifically for the in-group (Lowhorn, 2007). This rationale is 

consistent with the present study’s aim to identify the factors that could help and 

encourage female counselling psychologists to adhere to the scientist-practitioner 

identity, specifically through research activity. 
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4.2.1. Reflexive Thematic Analysis  

Thematic analysis (TA) is a qualitative method that focuses on identifying, 

analysing, and reporting patterned meanings across a dataset while capturing 

differences and divergence (Braun & Clarke, n.d., 2006). Therefore, Braun and 

Clarke (2006) advocated that TA is a methodological approach in itself. Unlike other 

qualitative methodologies, such as interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) 

and grounded theory (GT), TA is considered a method and therefore is not tied to a 

specific theoretical framework or epistemological position (Braun & Clarke, 2006). TA 

prides itself on its strength of flexibility in theoretical application, analytic procedures, 

and guiding philosophy, which can provide “a rich and detailed, yet complex account 

of data” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 5). This suggests that TA enables a firm interlock 

between research questions, how they are explored, findings, and their implication. 

The researcher plays an active role in deciding which theoretical frameworks are 

appropriate to the research aims, and coherency with the lens used to identify and 

report the patterns across the dataset to ensure accuracy and opportunities of higher 

internal validity. 

Reflexive thematic analysis (RTA) acknowledges the researcher’s subjective 

influence on the data collection and analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2020), which is 

consistent with counselling psychology’s value of reflexivity in research and practice 

(Dixon & Chiang, 2019). Braun and Clarke proposed that themes are “generated by 

the researcher through data engagement mediated by all that they bring to the 

process” (p. 39), including their knowledge, experience, training, but also biases. 

Coding is also considered a subjective process; therefore, reflexivity is encouraged 

to be aware of one’s experiences and the impact that their underlying assumptions 

can have on the research process. Therefore, the researcher of the present study 
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ensured an acknowledgement and openness to their personal influence by 

approaching the research reflexively. For instance, a reflective commentary (see 

Chapter 8 and a summary in section 3.9.) was created to provide personal insight. 

Regarding development throughout the research journey, an audit trail was 

developed, which also consisted of acknowledging the subjective influence on the 

research process (see section 4.3.6. for more details). Furthermore, the research’s 

underpinning epistemologies (see section 4.2.3.) invite the researcher also to be 

aware of their own subjective experiences regarding the phenomenon and, therefore 

the lens under which the phenomenon is investigated. A more in-depth exploration of 

why RTA was considered suitable for the present study in comparison to other TA 

approaches is presented in the section Why Reflexive Thematic Analysis? 

Alternative qualitative approaches were considered for this present study but 

RTA was deemed most suited for investigating and answering the research 

questions (Levitt et al., 2017). IPA is defined by several factors, including having a 

guiding theoretical framework attached to it (i.e., phenomenology, which is focused 

on understanding and interpreting how individuals experience and make sense of the 

world). The research questions in IPA focus specifically on personal experience and 

meaning-making in a particular context (Braun & Clark, 2021; Smith et al., 2009; 

Smith & Osborn, 2007). There are similarities with RTA, such as focusing on 

personal experiences and how individuals make sense of their world (i.e., how, 

despite the biases, research engagement has been achieved and could be achieved 

by female counselling psychologists), as well as the fundamentality of researcher 

subjectivity and its impact on data analysis. Differences lie in the extent specific 

personal experiences are considered, for instance, IPA incorporates a dual analytic 

focus by considering both the identification of themes across cases, like RTA, but 
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also an idiographic approach, which takes an interest in and focuses on the 

particular and unique details of each case before the development of themes across 

cases (Braun & Clarke, 2013). On the other hand, RTA themes are developed 

across cases following the coding of the entire data set. The differences in approach 

lead to IPA not fully acknowledging the wider social context of participants’ meaning-

making of their experiences and world (Larkin et al., 2006, 2011). In the present 

study, the RTA approach used considers the wider socio-cultural context as 

influential to the participants’ sense-making of their experiences, especially taking 

into account the impact of the scientist-practitioner model within the profession and 

systemic gender bias on female counselling psychologists’ research attitudes and 

engagement (Braun & Clarke, 2020). Therefore, there is a focus on ‘something’ in 

addition to just personal experiences, such as locating these personal experiences 

within a wider social-cultural context, which indicates RTA is more appropriate for the 

present study (Braun & Clarke, 2021). This emphasis also lends itself to the aim of 

the present study to develop clear implications for practice with actionable outcomes 

(Sandelowski & Leeman, 2012), in line with the intention of the scientist-practitioner 

framework. This goal is also partly achieved through a focus on ‘breadth’ by 

observing patterns across cases (Braun & Clarke, 2020) to identify what could be 

applicable for individuals within a social context, i.e. what could promote research 

activity for female counselling psychologists.  

Additionally, GT was deemed unsuitable for many reasons. While GT and 

RTA both focus on social processes to some degree and the factors that influence 

and shape particular phenomena (Charmaz, 2014), GT is often used to address a 

wide variety of research questions. The present study is centred more on the lived 

experiences of the participants (Braun & Clarke, 2021) and the factors that influence 
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these. Although there are some similarities in the processes of data analysis 

between the two, the goal of RTA is to identify patterns in the data, describe and 

interpret those patterns, and/or provide a theoretically informed interpretation of them 

(Braun & Clarke, 2021). Therefore, the present study ascribed to this goal rather 

than the intention to develop a theory from the data set and analysis, which GT 

aspires to (Braun & Clarke, 2021). The present study data analysis was not 

approached with the assumption of no pre-existing knowledge or experience of the 

research topic due to the development of the present study and the nature of and 

assimilation with the topic for the author (i.e. the scientist-practitioner model, the 

focus on female counselling psychologists), which traditional GT advocates (Glaser 

& Strauss, 1967). The focus of RTA is to condense meaning (Kvale, 2007) by the 

researcher coding the data for meaning and then simplifying the meanings by 

grouping the codes into themes. Therefore, a ‘blank slate’ approach that GT favours 

is not required by RTA (Frost, 2015; Kvale, 2007).  

Qualitative content analysis (QCA) is characteristically the closest to RTA 

(Vaismoradi et al., 2013). However, QCA is often considered atheoretical (the 

introduction of theoretical assumptions can happen when using quality measures 

during the analysis to ensure coding accuracy), and RTA is considered theoretically 

flexible (Braun & Clarke, 2020). Because of these characteristics, QCA is often 

deemed a method for producing descriptive rather than interpretative analyses (Cho 

& Lee, 2014). As RTA is more suited for interpretative analyses, it was considered 

appropriate for the present study and used as such. Ponterotto et al. (2017) believed 

that qualitative research cannot be atheoretical as an analysis requires theoretical 

assumptions and choices. As RTA literature explicitly discusses theoretical 

underpinnings and, therefore, there is an open awareness and consideration of the 
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theory, Braun and Clarke advocated the use of RTA over QCA, in which theory may 

be present but side-stepped and, therefore, there is less awareness of its impact. 

Furthermore, the focus on ‘themes’ i.e., “what you’re aiming to get to” (Braun & 

Clarke, 2020, p. 40) enables more curiosity about the phenomenon being 

investigated rather than ‘content’ i.e., “what you’re working with” (p. 40), which may 

restrict one to believe that the truth is in the data and, consequently, the data 

analysis.  

Ultimately, Willig (2013) concluded that coherency is required between the 

method chosen and the project’s purpose, the theoretical assumptions, research 

questions and, therefore, the research design. RTA is aligned with these research 

aspects within the present study as seen in this Method section.  

4.2.2. Why Reflexive Thematic Analysis? 

RTA was considered appropriate for this present study to provide an overview 

of the unique and shared elements of female counselling psychologists' perspectives 

on their experiences of positive and motivational factors that have supported their 

research engagement (Fleischmann et al., 2017). This approach was taken to reach 

a consensus on specific factors (by observing patterns in the data) that capture the 

social variety of different perspectives on a particular phenomenon (Flick, 2014). The 

aim is for the findings to eventually be presented to the wider population of female 

counselling psychology trainees and determine any subsequent impact on their 

attitudes towards research.  

Braun and Clarke outline three broad types of thematic analysis methods: 

coding reliability approaches, reflexive approaches, and codebook approaches 

(Braun & Clarke, n.d., 2020). They illustrated these approaches on a continuum with 
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coding reliability on one end and reflexive on the other (Braun & Clarke, 2020). 

Coding reliability focuses on codes deriving solely from the data. It is underpinned by 

post-positivist research values, i.e., values that underpin quantitative research that 

emphasise high levels of agreement between coders to indicate reliable coding 

(Braun & Clarke, 2020). Because of this, researcher subjectivity is considered a 

‘bias’ and a threat to coding reliability.  

On the other hand, reflexive approaches, considered as ‘fully qualitative’ (i.e., 

qualitative research in techniques and values), involve theme development that 

occurs from codes and is conceptualised as patterns of shared meaning 

underpinned by a central organising concept (Braun et al., 2014). Furthermore, such 

fully qualitative approaches belong to phenomenological or experiential qualitative 

research traditions that focus on participants’ subjective experiences and sense-

making (Braun & Clarke, 2013; Willig, 2013) but also may focus on socially 

embedded patterns of meaning and the implications of these (Clarke & Braun, 2014). 

This approach is consistent with the perspectives of the present study to gain a 

deeper understanding of the phenomenon (see Epistemology and Ontology section).  

In any case, because theme development requires a substantial amount of 

analytic and interpretative work from the researcher (Braun & Clarke, 2021, who 

believe that themes unite implicit meaning), the themes cannot exist separately from 

the researcher. Therefore, Braun and Clarke deem it necessary to consider research 

subjectivity as part of the process and a resource for research. This approach 

acknowledges that the researcher is required to consider and make a number of 

decisions based on the research aims. In contrast, coding reliability approaches 

insist that the themes already exist in the data prior to any analytic work done by the 

researcher. Braun and Clarke (2006) highly encouraged congruence and 
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transparency through reflexivity in how themes are generated by taking into account 

the researcher’s influence (e.g., their research values, skills, training, and 

experience) on data engagement. Therefore, a reflexive researcher is required to 

navigate through the six recursive phases of RTA with the aim of reflecting on their 

assumptions and how they might shape the data analysis process (the author of this 

research project developed an audit trail to support reflexivity, see Trustworthiness 

section for more details). Concurrently, these components are synonymous with the 

values of counselling psychology (Rogers, 1973) and, therefore, the researcher’s 

own values. This strengthened the resolve to use RTA as the method for this study. 

Although codebook approaches are in the centre of the continuum and, therefore, 

take both reliability and reflexivity elements into consideration, the codebook is 

chosen for more pragmatic reasons to chart the developing analysis (e.g., facilitating 

teamwork, efficient delivery of analysis within fixed deadlines, meeting 

predetermined information needs; Braun & Clarke, 2020). The last example seemed 

at odds with RTA, which favours a more unstructured and organic process with 

codes evolving from the researchers’ developing and deepening understanding of 

the data and is more consistent with considering subjectivity. Additionally, the 

present study consisted of a primary researcher who undertook the whole process, 

therefore, lending to consideration of their subjectivity while engaging with the data 

and as such, also the opportunity to engage in such preference.   

In specific to RTA, the analytical approach deemed suitable for the research 

aims was inductive with the development of semantic themes and underpinned by 

constructivism and critical realism paradigms. An inductive, data-driven approach to 

the analysis was used to uncover meaning on a topic, on which limited research 

exists, to explore the participants’ personal and meaningful perceptions of the 
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phenomenon (Guest et al., 2012; Priestley, 2015). Therefore, coding was done 

diversely by re-reading the data for themes consistent with the research questions 

(Braun & Clarke, 2006). A semantic approach to the development of the themes was 

chosen so that they were “within the explicit or surface meanings of the data” (Braun 

& Clarke, 2006, p. 13) and, therefore, the aim was to stay as close to the 

participants’ account as possible to ensure that the analysis was an accurate 

reflection of the content of the dataset. Despite remaining at the surface level, 

interpretation of the patterns is still required, in which an attempt is made to theorise 

the significance of the identified patterns and their broader meanings and 

implications in relation to the existing literature (Patton, 1990). The rationale for a 

foundation in constructivism and critical realism paradigms is that they remain close 

to the subjective experiences of the participants while gaining insight into the 

underlying causal mechanisms that contribute to the development of these 

experiences, which is consistent with the nature of the analysis chosen. This is 

discussed in more detail in the subsequent Epistemology and Ontology section. 

Ultimately, the goal of this specific approach to RTA is to provide a rich overall 

description of the entire data set by identifying specific patterns that are an accurate 

reflection of the content in relation to the research questions. This is rather than 

investigating one particular theme in greater detail and in relation to a specific area 

of interest within the data, especially as Braun and Clarke (2006) reported that the 

former approach (applied in this study) is beneficial when examining an area that is 

under-researched as suggested.  
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4.2.3. Epistemology and Ontology  

Bogna et al. (2020) stated that coherency is required in the form of “a 

research project requires a foundation that can articulate, support and validate a 

research approach, and be aligned to particular paradigms which in turn inform the 

research design and research methods.” (p. 462). These ‘paradigms’ are shared 

ideas and concepts that guide users from a field of study through inquiry, which 

includes choices of the method, and ontological and epistemological fundamental 

ways (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). The set of primary principles related to a group of 

beliefs reflects a position within a world and “the range of possible relationships to 

that world and its parts” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p. 107).  

As the present study focuses on the experiences of a specific group within the 

counselling psychology field regarding research activity, which includes 

consideration of the factors that have promoted this activity for them, a combination 

of constructivism and critical realism paradigms was considered. Traditionally mixing 

paradigms is considered unconventional and has, at times, been criticised. For 

example, Burrell and Morgan (1979) highlighted that the intention of paradigms is to 

view the world in particular and specific ways. Therefore, they are significantly 

different and incomparable to one another (supported by Morgan & Smircich, 1980). 

However, this view has been consistently challenged (e.g., Hassard, 1991; Scherer 

& Steinman, 1999). Hassard (1991) considered a model termed ‘multiple paradigm 

research’ that specifically considers appropriate combinations of topics, methods, 

and paradigms as a response to singular paradigms being limited in their 

methodological scope and, therefore, the inappropriateness of addressing various 

topics using specific paradigms. Indeed, using more than one interpretative practice 

can facilitate an interdependent analysis of research data and generate meaning and 
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knowledge beyond what could be found by using one model (Bogna et al., 2020). In 

addition, the adoption of two paradigms can support a more clear narrative that 

connects ambiguous events and complex interactions (Grover et al., 2008). It could 

be considered that two paradigms may fill the gaps of each other to provide a more 

in-depth understanding of a phenomenon.  

Constructivism aims to determine the social objects that are constructed, 

negotiated, managed, and organised by individuals to make sense of what is 

happening in their world (Kelemen & Rumens, 2008). While this study could be 

reduced to such discourse alone, critical realism provides an exploration of the 

causality underpinning the discourse, which includes understanding what the 

relevant objects, structures, mechanisms, and conditions are to the particular 

phenomenon (Hoddy, 2019) and the resultant actions observed by participants. This 

combination, therefore, takes a dialectical approach that assists in the connection 

between ideas, opinions, and causal powers (Roberts, 2014). Therefore, combining 

the two paradigms could be synergistic and produce a more profound explanation 

regarding the observed phenomenon (Bogna et al., 2020). In practice, in the case of 

this present study, the individual’s views (i.e. female counselling psychologists) of 

the world and the associated subjective meanings and perspectives they gave (i.e. to 

understanding their experiences of research activity) within the social context (i.e. 

within the roles undertaken within the counselling psychology field, also considering 

the scientist-practitioner framework and systemic gender bias), and whether actions 

rising from those views are triggered by certain phenomena (i.e. the factors that have 

promoted or could encourage research activity; Bogna et al., 2020; Kivunja & Kuyini, 

2011).  
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Constructivism is dependent on the beliefs and opinions of the participants to 

lead the researcher to identify patterns and themes in perceptions considered 

complex rather than narrow meanings within a few categories (Creswell, 2014). This 

approach is consistent with the aim for rich data, which provides a more accurate 

reflection of the content and, therefore, of participants’ experiences of their social 

world from their own interpretations, which is especially necessary because the 

research question is specific, minimally researched, and not consistent with what is 

considered the ‘norm’ (i.e. female counselling psychologists’ research engagement). 

Moreover, constructivism believes that worldviews can be specific to the individual or 

influenced within groups, and these can be formed and evolve within social 

structures established or used by the individuals within the group (Peters et al., 

2013). This belief is important to the present study because it is concerned with a 

social structure in which change is needed to support the research engagement of 

female counselling psychologists, and meaningful changes can only be identified by 

those within the in-group. The notion of change is less transparent within the 

constructivist paradigm (Bogna et al., 2020), but a more clear intention in critical 

realism (Syed et al., 2009), which is also consistent with the aim of RTA in the form 

of actionable outcomes.  

Constructivism ascribes to a relativist ontology, which maintains that 

situations have multiple realities, and these realities are socially constructed and 

owned by the participants (Denzin & Lincoln, 2013; Zhang et al., 2011). Such belief 

is consistent with counselling psychology’s value of pluralism; “pluralistic 

epistemology is at the core of counselling psychology and represents its 

engagement with a wide variety of perspectives” (McAteer, 2010, p. 6). Starting to 

give voice to multiple realities and challenging what is considered a ‘status quo’ 
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(Berger & Luckmann, 1971) could provide greater insight to increase the 

opportunities to facilitate research engagement by female counselling psychologists. 

In addition, constructivism is connected with subjectivist epistemologies, which 

suggest that the researcher interacts with the participants, interprets, and co-creates 

their own meaning of the data (Denzin & Lincoln, 2013). This process resonates with 

both RTA and reflexivity valued by counselling psychology. Some interpretation 

based on the researcher’s subjectivity (including their pre-existing beliefs, 

experiences and understanding) is inevitable but also encouraged via transparency 

(Halling et al., 2006). Braun and Clarke (n.d.) suggest that coding is understood as 

an active and reflexive process, and the researcher’s subjectivity is unavoidable. 

Finlay (2009) encouraged researchers to bring these aspects to critical self-

awareness and consider their impact on the research process and findings. There 

could be two purposes to this, 1. generation of knowledge by the researcher and 

participants working together (Bogna et al., 2020) and 2. reduce researcher bias and 

enable separation of this from the participants’ accounts so that the analysis remains 

as close to the data as possible while acknowledging the researcher’s subjective 

lens. The author of the present study was very mindful of their interaction with the 

data (see also in the section 4.3.6.).  

The constructivism paradigm provides a limited reflection of a socially 

constructed reality summarised through identifiable relationships, themes, and 

concepts associated with a specific context and existing at a certain point in time 

(Bogna et al., 2020). These characteristics may provide limitations of the paradigm 

because the knowledge generated is associated only with those being studied and 

may not apply to other circumstances (Bogna et al., 2020). The causality associated 

with socially constructed reality can be analysed further to understand the roots of 
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this reality that could be replicable using the additional research paradigm of critical 

realism (Bogna et al., 2020). The combination would offer the potential opportunity 

for replicability of the findings to other contexts and additional contribution to 

knowledge (Bogna et al., 2020). In addition, critical realism moves beyond 

judgements about a social reality that are limited to a set of world views, deductions, 

and observations all considered as ‘true’ in constructivism (Dickerson & Zimmerman, 

1996) to a position where some grounds “for determining whether some 

representations constitute better knowledge of the world than others” (Fairclough, 

2016, p. 922) can be made (i.e., the experience of those from the in-group, which 

have not yet been examined). Moreover, critical realism assumes a realist ontology 

(Syed et al., 2009), which seeks the generation of actual events, and an interpretivist 

epistemology that acknowledges social reality but links this with causal mechanisms 

and structures (Peters et al., 2013). Mechanisms include “dispositions, capacities 

and potentials to do certain things, but not others” (Fleetwood, 2004, p. 46), which 

could then influence an outcome or event, such as examining the factors that could 

promote research activity for female counselling psychologists to ultimately, foster 

and elicit an increase in research engagement and dissemination within this group. 

The causality of such events could not be explored further within just the paradigm of 

constructivism (Bogna et al., 2020).  

While the present study considered a focus only on the subjective 

perspectives and worldviews of participants related to research engagement, it 

became clear during the development process of the research questions and design 

that consideration of the underpinning contributors was required to gain a more 

rounded, in-depth understanding of the phenomenon. This consideration was 

needed because of the participants’ unique experiences that are not consistent with 
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the ‘norm’ and, therefore, gaining knowledge from a minimally researched 

perspective that could significantly impact this group and the field (as explored in the 

literature review). Therefore, critical realism provided a framework to explore causal 

mechanisms linked with the participants’ realities created within a constructivist 

paradigm to identify the underlying factors and triggers contributing to those 

constructed realities to understand the phenomenon under investigation better and 

answer the research questions (Bogna et al., 2020). Constructivism alone could not 

offer this. 

4.2.4. Positive Psychology    

Positive psychology is a theoretical framework that encompasses this 

research project by examining participants’ subjective experiences of research 

through a positive lens. It focuses on the notion of flourishing, which is translated to 

“the fulfilled individual and the thriving community” (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 

2000, p.5). It was conceptualised by Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi, who valued the 

positive dimensions of subjective experience and individual traits rather than 

championing the dominant discourse of pathology at the time, which mostly ignored 

well-being, optimism, and satisfaction. Positive psychology validates the individual’s 

experiences, including the systems that influence their ability to thrive (e.g., work, 

education, and families) to understand the “how, why, and under what conditions 

positive emotions, positive character and institutions that enable them [to] flourish” 

(Seligman et al., 2005, p. 410). Focus on well-being and flourishing are primary 

foundations of the humanistic philosophy of counselling psychology; therefore, it 

seemed important to investigate the phenomenon through this perspective embodied 

by the discipline and considered effective in outcome (Rogers, 1964).  
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In this context, positive psychology is embedded in the current research study 

because the focus is on amplifying and fostering strengths and constructive 

behaviours of the individual in their social contexts (specifically institutions). These 

findings will be based on participants’ experiences to enhance well-being and 

thriving (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000; Slade, 2010). Improving the human 

condition cannot rest solely on helping those suffering, as Seligman and 

Csikszentmihalyi stressed that most ‘normal’ people require examples and advice to 

achieve a more fulfilling existence. The current study focuses on factors that could 

promote research engagement for female counselling psychologists by making 

visible how other female counselling psychologists have achieved this engagement 

to embody the scientist-practitioner identity. Doing so could support them towards 

career progression, linked with satisfaction and thriving, rather than exploring what 

prevents this. From the literature review, it is evident that focusing on barriers alone 

has not yielded fruitful outcomes.  

Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000) encouraged those from a positive 

psychology orientation to adopt a scientific method to understand the complexities of 

human behaviour beyond pathology and barriers. This suggestion was to identify 

qualities that could be fostered in the wider group to enhance the flourishing and 

well-being of the individual and the collective group, consistent with the belief that 

individuals are decision-makers with choices and the potential to become masterful 

and efficacious (Bandura, 1986; Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). RTA, 

underpinned by constructivism and critical realism paradigms, was deemed suitable 

to highlight the positive psychology perspective that underlies this research project. 

The focus is on subjective experience within the social context of the profession and 

the broader patterns across the data to capture specifically the positive experiences 
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and qualities of those who have achieved research engagement with a commitment 

to growth and fulfilling one’s potential. These findings could be fostered in individuals 

of the same group and by related social contexts to ultimately enhance their well-

being and thriving. Additionally, Clarke and Braun (2017) discussed that RTA had 

been used widely within a positive psychology framework because of the flexibility 

and accessibility it offers to explore a broad range of phenomena beyond the 

dominant narratives (in this case, the dominant being the exploration of barriers to 

research). In particular, inductive approaches (adopted by the current study) were 

considered beneficial in exploring new terrain, which they found resonant with 

investigation via the current positive psychology lens.  

4.3. Method  

4.3.1. Participants 

A total of eight female counselling psychologists that had previously 

completed their doctorate training in counselling psychology took part in this study. 

Participants held various roles (including some that overlapped) and in a multitude of 

settings associated with the counselling psychology identity (i.e., university lecturers, 

research supervisors, and practitioners in both the public and private sector). Each 

participant gave unique weight to the scientist and practitioner roles within their 

counselling psychology identity and how much time they were currently allocating to 

these roles, which is consistent with the 50-50 scientist and practitioner split time 

debate (Gelso, 1979a). For instance, during the present study, participants were 

either actively engaged with research projects (n = 6) or had previous experience in 

research production (n = 2) while balancing other roles within their identities, for 
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example, clinical practice and teaching. Nevertheless, all of the participants identified 

as scientist-practitioners and recognised the importance of research engagement 

and dissemination within their roles.  

4.3.2. Recruitment and Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria  

A purposive non-probability sampling technique was used to select 

‘information-rich’ cases (Patton, 1990). Various avenues to recruit participants who 

fulfilled the inclusion criteria were taken, including reviewing the Counselling 

Psychology Review latest issues to identify female authors, requesting support from 

the University Research Coordinator, who then emailed past trainees, advertising the 

research study in relevant UK counselling psychology social media groups (see 

Appendix 2.1.), searching all of the staff from universities that offer the doctorate 

course, attending the DCoP conference in 2018 and approaching counselling 

psychologists who would be willing to participate (see Appendix 2.2. for 

advertisement shared), the snowball technique of asking participants who were 

interviewed whether they knew of others that would be interested, amongst other 

routes.  

All potential participants were searched for through the HCPC website to 

ensure they were registered psychologist practitioners. With some recruitment 

avenues, it was clear when potential participants were counselling psychologists (a 

requirement to participate), for example, those recruited via the snowball technique 

and attending the Division conference. However, those recruited via internet 

searches required some web presence, whether through university affiliations or 

advertising their clinical services, which confirmed their profession. The requirement 

to be a counselling psychologist to participate was also clearly stated in the 
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participant information sheet and informed consent form (see Appendix 4. and 5. 

respectively) that were sent to all eligible participants..  

Participants considered and approached for this study were those who:  

1. Identify as women 

2. Are registered psychologists with the HCPC and must have worked in the 

UK1.   

3. Are counselling psychologists  

4. Have undertaken and disseminated research  

Participants excluded from the study were: 

1. Could not speak English 

4.3.3. Ethical Considerations 

The present study was undertaken in line with the BPS’s Code of Human 

Research Ethics (Oates, 2021). Respect for the autonomy, privacy, and dignity of 

individuals, groups, and communities occurred by providing each participant with a 

participant information sheet and informed consent form (see Appendix 4. and 5. 

respectively) so that they understood what the study entailed and had the choice to 

participate.  

Further, to maintain privacy, all data complied with the requirements of the 

Data Protection Act 1998 to ensure that the identity of the participants was protected 

and the data was stored appropriately. Therefore, data was stored appropriately in 

both a locked drawer (for printed documents such as interview transcripts) and on 

 
1 The UK was chosen due to poor rates of dissemination in this country as highlighted by Gordon and 

Hanley (2013) and this being the researcher’s native country.  
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the university’s One Drive in a password-protected computer (such as audio 

recordings of the interviews). Any personal data of participants that could lead to 

their identification was kept anonymous by, for example, using pseudonyms in the 

analysis and write-up and general labels for specific information such as institutions 

and organisations. Any identifiable information, such as email addresses for contact 

purposes, was stored separately from the data collected  (e.g., interview transcripts) 

and securely on the university’s One Drive in a password-protected computer. The 

data is stored in such ways for 2-years post-doctorate completion and then 

destroyed confidentially. Participants were also offered the opportunity to review their 

transcripts and omit personal, identifiable data they did not want to be shared with a 

broader audience.  

Scientific integrity was maintained by gaining ethical approval for the research 

project through the researcher’s University ethics committee and undertaking annual 

progress reviews. These requirements ensured that the project was designed and 

conducted to ensure quality, integrity, and contribution to the development of 

knowledge and understanding. Additionally, self-reflection was embraced through 

the method used, including developing a reflective commentary to acknowledge the 

subjective influence on the research process and the researcher’s own levels of 

competency. Intended and unintended consequences, maximising benefit, and 

minimising harm were considered as part of seeking ethical approval and noted in 

the participant information sheet (see Appendix 4.) to highlight the researcher’s 

acknowledgement of these aspects and provide the opportunity for participants to 

make an informed decision regarding their participation.  
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4.3.4. Development of Interview Schedule  

The interview schedule (see Appendix 1.) was developed using the existing 

literature on the topic and tailored to the present research question, i.e., a focus on 

facilitating and motivational factors towards research activity. Although the questions 

were focused on positive factors in line with the research topic, they remained 

general, i.e., no specific research findings explicitly influenced the questions, so 

themes developed from the discourse and were data-driven rather than from existing 

research. This interview approach was adopted because it provided rich, detailed 

information on the facilitating experiences of female counselling psychologists in 

research activity. Consistent with the aim of collating rich data, the schedule acted as 

a guide rather than being followed rigidly. This approach enabled a deeper 

exploration of participants’ subjective experiences through a dialogue where the 

questions were modified in line with participants’ responses (Smith & Osborn, 2008). 

Although the dialogue aimed to be more organic and participant-led, as the research 

topic focused on positive psychology, the researcher asked more positive and 

capability-framed questions if participants began to discuss barriers to research 

(e.g., “What could be done differently?”). The first participant was used for the pilot 

study, which was conducted to confirm that the questions asked were relevant to the 

research topic and provided sufficient dialogue/discourse. The pilot participant was 

recruited the same way as the other participants to ensure that the participant 

recruitment method was feasible. The pilot data was also used in the main study for 

both pragmatic reasons regarding sample size and because the data identified was 

consistent with addressing the research questions, the previous literature, and 

patterns identified within the overall data set.  
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While the interview protocol remained the same following the pilot study, the 

two last questions were amended to enhance the explicit exploration of the gender 

aspect (e.g., “What do you think are important things that course staff/employers 

need to do to facilitate more research engagement for counselling psychologists?” to 

“What do you think are important factors that course staff/employers need to do to 

facilitate more research engagement for female counselling psychologist?”). 

Subsequently, the developed interview schedule consisted of nine questions, each 

with one to four sub-questions.  General opening questions (e.g., “What proportion of 

your work is devoted to research?”) were used to develop momentum and build a 

relationship with the participant before deeper and more detailed exploration ensued 

via questions such as “What does research activity mean to you and your role as a 

female counselling psychologist?”. The areas covered included the amount of time 

given to research and practice, views on the dissemination of research, how 

meaningful research engagement was to the participants in their professional role, 

how their research interests developed, and despite the barriers (including life events 

such as pregnancy and child-rearing), what has motivated the continuation of their 

research interest and engagement, as well as what may be needed to increase the 

research engagement of other female counselling psychologists, including during the 

training.  

4.3.5. Procedure  

Those who wished to participate were asked to sign the consent form and 

send it back to the researcher, who countersigned it and sent one copy back to the 

participant with both signatures while keeping a copy.  
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Semi-structured interviewers were arranged and conducted via telephone (n = 

3) or Skype (n = 5). This approach was due to the low participant response rate. It 

seemed important to interview as many eligible and agreeing participants as possible 

and, therefore, reduce the impact of geographical location on this. All interviews 

were audio-recorded, and additional verbal consent was requested at the beginning 

of the interview as an additional ethical safeguard. The interviews were 

approximately 60 to 120 minutes and transcribed verbatim..  

Method of Data Analysis. Braun and Clarke’s six phases of RTA (2006) 

were followed to analyse the data in a recursive manner. This approach is outlined in 

detail below:  

Phase 1. Familiarising Yourself with your Data. The researcher 

familiarised herself with the data throughout the analysis as she personally 

interviewed the participants (initial exposure to the data), transcribed the interviews, 

and then combed through each transcription individually while cross-referencing with 

the corresponding interview audio recordings to ensure the accuracy of the content. 

Re-reading transcripts in this way both facilitated familiarisation with the breadth of 

data and invited the noting of initial ideas about potential patterns.  

Phase 2. Generating Initial Codes. Braun and Clarke stated that coding in a 

data-driven analysis needs to accurately reflect the content of the data set while 

being consistent with the research topic and questions. Line-by-line coding was done 

to give equal attention to each data item and capture the essence of the content. The 

data was then organised into meaningful groups, i.e., themes developed through the 

identification of repeated patterns across the data set by coding (Tuckett, 2005). The 
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software QDA Miner Lite was used to support the coding process, such as 

organising the codes into hierarchical groupings to support the subsequent phases.   

Phase 3. Searching for Themes. The interpretative analysis of the coded 

data occurred in this phase, which began the formation of the arguments about the 

phenomenon explored (Boyatzis, 1998). The researcher was mindful to consider the 

relationship between codes, themes, and different levels of themes (Braun & Clarke, 

2006). The ability to group codes into hierarchies in QDA Miner Lite supported this 

process. It enabled groupings of similar codes and data extracts, which became the 

stepping stones to developing themes and subthemes. 

Phase 4. Reviewing Themes. Patton’s dual criteria (1990) of internal 

homogeneity and external heterogeneity to ensure that themes meaningfully cohere 

together while ensuring distinct boundaries between one another were considered 

via the two levels of reviewing and refining themes suggested by Braun and Clarke. 

Level one was achieved by returning to the coded data extracts and reviewing 

whether they still formed a coherent pattern under the now-developed individual 

subthemes and themes. Level two focused on the validity of each theme and 

whether they overall reflected the meanings evident in the overall data set. Any 

additional data was coded in light of the now-developed themes missed in the earlier 

phases.  

Phase 5. Defining and Naming Themes. Themes were further refined to 

ensure an internally consistent account and clearly defined by identifying each 

theme's essence by determining what aspect of the data is captured. Subsequently, 

theme names were given to reflect this with a clear, accompanying narrative. 

Subthemes are formed at this point. However, in this study, they were considered in 
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the earlier phases due to QDA Miner Lite’s hierarchical grouping function and also 

reviewed in phase 4 (see Appendix 6. for the final theme and subtheme table with 

corresponding narratives and Appendix 7. for thematic structure, which illustrates the 

development of themes and subthemes and highlights some of the corresponding 

codes). 

Phase 6. Producing the Report. The aim of the report is to provide a 

compelling narrative account of the data. This consisted of selecting sufficient 

evidence of the themes via data extracts to highlight their prevalence within the data. 

The selected extracts were analysed in relation to the research questions.  

4.3.6. Trustworthiness  

Nowell et al.’s paper (2017), which examines the trustworthiness of RTA research 

(using the criteria developed by Guba & Lincoln, 1989, as cited in Nowell et al., 

2017), was used to evaluate the credibility of this research study. The criteria consist 

of four components:  

1. Credibility  

2. Transferability  

3. Dependability  

4. Confirmability  

The researcher will provide examples of where they believe they have met the 

criteria to ensure that the results produced are meaningful.   

Credibility. This refers to the “fit between respondents’ views and the 

researchers’ representation of them” (Nowell et al., 2017, p. 3). Nowell et al. 

suggested that keeping a coding framework provides credibility because it requires 
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researchers to justify the inclusion of codes and, therefore, to define them and 

ensure their consistent use. QDA Miner Lite enabled the use of memos, which was 

considered to be a simplified version of a coding framework, which helped define 

and clarify the meaning of some codes to reduce potential confusion and 

interchanging between them when coding across the data set. This approach worked 

for codes such as Networking and Collaboration, which appeared similar but had 

different meanings for the participants.  

Peer debriefing with the supervisory team was an integral component of 

ensuring credibility because it provided an external check on the research process 

and, therefore, internal consistency (Guba & Lincoln, 1989, as cited in Nowell et al., 

2017). The objective perspective examined the macro, i.e., the connection between 

the analysis with the wider study and the micro, i.e., the distinctiveness of the 

themes while ensuring that they capture patterns observed across the data set. One 

way to do this was by observing coherency between the participants’ narratives via 

the data extracts and this being represented in the analysis commentary. 

Having researched the literature on the content, commitment (connected with 

autonomy and satisfaction) was linked closely with self-efficacy (under ‘Personal 

Qualities that Support Motivation and Successful Engagement’). Therefore, some 

aspects were moved to this subtheme, while others were better suited elsewhere. 

Doing so provided a greater depth to these subthemes because of the connections 

found through research on the patterns explored and linking these with participants’ 

discourse to build a clearer, fuller picture of the data. Additionally, it created a 

balance with the influence of the researcher’s subjectivity during analysis to enhance 

the accuracy of the narrative accounts and, therefore, increase validity and 

credibility. 
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Transferability. According to Nowell et al., this refers to the generalisability of 

inquiry and, therefore, the external validity of this research study. Transparency 

through rich descriptions regarding the context of the research investigation 

(including consideration for the participants’ context and the research process) is 

required to achieve transferability in addition to the participants’ accounts of their 

experiences (Korstjens & Moser, 2018; Tracy, 2010). Some information regarding 

the context in which the research was carried out is reported in this Method section. 

For example, the setting, sample and size, sample strategy, and the demographics 

collected provide insight into the type of information that was deemed crucial only in 

this context, inclusion and exclusion criteria, interview procedure and topics, and 

changes in interview questions based on the iterative research process (a copy of 

the interview schedule in Appendix 1.; Korstjens & Moser, 2018).  

Dependability. This ensures that the “research process is logical, traceable 

and clearly documented” (Nowell et al., 2017, p. 3). Investigator triangulation with the 

supervisory team occurred to ensure corroboration between the interpretation of the 

data and the reliability of the findings. A descriptor table was created that consisted 

of the theme and subtheme names and descriptions to highlight how coherent 

patterns had been organised (see final theme and subtheme descriptor table in 

Appendix 6; Chapter 5, Table 1 provides an overview of the themes and subthemes). 

Some of the tables during development also consisted of some corresponding data 

extracts. This table ensured clarity about how each theme fit into the overall story of 

the data set and in relation to the research questions (Braun & Clarke, 2006). For 

example, analysing whether the names matched the descriptions, whether the 

descriptions clearly highlighted the data patterns that were trying to be conveyed, 

and whether the themes and subthemes were relevant to the research questions and 
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the overarching narrative whilst ensuring that they are different enough to one 

another. The table was considered part of the audit trail because, with each write-up 

draft of the analysis, it was reviewed by the team and revised as it provided the 

blueprint structure for the analysis throughout each revision (See Appendix 6. for the 

final version). Doing this also supported the peer debriefing process (as changes 

could be observed and how this impacted the overall structure) and reinforced 

dependability by clarifying the research process.   

An audit trail was kept throughout the research process, which transparently 

documented the steps taken to provide insight into the project's development to 

enhance dependability (Korstjens & Moser, 2018). Decisions made regarding the 

data analysis were recorded to transparently communicate the emergence of 

findings. Regarding the research process overall, supervisory team meeting minutes 

were documented because all decisions were rationalised, agreed upon, and 

progressed from, including theoretical and methodological (Koch, 1994), ethical 

decisions, research aims, and implications during these meetings. Halpren (1983) 

provided examples of evidence, including records of the raw data, transcripts, and a 

reflexive journal (all of which have been kept by the researcher) that have helped to 

systemise, relate, cross-reference data, and ease the reporting of the research 

process. The combination of these components and processes has supported the 

development of a clear audit trail.  

Finally, Korstjens and Moser (2018) stated that dependability involves 

participants’ evaluations of the findings. This was achieved by sending the 

participants their corresponding interview transcripts. Participants were requested to 

ensure their transcript was factually correct and consistent with their narrative and 
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confirm that they were satisfied with the anonymisation to add an extra layer of 

confidentiality. 

Confirmability. This is “concerned with establishing that the researcher’s 

interpretations and findings are clearly derived from the data” (Nowell et al., 2017, p. 

3). Similar evidence to suggest dependability is considered suitable to advocate 

confirmability, such as an audit trail, descriptor table, and other means of justifying 

theoretical, methodological, and analytical choices (Korstjens & Moser, 2018; Nowell 

et al., 2017). This also ensures that the interpretations are grounded in the data 

rather than based on the researcher’s internal frame of reference and, therefore, 

their preferences. Welcoming reflexivity helps to reduce such enmeshment by 

enhancing the researcher’s awareness of their internal frame of reference so that 

they are mindful of its impact on the perceptions of the ‘other’ and the ‘other’s’ impact 

on the self (Clarke & Braun, 2018). This approach also provides greater 

opportunities for the researcher to differentiate their internal reference from the data 

and interpretation of the findings as much as possible (Korstjens & Moser, 2018). 

Therefore, a reflexive journal was used to record the researcher’s reflections on their 

values, interests, and insights and the impact of these on the research (Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985) in parallel to the decisions and rationales for the factors mentioned that 

are imperative to ensure confirmability and dependability.  

The meaningfulness of the present study is examined through the concept of 

‘information power’ considered in section 6.5.   
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Chapter 5 – Results  

5.1. Chapter Overview  

This chapter presents the findings from the analysis of the female counselling 

psychologists' research engagement experiences. The dataset was analysed and 

grouped into meaningful patterns of shared experiences to identify factors that have 

promoted research activity and how positive attitudes could be fostered within this 

demographic while acknowledging differences within the cases. Presented in this 

chapter are the groups in the form of themes, subthemes and extracts from the data 

representing them; Table 1 provides an overview of the themes and subthemes. 

Further interpretation of the findings and their integration within the broader context 

of the subject are presented in the Discussion section. 

Table 1 

Overview of Themes and Subthemes  

Themes Subthemes 

1. Fulfilling one’s counselling psychology 

identity when engaging with research 

1.1. Appreciating the value of the 
counselling psychology perspective  

1.2. The scientist-practitioner identity 

enables cyclical evaluation and 

development  

2. Bridging the gap between subjectivity 

and research activity 

2.1. Satisfying individual needs during 

the process of research production   

2.2. The meaningful outcome from 

research dissemination 

2.3. Personal qualities that support 

motivation and successful engagement 
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3. Responsive environment towards 

developing female counselling 

psychologists’ research attitudes and 

activity 

3.1. Professional culture change that is 

mindful of the specific nature of 

counselling psychology 

3.2. Supportive community 

3.3.  The significant influence of 

universities in developing female 

trainees’ research attitudes 

3.4. The supportive role of the 

supervisor/mentor  

3.5. Visibility of female role models 

 

5.2. Theme 1. Fulfilling One’s Counselling Psychology Identity 

when Engaging with Research  

All participants identified that research engagement is integral to assimilating 

with their counselling psychology identity. Participants also believed that this 

engagement should be consistent with the counselling psychology identity, i.e., that 

the research activity aligns with its values and philosophies in the way research is 

conducted, the topics examined, and the purpose of such activity. Subthemes 

‘Appreciating the Value of the Counselling Psychology Perspective’ and ‘The 

Scientist-Practitioner Identity Enables Cyclical Evaluation and Development’ were 

identified.  

5.2.1. Subtheme 1.1. Appreciating the Value of the Counselling 

Psychology Perspective  

Participants recognised that research engagement consistent with counselling 

psychology’s identity is integral to strengthening the visibility and validity of 

counselling psychology in both the research and practice worlds. Therefore, their 
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research talk was contextualised to counselling psychology. Lorraine advocated that 

research exhibits the usefulness of the counselling psychology perspective and 

strengthens the visibility and position of the field within the wider domains of science 

and practice, which is especially important when its values and philosophies differ 

from the dominant scientific domains.  

we see the world in a different way to any other professions. So, if we want to 

be taken seriously, we need to provide evidence that the way we think is 

actually useful and helpful and something that needs to be taken forward.  

         (Lorraine) 

Components synonymous with counselling psychology’s identity are only 

universally recognised as significant to effective practice because of research. Grace 

provided the example of the therapeutic relationship, which aligns with the 

counselling psychology identity via its humanistic philosophy and is now considered 

a substantial factor for good therapeutic practice. This example suggests that 

researching from a counselling psychology perspective fulfils gaps in knowledge and 

practice.  

you know, one of the things that research has shown is it doesn't matter what 

therapeutic approach you use, it's the relationship that is the important bit … 

So, I guess it's about communicating to people that you are enriching the field 

by doing, you know, research      (Grace) 

Nina ensured that both her research and practice aligned with the counselling 

psychology perspective by embedding research into all areas of her professional 

role. For example, she used the same techniques and methods that are seen in 

research, such as in data collection, in her practice. This process makes it more 
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manageable and achievable for Nina to maintain the counselling psychology 

perspective and identity in her role, especially as the research reflects the 

environment in which it is conducted. 

I embed [research] in what I do, so the way that I write my reports, the way I 

gather information is designed to be suitable for analysis. So … if you think of 

it as an add-on, it's going to take you much longer… it's always part of my 

thinking         (Nina) 

    

5.2.2. Subtheme 1.2 The Scientist-Practitioner Identity Enables Cyclical 

Evaluation and Development   

The scientist-practitioner framework is a value of counselling psychology’s 

identity. All participants highlighted the importance of and adherence to this 

framework because of their assimilation and commitment to the counselling 

psychology identity and to distinguish themselves from other disciplines such as 

counselling. In particular, they valued that the ‘scientist’ (the production and 

consumption of research) combined with the ‘practitioner’ supported an openness to 

evaluation, alternative perspectives, and, ultimately, the development and tailoring of 

their practice to ensure its effectiveness.  

Rosanna discussed that the cyclical nature of the scientist-practitioner model 

enables the enhancement of both, i.e., using research to specifically evaluate their 

practice and vice versa, which leads to the development of knowledge, theory and 

practice. She described this repeated process to build a connection and dialect 

between the logic, factual elements of research and the real world, relational 
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elements of practice. This connection ensures constant enquiry to provide clarity and 

contribute to the consistent development of the overall picture. 

it's this loop continuously between experiential and conceptual and, you know, 

the experiential would be the starting point and out of that you may develop 

ideas and concepts but then you need to take them back to the experiential 

level to test them out       (Rosanna) 

Participants observed the benefits of engaging in this cycle; for instance, Priya 

acknowledged that although there are challenges to research activity in certain 

organisations, such as the NHS, she gave high importance to continuously engaging 

with research in ways that are consistent with practice because the knowledge 

gained has an impact on the overall development of her practice. 

If I was still at IAPT that would be a lot harder to do just because of the pace 

of it, it can be really brutal and intensive, just the number of people you're 

expected to see every day and maintaining your caseload but I know that 

outside of the NHS, you know, a lot of my other colleagues who work in 

different settings have had more opportunity just to, kind of, internal efficacy 

evaluations studies and stuff like that. So, that's definitely something, I think 

that would be really, really helpful to continue to engage in because if you 

don't really understand how what you're doing is helping people then there's 

very little or there can be limited, kind of, scope for change or improvement or 

developments to make.        (Priya) 

Similarly, Nina, who earlier reported that research needs to be embedded in 

practice also highlighted that research is used to evaluate the efficacy of her 

practice, which she considered an ethical responsibility. In addition, she reflected on 
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the necessity for her practice to be embedded in research. This interrelation supports 

her in doing the best job she can. 

N: I want to understand why things happen and I want to make what I do 

as good as it can be so, to me, that's the research bit. Research 

without practice is stale and without any real, kind of, life … So you've 

got to have a bit of both, in my view. 

R2: Absolutely, so for you, it's, kind of, like if you're going to do the practice 

side, research must also be involved with that. 

P: Yeah, 'cause otherwise how do you know it's working? I mean I can 

think that my clients are getting better and I can think I'm doing a good 

job but unless I have the evidence, I don't know that I'm doing a good 

job or I don't know whether it's the best job possible and ethically, for 

me, it's important that I do the best that I can, so I need to demonstrate 

it         (Nina) 

Similarly, Rosanna believed that it was her responsibility to engage with the 

scientist-practitioner framework as part of her ethical duty towards clients because it 

enables her to constantly reflect and evaluate the effectiveness of her work.  

That to me comes down to this research-practitioner identity. For me, I just 

feel like I have an ethical responsibility to my clients, to actually be constantly 

questioning and reflecting on what actually works… the client care … a sense 

of duty to always be having the client interests at the heart of what I'm doing.

         (Rosanna) 

 
2 R is abbreviation for Researcher  
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Rosanna highlighted that researching the components of practice (which is 

considered a ‘feminine’ endeavour, as highlighted in the literature review) is crucial. 

Especially, embracing and exploring feminine components, such as the therapeutic 

relationship (an example highlighted by Rosanna), through research are needed to 

increase the effectiveness of practice. 

I mean that- yeah, you look at DSM and it's like, God, this really superficial 

categorising of behaviour … elevated to the status of science are- whereas, 

it's a relational endeavour, isn't it, but, you know, it's rife in society, when we 

look at parenting, you know, it's all about child behaviour and parent 

intervention, there’s no talk about the relationship, the emotional relationship, 

you know, what it means to be human. How do you connect with another 

person … this is a very feminine endeavour, it's a very maternal endeavour to 

be preoccupied with another person's emotional state and emotional being 

and to form connection and relationships. That's how we develop as humans 

and that is completely undervalued in society, it's not remunerated, it's not 

valued, it's seen as soft, weak, not relevant to, kind of, science and 

knowledge. That's what I mean about what kind of knowledge do we value 

and I think gender comes into it. The female wisdom, ways of knowing are 

typically undervalued.      (Rosanna) 

She suggested that the understanding of relationships and, therefore, the 

development of the therapeutic relationship concept occurred through considering 

something not typically consistent with science and research (often considered as a 

‘masculine’ endeavour, as mentioned in the literature review), yet, is now a 

fundamental component of the profession. An openness to combining practice with 

research, therefore, gaining knowledge from alternative perspectives such as the 
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feminine perspective (which Rosanna related with the development of connections 

and relationships) may enrich our understanding of human well-being (e.g., our 

understanding that relationships are fundamental to positive mental health). 

Continuing this thread, Nina believed that women need to engage with 

research through their ‘feminine’ perspective and integrate their identity within 

research rather than avoid it. The different emerging perspectives, which Nina 

referred to, highlighted that engaging in this way provided an alternative and new 

knowledge and, therefore, the development of practice in an otherwise unfound way. 

we have our own way of looking at numbers, which is a feminine way in 

looking at numbers and it's different, you know, powerful women are 

different to powerful men. We're not the same, it's not the same commodity … 

we need to be powerful from our own essence …but there's nothing wrong 

with each way of being, both ways are good but just different.  (Nina) 

5.3. Theme 2. Bridging the Gap Between Subjectivity and 

Research Activity   

All participants cited intrinsic motivations as significant contributions to 

activating and maintaining research engagement and achieving successful research 

production and dissemination. Participants gave insight on the subjective factors that 

aspects of research engagement fulfilled and developed and, therefore, the positive 

experiences from integrating subjectivity into their research activity. This relationship 

fostered their motivation to engage with both the process of this engagement 

(activating and maintaining) and the outcome of it (production and dissemination). 

They also identified personal qualities that have supported them in successfully 

navigating the research process and achieving research dissemination. The 
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subthemes explored are ‘Satisfying Individual Needs During the Process of 

Research Production’, ‘The Meaningful Outcome from Research Dissemination’ and 

‘Personal Qualities that Support Motivation and Successful Engagement’.  

5.3.1. Subtheme 2.1. Satisfying Individual Needs During the Process of 

Research Production 

Participants discussed how engaging with the process of research production 

was intrinsically motivated and fulfilled their individual needs, which they identified as 

including personal growth and development, a thirst for knowledge and curiosity, and 

engaging with activities deemed personally enjoyable and fulfilling.   

Participants explained that research engagement fulfilled personal growth and 

development because it enabled a connection with subjective experiences, promoted 

reflexivity, and provided a better understanding of the research topics explored. This 

opportunity to accumulate and develop new knowledge generated forms of growth 

and development. 

Knowing deep down it was just because it was exciting, it was, you know, 

understanding things better, understanding yourself better, understanding 

others better and just keep learning      (Lorraine)  

For Eleanor, incorporating phenomenology throughout research engagement 

was integral, not only in terms of the findings and subjective evaluations drawn but 

also in driving the whole process. Before research engagement even begins, she 

explores with her trainees what is personal to them to bring this to awareness, 

inspire and influence their relationship with research. Consequently, this initiates a 

parallel between the research process and personal growth. 
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So, we start with, you know, what kind of thing brings me to possibly an area 

of research, start with yourself, you know, and then talk about what it is that 

you are excited about in this research … So, I think that … personal element 

is important to really think about, what drives yourself, you know, what is it 

you want to know, what is it you want to do, what are your values. (Eleanor) 

Eleanor’s response was to the question of what advice she would give to 

female trainees to encourage research activity. Therefore, her suggestion of 

becoming aware of oneself and one’s identity (including, for example, gender) 

through reflexivity are personal factors that could increase research interests and, 

therefore, activity when the two are combined.  

Similarly, Grace combatted the stereotype that research is wholly objective 

(i.e., holds connotations of cold and factual), which can be a barrier for some, by 

bringing personal elements to research (e.g., topics consistent with subjective values 

and experiences) and engaging with research reflexively. This approach not only 

made research more enjoyable because of the added vibrancy of the personal 

element but also contributed to personal growth and development because of the 

knowledge acquired from the process. 

it becomes exciting when you can personally relate to it or when you have a 

personal experience of it and that's what, kind of, makes you passionate and 

more motivated, I guess, to do research or looking into research (Grace) 

Many participants were intrinsically motivated to fulfil an inherent need for 

curiosity and a thirst for knowledge, which research satisfied because of its purpose 

of investigation and knowledge development, as mentioned above. Rosanna 
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explained that curiosity was a consistent and significant factor in initiating and 

maintaining motivation when navigating the research process. 

When I become interested in something, I just have to know everything about 

it … I think that [was] certainly a driver for my doctoral research   

         (Rosanna) 

Lorraine stated that for her to effectively use interventions within her 

counselling psychology role, she needed to understand the underlying mechanisms 

that contribute to their effectiveness. Consequently, she developed a specific model 

to understand the concept of adjustment, which was driven by a curiosity that was 

satisfied by the research process because of the knowledge and insight acquired 

from the investigation. 

[Christine Padesky] The queen of CBT, and I asked her is there a CBT model 

for adjustment and she said no there isn't, and I said I'm going to have to 

make one (laugh) 'cause I don't understand it.    (Lorraine) 

In addition to curiosity and a thirst for knowledge as motivation drivers, Nina 

believed that the relationship between the research process and developing personal 

research interests was integral for maintaining motivation. She recalled being asked 

to produce a chapter on a topic that she believed to be “too boring”. Consequently, 

Nina integrated components that she found both interesting and provided her with 

new information, which led to greater motivation as the process was more enjoyable.  

it was … fun to do. It …gave new information that I hadn't read anywhere 

else, I was able to publish something which I thought was a bit more 

interesting         (Nina)  
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Grace mentioned that, especially for female counselling psychologists, 

exploring topics they are passionate about is essential to provide energy to maintain 

momentum, especially when facing the complexities of balancing motherhood with 

research engagement. 

So, what advice would I give to female counselling psychologists to do 

research? I'd say choose something you are really passionate about, 

something that's personal to you, if that's what makes you passionate, think 

passion is key        (Grace) 

Eleanor expressed that she found research engagement itself to be a positive 

experience and something she felt passionate about. She described experiencing a 

sense of fulfilment from each aspect of the research process right through to the joy 

of discovery in the findings.   

I actually had all those figures there, and for the first time I was really looking 

at what was happening in this- in the data here, and I had this complete sense 

of being where I want to be and I realised, you know … the process that gets 

me excited is what it is        (Eleanor) 

Priya offered advice to trainees based on her doctoral research experience, in 

which she encouraged a willingness to embrace the process as she found this to be 

enjoyable despite having negative presumptions beforehand. The positive 

associations and experiences led to intrinsic motivation towards research 

engagement. 

just because it's, like, a mandatory component of your degree don't be afraid 

to … engage with it 'cause you never know but you might just enjoy it like I 

found out, like, that was something that came as a surprise to me 'cause I 
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never thought that I would enjoy research before I actually started doing it. 

          (Priya) 

5.3.2. Subtheme 2.2. The Meaningful Outcome from Research 

Dissemination 

In contrast to the process as motivating, participants expressed the 

importance of engaging with research for the intended outcomes of making an 

impact and gaining a sense of achievement through research dissemination, which 

has led to motivation for such activity. 

Nina desired for her research to reflect the current social context and 

contribute towards the understanding of this, i.e., provide an insight into what matters 

to people. With this insight, she intended for her research to have real-world 

application and be impactful and meaningful to society rather than for the sake of 

research production and dissemination itself.  

I get out with real people; I mean real problems and I want to do something 

about it so that's where my research comes from because I want to change 

things … I'm not interested in just getting loads of publications, about 

understanding the minute of nothing     (Nina) 

Although Kate acknowledged that not all counselling psychologists will 

endeavour to produce and disseminate research and that there are barriers to such 

engagement,  she did emphasise that to make a difference, all research produced by 

any counselling psychologists needs to be disseminated to make a meaningful 

contribution. This suggestion is so that not only does the field continue to develop, 

evolve, and adapt consistently with the social context, but also has the potential to 

revolutionise society itself. 
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 K: We need more people coming through, we just need it all coming 

through, we need people to- I mean it was 2009 when the threshold 

went up for doctoral level training … and there's no, it seems like 

bizarre to have so much research being done 

 R: Where do you think it is going? 

 K: and then just stopping, then it just stopping and not getting out there, 

you know, as I said I don't think it's for everyone … And I certainly don't 

think of myself as someone who is leading the field forward or making 

a really massive contribution or something, but I do think that people 

need to, people need to be involved in some way or it just falls flat, 

doesn't it?        (Kate) 

An example of such meaningful research and dissemination, Lorraine had 

created a model to help her understand the concept of adjustment. After 

disseminating this model on a smaller scale, she recognised the impact and 

meaningfulness of her research. This recognition and the subsequent positive 

feelings accumulated have fuelled her motivation and initiated a cyclical process to 

continue researching and developing her model and disseminating the findings on a 

larger scale so that the impact has a greater reach.  

Okay, I really need to do this because if I made that level of difference with a 

couple of people, what can I do if I can get this out nationally and 

internationally... And that's a little bit … exciting.  (Lorraine) 

In contrast to the outcome fulfilling the intrinsic purpose of making a difference 

(i.e., the impact on others), participants identified that the sense of personal 

achievement and recognition gained specifically from dissemination were 
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contributing factors towards engagement (i.e., the impact on oneself). Kate’s sense 

of achievement and the intensity of this experience is activated every time she 

publishes her work, suggesting that the positive feelings produced from research 

publication are strong enough to promote and motivate further research 

engagement. 

[discussing her first publication] And I'm still proud every time it happens, I'm 

still proud. It's still a massive achievement anytime it does, and some have 

more weight than others, you know, some you've worked harder on and you 

think they are a bit more significant but it's always exciting.  (Kate) 

Having been published, Nina and Priya recognised how highly regarded this is 

held within the counselling psychology profession and, therefore, the impact 

experienced from recognition. They agreed that the recognition through publication 

offered opportunities, including career development. 

I think if people see that by doing research it just gives them the edge of over 

someone else in getting a job, then I think they would be more encouraged to 

do it.           (Nina)  

This positive impact was the case for Priya, who was offered a job abroad; 

she believed that her publications played a significant role in her being able to work 

outside of the UK and concluded that publications are universally recognised 

accolades. 

My publications are something that I feel really, really proud about … And you 

know generally in our profession everywhere you go that is something that's 

held in a very high esteem if you are published    (Priya) 
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5.3.3. Subtheme 2.3. Personal Qualities that Support Motivation and 

Successful Engagement 

In the following subtheme, participants discussed personal qualities they 

believed had supported their research engagement, including their initiation and 

maintenance of motivation and action. These were considered important to develop 

in order to successfully navigate the research world.  

The importance of perceived self-efficacy was clear from the participants’ 

accounts as an internal driver that has a predominant role in initiating and 

maintaining commitment, motivation and action throughout research engagement, as 

well as providing resilience when facing challenges along the way. For Lorraine, self-

efficacy influenced her thoughts and feelings towards her perceived abilities to 

successfully complete tasks, which then led to such behaviour. 

It's also believing in yourself that you can do it. I haven't got a clue how I'm 

going to get through all of this, but I will. I will find a way. (Lorraine) 

Grace believed that developed self-efficacy led to a more active relationship 

with research because of the increased sense of trust in oneself, which has helped 

her navigate the research process successfully. Lorraine further highlighted that self-

efficacy in relation to research has led to the development of her autonomy and 

control, which she linked with career satisfaction.  

I think you become more passionate about research when you gain 

confidence in your own opinion and in your own drive to look at something, 

otherwise you maintain quite a passive stance about it because you're not 

really sure, you know, what's important if you don't trust your own opinion. So, 

I think in that way it, kind of, connects in that when you have more confidence 
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looking at something, believing in yourself, you have more drive to do 

research into something specific then     (Grace) 

 

It's satisfaction, and it gives me something to do in my way, so I have a lot of 

control         (Lorraine) 

Yimika acknowledged that the review and publication process could often be 

perceived as a significant challenge. She discussed her own experiences during the 

training of not publishing her research project due to being overwhelmed by the 

different components required to complete the doctorate training. In addition, she 

noted potential barriers, such as institutions encouraging the production of research 

in a specific direction, which may prevent some research from being disseminated. 

Nevertheless, like other participants, Yimika understood the importance of 

accomplishing the publication of the research conducted. She noted that both 

support from institutions is required and for counselling psychologists to have the 

aim to publish their research. The word ‘brave’ implies the requirement to 

courageously initiate and resiliently direct oneself through this research process, 

both of which are associated with self-efficacy and believing in oneself, as mentioned 

in the above examples.  

Y:  I think that sometimes we have to be brave and when we conduct 

research, that we publish. It could be that it is a course requirement, 

but it is mandated by a doctoral programme that once that person does 

research, that you help them publish, every single student that does 

research has it published. So that would mean that every research that 

we do is out there, it is disseminated. So that's one way, I think that will 
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stop organisations or institutions just publishing stuff that reflects their 

ethos or principles or whatever, do you see what I mean? … So, it will 

mean that they don't only publish positive research that shows good 

light to the organisation. 

R: I get what you mean so not to be bias 

Y: Yes, yeah exactly because if every university running a counselling 

psychology doctorate programme meant that all of the students who 

did research and finished their research, passed their viva had equal 

opportunity of publishing their research then everybody would get 

published and then we can see the length and breadth of the, kind of, 

subject area or discussions that are out there … when I did my 

research, I was very enthusiastic about the research that I was doing, I 

wanted to publish but I didn't, and why didn't I, I don't know why I didn't, 

I suppose there's been so many things going on I just wanted to finish 

the fricking thing that I didn't really think about publishing but 

subsequent to that, you know, I have engaged in research that I have 

published        (Yimika) 

Similar to self-efficacy, determination and perseverance were ingredients for 

successful research engagement. Determination activates motivation and promotes 

a sense of purpose, but it is short-lived. Perseverance is required to maintain 

motivation throughout the process by keeping sight of the research-related goals. It 

also provides resilience against the challenges of research engagement, including 

from the research process itself or external factors as barriers to further progress. 

Participants stated that a combination of these qualities had supported them to 
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effectively navigate the research process in the ways mentioned above to 

accomplish their research-related goals. For example, Eleanor undoubtedly 

expressed her passion for research throughout the interview. However, it was also 

clear that she had faced challenges throughout the years to consistently engage with 

this, including getting funding. Based on her experiences and having achieved 

successful engagement, she advised others to ‘fight’ to have the opportunity to do 

research and in the way that one wants to do it. The repetition of the word ‘fighting’ 

represents the consistent amount of action Eleanor required to achieve this. At the 

same time, it has connotations of relentless perseverance and determination whilst 

also suggesting an end, highlighting that despite the difficulties that are faced, this 

fight has led to the achievement of her goals. 

it's very hard to get funding for qualitative research and I am still involved in it, 

in fact, I'm also just about to start a qualitative meta-synthesis of some 

research studies in the field … I've got a small fund, some funding for my 

department, which they kind of allow us to apply for a certain amount of 

funding … For all the research I would love to do and I could do now, I'm now 

in this position … I've been and I've been fighting and fighting and fighting to 

get to this place (laughs). If I can share anything it's that, you know, do that 

fight.          (Eleanor) 

Lorraine went further and discussed in detail ‘how’ the qualities can help one 

to achieve this engagement, for which she provided an example. Despite at times 

facing barriers to progression, like Eleanor, the repetition of ‘keep’ at every stage of 

developing and accomplishing a plan echoed the perseverance, resilience, and 

determination required to successfully mitigate accompanying fear and challenges to 

achieve research-related goals.  
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So I can hold that confidence in me and keep going even when I'm at a spot 

where I think I don't know where this is going, I don't know what to do now, I 

don't know, you know. It's being able to sit with that uncertainty and just keep 

talking about it, keep talking to people, keep thinking about it and it will slowly 

crystallize into a plan and then you have to follow your plan and obviously 

adjust the plan as you go along       (Lorraine) 

5.4. Theme 3. Responsive Environment Towards Developing 

Female Counselling Psychologists’ Research Attitudes and Activity  

Support for counselling psychologists towards research engagement was a 

prominent theme for all of the participants. They suggested that this support is 

needed from multiple agencies, including organisational structures, the counselling 

psychology community, the universities that offer the doctorate course, 

supervisors/mentors, and role models in a diverse set of ways to promote, motivate 

and sustain research activity.  

5.4.1. Subtheme 3.1. Professional Culture Change that is Mindful of the 

Specific Nature of Counselling Psychology 

The participants reported that it would be beneficial for their work settings to 

be adapted, which are currently a reflection of the professional culture (that takes 

into account the governing and funding psychology bodies). This suggestion aimed 

to encourage research engagement by counselling psychologists and specifically by 

female counselling psychologists (considering the impact of this as the discipline is 

predominantly female). Therefore, by managing external expectations and 

professional identity, the aim is to encompass adaptive change beyond the individual 

level with consideration for the characteristics of the field.  
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Eleanor suggested that it was imperative for the profession to start building a 

culture where it supports the development of research self-efficacy in female 

counselling psychologists by promoting them within the research environment. This 

suggestion would provide women with opportunities to demonstrate their capability of 

fulfilling the research component of their counselling psychology identity.  

In some ways it is positive discrimination, that we need, you know, we need to 

promote women… and I think we need to simply, sometimes, say this position 

has to be filled by a woman …there are a lot of people who will live up to that 

expectation and do what they need to do in a job if you give them half a 

chance.          (Eleanor) 

Similarly, Grace explained that employers need to recognise the value of 

female counselling psychologists, specifically in practice organisations. They need to 

offer support and equal opportunities to facilitate this group in fulfilling their role and 

interests, which includes research in line with professional identity, to promote career 

satisfaction and development. 

I think women would feel a lot more valued if employers took all of this into 

consideration and actually said, you know, we're going to try and make this 

work because you are important to us and you do a great job   

          (Grace) 

Grace continued by suggesting that such support from organisations included 

creating an environment where there is allocated time for research integrated within 

the workday, such as one day a week. She acknowledged that since becoming a 

mother, she identified this as essential in combating significant barriers women 

experience towards research engagement and career progression after entering 
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motherhood. Grace hoped that this suggestion could provide opportunities for 

women to engage with the research part of their identity whilst maintaining a balance 

with their home life. 

I think to make it more of a priority to create a real structure of special 

allocated time for it as part of your employment because there is no way 

female, particularly mothers, and that's a real challenge for us anyway as 

women, is that we're the ones that have our careers put on hold because we 

go on maternity leave and then we work part-time. I certainly, you know, not 

really pushed for career progression since trying to become pregnant because 

other things become a priority and so we often get left behind because we are 

women and we have children whereas, men take paternity leave for 2 weeks 

and then that's it for them, you know, they go back to their full time jobs and 

that's it. So there's- do you know, definitely, I've turned into more of a feminist 

since I've become a mum because there are real injustices between gender 

roles and how much more women have to do, especially when they become 

mums. So, what employers have to do is to really level the playing field and to 

create opportunities for women to have that special allocated time away from 

their children, like protected time, really.      (Grace) 

For Kate, research engagement is part of her role and is contracted into her 

workday. Therefore, she advocated the success of allocated time for research on her 

engagement. 

part of it is a really pragmatic explanation, it's part of my job like I have to, I 

have to publish or be trying to publish, I have to do stuff   (Kate) 
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Participants who were not allocated time for research engagement suggested 

several ways within their specific infrastructures that have enabled them to engage 

consistently with research. For instance, Nina believed that having her own private 

practice provided her with autonomy, flexibility, and choice towards the organisation 

and extent of her workload, as well as to engage with research that she favours and, 

therefore, maintain commitment towards research. 

I can do it because I have my own business and I can do what I like. So, if 

you're working for, unless you did this in your own time, of course, which, I 

mean obviously I do in my own time 'cause I don't get paid when I do 

research, but I can do what I like and I can ask the questions that I like. If I 

worked in an organisation I might be more constrained. So I think I'm in a 

fortunate position.         (Nina) 

While Lorraine, who has previously worked in the NHS (an organisation that 

offers less flexibility and autonomy), managed to find a way to navigate this structure 

so that she had a specific time for research. 

You need to buy your time out and in the NHS they have systems for doing 

that           (Lorraine) 

She implied that organisations are likely to have certain avenues to undertake 

such engagement, which may need to be more accessible with more support 

provided to counselling psychologists to navigate these systems. Additionally, 

Rosanna suggested a several ways organisations could support mothers to engage 

with research whilst managing childcare commitment. 

Flexible working arrangements, childcare costs, time, time built into the 

employment contract to do research    (Rosanna) 
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Participants in academia believed that the Research Excellence Framework 

(REF) needed to support the research component of the counselling psychology 

professional identity and the management of expectations by recognising the unique 

contribution that counselling psychology research makes to the wider scientific and 

practitioner worlds.   

At the moment, the way the REF treats counselling psychology or also 

psychotherapy and counselling is such that … we're supposed to submit our 

research within the category of psychology, psychiatry and neuroscience. So, 

you have to meet those criteria in order to be recognised and counselling 

psychology is different and so, therefore, we actually need either to be put 

somewhere different or we need to have a different panel or a different 

criteria.         (Eleanor) 

Similarly, Priya believed practitioner employers need to accept and encourage 

counselling psychology consistent research, which reflects the work done with 

clients.  Not only would doing so make the research more applicable to counselling 

psychologists but also communicate the unique contribution that counselling 

psychology research makes to the broader scientific and practitioner world.  

But even if employers engage or encourage their employees that are 

counselling psychologists to do, you know, like single case studies even 

'cause that's evidence too       (Priya) 

5.4.2. Subtheme 3.2. Supportive Community   

Supportive community refers to internal and informal support provided by the 

counselling psychology community (i.e., the collective group of qualified counselling 
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psychologists and the individuals within this) in promoting and encouraging research 

activity. Many of the participants have been a part of this community for several 

years and on both ends of the support, having received it and considered it their duty 

to support others. They acknowledged the relevance of this community support in 

aiding their own and others’ research activity.  

Kate believed networking (the sharing of ideas) was necessary to motivate 

and support research engagement, especially if no other changes, such as structural 

occur. 

I think those sorts of things are really important because having a network of 

counselling psychologists who are sharing ideas, who are sharing research, 

who are thinking about what we're doing, coming with their ideas is really 

important         (Kate) 

As mentioned by Nina, an openness and a willingness to engage with others’ 

ideas, as well as accepting and integrating feedback, provided her with a fresh 

perspective and led to the development of her research.  

[Talking about conferences] I usually try and choose things which are 

completely different to what I do because you never know where some weird 

idea can develop from, you know ... sometimes challenging yourself and 

going into those, you know, really very different kind of papers means that I 

suddenly start thinking about things in a different way.   (Nina) 

Networking can lead to collaboration, whereby one actively works with others 

on their research. Lorraine emphasised the importance of collaboration as it enabled 

the progression and production of research ideas through teamwork and having 

someone to work through these with. Her colleagues also provided motivation and 
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drive through their similar passion for the research topic, which influenced Lorraine, 

who found this process exciting.   

I happened to have one colleague who was interested in the same thing as 

me from a slightly different perspective … So, something we can do together 

and something we can do separately and we fire each other up … Excited 

          (Lorraine) 

Kate found it helpful when others provided research opportunities, and she 

explained how this gave her exposure to the research world and an insight into her 

interests in research. Appearing to be a positive experience, she now would like to 

continue this process by modelling support to the next generation in the same way 

by offering research opportunities to her trainees.  

he asked me have you thought about publishing this paper you've just written, 

do you want to do this book review, have you thought about publishing that, 

have you thought about, you know, I'm doing a chapter at the moment do you 

want to co-author it with me… and if I can do that for other people, then that's 

fantastic.         (Kate) 

 This suggests that collaboration breeds further collaboration and supports the 

development of research engagement within the community. 

5.4.3. Subtheme 3.3.  The Significant Influence of Universities in 

Developing Female Trainees’ Research Attitudes 

The participants believed that universities have a significant role in female 

trainees’ attitudes towards research engagement. This experience can influence the 

routes they take in their careers and their identities as counselling psychologists. 

Participants felt that universities should support promoting and developing positive 
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research attitudes and engagement, especially since research is a key part of the 

counselling psychology identity. 

Kate reflected on her own experiences as a trainee to understand the needs 

of trainees now to feel supported towards and in their research engagement. 

Ultimately, a supportive, encouraging and fostering environment was crucial, 

whereby trainers offered guidance to help trainees navigate the research process. 

She provided examples of how to prepare trainees for the research world.  

 I think trainers need to be mindful of … supporting trainees through the whole 

thing, I think providing opportunities wherever possible, treating trainees like 

colleagues … So, treating them with respect and like a colleague, providing 

lots of feedback if you can and just trying to get the best out of them  

          (Kate) 

For Nina, how research methods are taught to trainees plays an important 

role in encouraging research engagement. Taking gender into consideration, she 

suggested diverse ways of teaching research methods. For instance, Nina argued 

for a more problem-based, real-world approach to this so that it appeals to the 

majority of counselling psychology trainees. Her description of reframing how 

research could be taught indicates an enthusiasm for research that is at odds with 

her description of how research is currently taught, suggesting an opportunity for 

research to become a more interesting and accessible topic, especially for female 

trainees.  

it's about making it interesting and not, you know, putting you in front of SPSS 

and boring you to death…  Isn't there something better that we could do, you 

know, there's real-life research that we could do, let's just stop it being a 
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minority subject …and let's get into a world where it's exciting and it's 

interesting, it's about finding things out and it's what it should be, you know, 

really exciting. So for women, I guess since you mentioned women, I mean 

women don't like numbers that much, you know in general, we're much more 

right-brained than left-brained … there is an excitement, there are patterns to 

research. That is what we are talking about, we're talking about the pictures 

that it creates and the knowledge that it gives us, which makes it more 

exciting and so I think for women, it's just seeing the beauty in it  

          (Nina) 

Besides more dynamic, real-world approaches to the teaching of research 

methods, the need to be taught the process of initiating and navigating a research 

project was evident. It was felt that this would set trainees up to make the transition 

to early-career scientist-practitioners. 

definitely, if that foundation is laid right at the beginning for the emphasis on 

research, which I think a lot of people do, like a lot of unis do, then that might, 

you know, change the way new- early-career professionals are, kind of, 

dealing with the research or engaging with it.     (Priya) 

  

and you have an understanding of the complexity of what you are doing and 

can understand all of the different aspects, well then you have a head start, … 

If you start a project after you have done a doctorate and you don't have that 

level of teaching, it's difficult to get funding because obviously, the funder will 

look for evidence … So, we do a lot of that- the people really have to justify 

why that research is necessary at this point in time.   (Lorraine) 
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 Yimika further emphasised the importance of training trainees to become 

scientist-practitioners. She acknowledged that research engagement comes in many 

forms, and identifying that one is engaging in research may support such 

engagement overall. Moreover, as mentioned above, she did not publish her doctoral 

research project and retrospectively identified that she would have found support 

and encouragement from her university helpful. Therefore, she argued for this 

support for trainees to help them publish their work to develop research experience.  

It could be that it is a course requirement, but it is mandated by a 

doctoral programme that once that person does research, that you help 

them publish, every single student that does research has it published. 

[After talking about her own experiences of not publishing her doctoral 

research project] subsequent to that, you know, I have engaged in 

research that I have published, so I have written pieces that have been 

published, maybe that's also part of my thinking that, you know, we're 

so concentrated on the idea that we do research, we write it up and 

then print it and that's it, which I don't think is the case because for 

everything that I do, that I have to do, whether it's academia or clinical 

practice, I have to do research just not in the way that it's understood.  

R: Absolutely and in terms of, you know, you didn't publish your own 

research I'm guessing you mean when you were doing the training? 

Y: Yeah 

R: Yeah, so what do you think might have been needed in order for that to 

have happened? 
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 Y: More encouragement from my programme, I suppose, more support

         (Yimika) 

 Rosanna supported this and explained that the research culture at her 

university, with its high research output, encouraged trainees to present their 

assignments in a publishable format. Such exposure during the training led to more 

accomplished research output, as one of her students won the poster prize at the 

Division conference. 

at [names university] there's a very strong emphasis on student publications 

… Even by the time they get to the third year some of their assessments for 

the modules relate to dissemination, so they get to do like a poster, for 

example, which they will then take to the conference. So, they've just done 

that and one of our students has just won the poster prize. (Rosanna) 

 Recalling her time as a trainee, Priya reflected on her dissertation, which was 

required to comply with publishing criteria so that it was structurally acceptable for 

publication once completed rather than having to restructure it for publication after 

the course. In agreement with the above, she explained that this made the process 

more manageable and achievable as the foundations were already in place for 

submission.  

I think for me that was really helpful on my programme because in our studies 

they were encouraging us to write our dissertations as- I mean the length of it 

was supposed to be like a published article-length so they weren't expecting 

like 100,000 Word document, it had to be really brief and concise as it would 

be if you were submitting it for publication     (Priya) 
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5.4.4. Subtheme 3.4. The Supportive Role of the Supervisor/Mentor  

Supervisors provide support to counselling psychologists in all aspects of their 

role, including research activity, from the training (although, trainees will likely have 

separate supervisors for research and clinical practice during the training) to 

throughout their professional careers. In this study, participants referred to ‘mentors’ 

as more experienced psychologists who supported early-career psychologists with 

their career path and skill development to add to their research competencies. 

Participants mainly referred to ‘supervisors’ as those who provided individual and 

tailored support in the training. Nevertheless, both were believed to play a significant 

role in encouraging counselling psychologists’ research production and 

dissemination because of their expertise here. 

Lorraine, a supervisor, explained that supervisors and trainees are matched at 

her university based on their research interests. This approach is taken so that 

trainees benefit from a substantial knowledge and experience base and gain first-

hand experience of the impact and meaningfulness of research they produce by 

working with someone who has published in their field of interest.  

we're trying to do is to, kind of, link the students' interest with the supervisors' 

interest … so that the supervisor, kind of, supervises from a point of maximum 

or optimum knowledge and experience because then you can much better 

bring it to life and help the students … understand the importance of what 

they do.          (Lorraine) 

 Similarly, Kate highlighted the benefits of this collaboration as supervisors are 

more willing and able to share relevant resources and opportunities due to their own 
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affiliation with the topic to increase the trainee’s professional portfolio and their 

presence within the topic’s world.  

I would like my students that I'm supervising to be working on areas that that 

I'm … aligned to in some way because the ones that are tend to get a lot more 

out of it, you know, 'cause I'm much more likely to joint author things with 

them, I'm much more likely to say "hey I've seen this conference, do you want 

to go and do that?" and they tend to, they tend to get more out of it I think.  

          (Kate) 

Nina and Priya explained in detail how mentoring supports counselling 

psychologists to continue engaging with research after the training. The key for them 

was guidance based on the mentor’s own experience of research activity.  

I think having someone like a mentor to help you through might help, you 

know, just knowing somebody who's done it that will explain what all of the 

various things mean, you know, particularly with publishing, so you need 

someone just to help you       (Nina) 

 

I think when you're thinking of research studies or potential things you want to 

explore, also keep in mind that chance of having somebody who knows how 

to support you through that process, which would, you know, going back to 

what we were saying earlier, somebody who's actually done it themselves and 

who has that, sort of, experience and the knowledge to share  (Priya) 
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5.4.5. Subtheme 3.5. Visibility of Female Role Models 

Visibility is defined as the observation of and support from role models who 

have successfully and consistently engaged with research. Such visibility, especially 

of those with similar characteristics that trainees identify with, was considered to be a 

motivating factor in promoting research activity.  

Many participants suggested that trainers who role modelled research 

engagement to trainees by using their own research to teach had positive effects of 

increasing trainee motivation and self-belief towards being capable of achieving 

successful research engagement.  

Well partly, I mean I do it by using my own example, by the third year they get 

really fed-up hearing about my research (laughs)… But nevertheless, they 

sometimes come and say “I realised, you know, I want to make that kind of 

difference”. So, I think a lot of it is leading by example.   (Lorraine) 

 

So, having so many of our lecturers and professors model that for us and all 

of their, kind of, you know, classes and lectures, they were drawing heavily on 

the research, not just on theory and what they were talking about but also the 

research that they themselves were currently engaged in. So, I think having, 

you know, strong role models who were actually practising what they were 

preaching, can be really helpful. It was really helpful for me.   (Priya)   

Participants advocated the importance of visible, successful female scientist-

practitioners within counselling psychology as it was felt that this served to motivate 

other women to achieve in their careers as counselling psychologists. Rosanna 

highlighted this, mentioning a female counselling psychologist with a strong 
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publication record who had brought a female voice to her work. Thus, not only was it 

evident that active female researchers in counselling psychology were visible but 

also the feminine perspective in research. 

I mean there are obviously exceptions, you know, people like Elaine Kasket 

whose, you know, written about reflexivity and movement around relational 

research …you know, really putting those feminine aspects [in] research 

         (Rosanna) 

Kate drew on the Athena SWAN agenda and how the visibility of senior 

female counselling psychologists is important for role modelling to trainees that 

research engagement and career progression are possible for them. Kate’s trainees 

expressed that they portrayed her as a role model, i.e., someone who shares similar 

demographics to them and already has a significant research record, highlighting 

such visibility's impact. Kate particularly saw the value in her role modelling the 

possibility of maintaining a balanced life whilst engaging consistently with research.  

I'd asked a couple of my students to give me feedback in response to some 

questionnaires 'cause I did this Women into Leadership programme …one of 

them said in that that they thought it was important to have people like me…, 

who were young, female counselling psychologists who were kind of providing 

a bit of a role model and I never thought about myself in that way …but I do 

think it's good to see that, you know, balancing, …it's good to see that it can 

be done.         (Kate)  

Eleanor drew on one of her inspirations, a female counselling psychologist 

who has published extensively, as supporting the development of her own self-

efficacy, which has kept her motivated to engage with and produce research. Role 
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models can become mentors because they convey possibilities and the achievement 

of research-related goals.  

so, for me, for example, I found Elaine Kasket always really inspiring … as a 

woman who would stand up, be passionate about research, you know … have 

a strong voice, as well, yeah and- so seeing that- we need people like that, we 

need more people like, you know, we need role models   (Eleanor) 

Both Eleanor and Kate now consciously attempt to mentor, inspire, and 

encourage their trainees to produce and disseminate research, highlighting a cyclical 

process of visibility and role modelling. 

I do an awful lot to inspire and encourage people to do research by sharing 

my own passion        (Eleanor) 
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Chapter 6 – Discussion 

6.1. Chapter Overview 

This section addresses research questions by summarising the present 

study’s findings and integrating them within the broader context of existing literature. 

Doing so will determine the study’s contribution to the literature and the implications 

for the counselling psychology profession. Subsequently, recommendations are 

offered based on the findings to provide direction for future research and support the 

further development of the profession. Following this, a critical appraisal of the 

present study is given to analyse the quality of the research.  

6.2. Summary of Findings  

The current study set out with the aim of addressing the following research 

questions:  

1. What factors have promoted research activity in female counselling 

psychologists in the UK? 

2. From female counselling psychologists’ experiences, what factors could 

encourage positive attitudes towards research activity in female trainee 

counselling psychologists and onwards in the UK, and how can they be 

fostered to elicit an increase in research engagement and dissemination? 

The analysis of the eight interviews conducted with research-active female 

counselling psychologists in relation to these research questions identified three key 

themes:  
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1. Fulfilling one’s counselling psychology identity when engaging with 

research  

2. Bridging the gap between subjectivity and research activity  

3. Responsive environment towards developing female counselling 

psychologists’ research attitudes and activity  

Each theme is discussed below in relation to existing literature and the 

contribution of the current findings to the topic. 

6.2.1. Fulfilling One’s Counselling Psychology Identity when Engaging 

with Research 

Participants in the current study valued the scientist-practitioner philosophical 

underpinning of the counselling psychology identity, particularly, research 

engagement held significance for them as it contributed to their professional identity, 

the development of their practice and the field overall. For instance, research 

effectively and universally communicated the credibility and usefulness of the 

profession’s identity, values and subsequent approaches taken for good practice by 

empirically validating these. This understanding of the benefits of research 

engagement was linked with the cyclical process of research and practice (supported 

by Blair, 2010; Jones & Mehr, 2007; Vespia & Sauer, 2006). For example, research 

on the therapeutic relationship (a representation of the core conditions synonymous 

with the field; Rogers, 1957; Strawbridge & Woolfe, 2003) has provided an evidence 

base for the effectiveness of the relationship on therapy (Blair, 2010). In turn, this 

had a widespread impact upon the practice of both counselling psychologists and 

other professionals who deliver psychotherapy (DeAngelis, 2019). These findings 

are concurrent with Apostolopoulou and Skourteli (2015), who found that counselling 
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psychologists shared beliefs about their responsibility to engage in research to 

contribute to the discipline and promote personal and professional development.   

To ensure a direct connection between research, practice, and the 

counselling psychology perspective, some participants embedded research 

techniques in all aspects of their professional roles and achieved consistent research 

activity. Skourteli and Apostolopoulou’s participants (2015) also favoured research 

occurring within the therapeutic room to increase its applicability to practice and was 

suggested in Gelso’s ideal RTE (2006), in which he encouraged openness to view 

client work and clinical questions as material for empirical investigation. Consistent 

with practice-based evidence, this approach more suitably fits with counselling 

psychology as the techniques used to collect data are within the remit of its 

humanistic principle (e.g., active listening, non-judgemental responses; Strawbridge 

& Woolfe, 2004). Practice-informed research may increase the familiarity and 

accessibility of research if conducted within the therapeutic setting with a clear link to 

enhance practice as female counselling psychologists primarily continue the 

practitioner role post-qualification (Deemer, 2010). The in-group perceiving the two 

components as integrated could have an added benefit for them. Such integration is 

much less time-consuming than the requirement of a specific time for both 

components individually (time constraints were a significant barrier for women’s 

research engagement, identified in the Literature Review chapter). Thus, this 

suggestion seems more achievable, as highlighted by a present study participant. 

The participants also felt that research engagement fulfilled their ethical duty 

of care towards clients and, therefore, a reason to maintain adherence to the 

scientist-practitioner value. Their recognition of the value’s close link with safe and 

effective practice is reinforced by McLeod (2001), who identified the function of 
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research as demystifying practice, so resisting this model would be unethical. 

Additionally, the governing psychology bodies outlined the imperative for counselling 

psychologists to have significant knowledge of scientific enquiry for their practice to 

be embedded in an evidence base to uphold professional accountability and 

regulation (DCoP, 2021; HCPC, 2015).  

Additional to valuing the scientist-practitioner framework as part of their 

professional identity, some participants emphasised how female counselling 

psychologists should embrace their gender identity, be mindful of its impact, and 

research from this and feminine perspectives rather than avoid them as ways to 

promote research activity in this demographic. This insight seems especially 

important as the scientist-practitioner framework advocates research to enhance 

practice (which is considered a ‘feminine’ endeavour; see Holttum & Goble, 2006). 

The therapeutic relationship was cited, which holds connotations synonymous with 

feminine stereotypes such as caring, warmth, and nurturing (Abele & Wojciszke, 

2007; Haines et al., 2016; Holttum & Goble, 2006). Initially, the therapeutic 

relationship was considered difficult to observe objectively and was associated with 

‘less scientific’ approaches. Therefore, the process by which the relationship could 

lead to therapeutic change was less acknowledged (Rosenfarb, 1992). Despite not 

typically consistent with the objectivity of science and research, the therapeutic 

relationship is now considered fundamental to the profession due to research on its 

impact. This finding was highlighted by both the participants of the present study and 

also literature (e.g. Ardito & Rabellino, 2011; Greenhalgh & Heath, 2010; Lambert & 

Barley, 2001) 
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As the therapeutic relationship is a significant, longstanding factor within 

practice, it was expected to be heavily researched eventually. Though, the 

participants insinuated that this example highlights the necessity for female 

counselling psychologists to engage with research that expands beyond the 

stereotypical remits of science and research, which have traditionally assumed 

neutrality, universalism and objectivity. These connotations reflect what may 

stereotypically be perceived as masculine characteristics that have signified 

resistance to the presence of women in science (Bandeira, 2008). Wollstonecraft 

encouraged women to become more masculine in scientific inquiry to increase 

equality between the sexes (as cited in Schiebinger, 2001). Although significant time 

has passed since Wollstonecroft’s works (1759–1797), the scientific community is 

still male and masculine-dominated (Bandeira, 2008). However, perceiving 

phenomena through a female-gendered lens and examining characteristics 

considered ‘feminine’, as cited by participants, could change the way research is 

thought about and done by reducing stereotypes and inequalities found in 

androcentric practices located within institutions, methodological and pedagogical 

practices, models, and strategies in scientific content (Bandeira, 2008). Doing so 

leads to reframing scientific paradigms that could enable research to become more 

favourable and accessible to women (Bandeira, 2008). This change could lead to 

more women engaging with science, making it possible for a “feminine perception of 

the world to find its place in science” (Keller, 2004, p. 11). Taking into account the 

pluralistic experiences of women introduces new perspectives, which support the 

scientist-practitioner framework by increasing the understanding of gender 

experiences and social reality. Subsequently, new themes emerge that contribute to 

developing new areas of knowledge, power and the development of the field within 
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the broader context. Therefore, an openness to combining practice with research so 

that knowledge is gained from alternative perspectives, such as the feminine 

perspective, may enrich our understanding of human well-being, in which 

components such as relationships are a key factor to positive mental health. 

6.2.2. Bridging the Gap Between Subjectivity and Research Activity   

All participants cited that bringing subjective components into the research 

process helped facilitate the activation, maintenance and dissemination of their 

research. Research activity was framed as an opportunity to fulfil participants’ 

individual needs, such as the opportunity to engage with subjects that satisfied 

participants' thirst for knowledge and that they were passionate about. This finding is 

consistent with research on intrinsic motivation and self-determination theory, 

whereby the process of research engagement fulfilled personal needs and 

satisfactions (Barry & King, 1998; Ryan & Deci, 2000). Intrinsic motivation is needed 

to initiate and maintain motivation when there are many barriers to research 

engagement. For instance, the participants found that engaging with research they 

felt passionate about was crucial to maintain a consistent effort, especially when 

distributing time and energy among other commitments like motherhood. Research 

suggests that passion for an activity increases motivation. This interaction 

contributes to a greater investment of time and energy towards the activity because 

of its significance on one’s self-concept. An increased sense of control is also elicited 

regarding when to engage in the activity that helps to avoid conflict with other 

aspects of their life (Ho et al., 2010; Vallerand et al., 2003). 

Similarly, the participants believed that research production needs to be 

personal and have phenomenological elements so that it is consistent with their 
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values and experiences to increase their engagement. Research on the benefits of 

subjectivity and reflexivity has mainly examined the impact on research rigour (e.g., 

Gough & Madill, 2012; Spurin & Stansbie, 2019). Participants found that research 

development that had a deeper subjective connection (e.g., related to their personal 

drives) helped inspire their research relationship and direction, initiated positive 

feelings, and was related to personal growth and development. They valued this 

relationship because the acquired knowledge added to their understanding of 

themselves, others and the world. These findings add to the limited research on the 

impact of researching from a personal position on the researcher (e.g., Ely et al., 

1991, who found that research developed from a personal interest encouraged 

enthusiasm for the activity).  

Relating these identified components with reflexivity (a counselling 

psychology value; Rizq, 2006), women researching from this gender viewpoint may 

contribute towards fostering research engagement within the demographic. Doing so 

may dilute the dominant narrative, i.e., science holding stereotypically ‘masculine’ 

connotations, including objectivity, often linked with a ‘male’ way of relating to the 

world (see Fee, 1981, 1982; Holttum & Goble, 2006; Jenkins et al., 2019; Steinke, 

1997). This narrative is too simplistic, narrow, and limiting for women and alternative 

perspectives (Carli et al., 2016). Instead, Jenkins et al. encouraged open exploration 

of researcher self-reflection to develop a sophisticated sense of their biases, 

subjectivity and positionality as they provide critically useful information. Not only is 

such openness linked with higher quality research rigour (as mentioned), it 

welcomes the integration of subjective elements that could increase science and 

research accessibility to women and doing so, increase positive attitudes towards 

activity. Research development, taking into account the subjective perspective and 
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reflexivity, could create a more robust, consistent bond between the ‘scientist’ role 

and practice, as reflexivity is a significant component in practice (Rennie, 2004).  

Equal to the process, most of the participants reported that research 

dissemination was essential in motivating their research engagement. This was a 

surprising finding given that prior research found that counselling psychologists had 

low levels of research dissemination (e.g., Gordon & Hanley, 2013; Henton, 2012), 

especially female counselling psychologists (e.g., Apostolopoulou & Skourteli, 2015). 

The combination of findings may suggest that this demographic may experience 

more barriers to research dissemination than the perceived intentions and benefits. 

Participants believed they needed to produce meaningful research and contribute to 

the existing knowledge base, which had impactful real-world applications. The BPS 

(2018b) defines Impactful research as “an effect on, change or benefit to the 

economy, society, culture, public policy or services, health, the environment or 

quality of life, beyond academia” (p. 1). Participants defined their research 

engagement as meaningful by using at least one of the examples from the BPS list, 

with the consensus being to make a difference in the lives of others, especially on a 

larger scale with greater reach. Developing something meaningful in a work setting 

was considered more valuable than other characteristics, including income, working 

hours, and even promotions (Cascio, 2003), suggesting intrinsically motivated 

activity impacts levels of role engagement (Van Wingerden & Van der Stoep, 2018). 

This finding seems to be the case for some of the participants, who, despite the 

barriers, still managed research engagement. A reason for this is suggested by the 

European Commission report (2010) on women in science  found that women placed 

a higher value on idealistic motives of helping others. Therefore, such reframing 

regarding the purpose of research by identifying the direct link that counselling 
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psychology offers between research and the primary intention of making a difference 

in the lives of many others could explain why the present study participants were 

motivated towards research activity.  

Research dissemination also led participants towards a sense of personal 

achievement and recognition. They identified that consistent publishing brought 

strong positive feelings and a sense of pride, leading to sustained motivation. 

Control-value theory explains this experience (Pekrun, 2006; Pekrun & Perry, 2014) 

as reciprocal causation between positive emotions and achievement behaviour 

consequently impacts self-concept (perceived competence and control) and goal 

achievement, which is ultimately linked with motivation (Bakar, 2010; Pekrun et al., 

2017). Returning to professional identity theory, as research dissemination is 

consistent with the scientist-practitioner value, behaving consistently with the 

profession’s characteristics is linked with increased self-esteem, efficacy and a 

sense of purpose (Caza & Creary, 2016; Ervin & Stryker, 2001). Additionally, 

increased professional identification had positive performance outcomes such as 

career success (Arthur et al., 1989), cited by the female counselling psychologist 

participants, who identified the positive impact that publications had on their career, 

including recognition within the wider community and opportunities. These benefits 

are resonant with the impact of the connection between female counselling 

psychologists’ research activity and career progression according to the literature 

review (e.g., Murphy et al., 2014).  

Consistent with self-determination theory, the psychological needs to develop 

competence, relatedness, and autonomy are required to increase intrinsic motivation 

(Deci et al., 1991). In line with the abundance of literature on developing female 

counselling psychologists’ research self-efficacy (linked with the three needs) to 
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encourage positive research attitudes (e.g., Deemer, 2010; Gelso et al., 1996; Munir 

et al., 2014; Stout et al., 2011), the participants agreed that self-efficacy helped 

action initiation and motivation maintenance throughout their research activity. Self-

efficacy also acted as a form of resilience to keep going despite perceived barriers, 

possibly because it influences thoughts, feelings and behaviours towards one’s 

perceived abilities to successfully complete tasks (Locke & Latham, 2002; Schunk & 

Zimmerman, 2007). Following this thread, self-efficacy could help female counselling 

psychologists surpass perceived barriers and develop a greater sense of mastery for 

new behaviours to increase leadership self-efficacy and career progression (Isaac et 

al., 2012). Reinforcing this, the participants in the present study reported that self-

efficacy increased their sense of autonomy, which they linked with career satisfaction 

and a sense of accomplishment (Bandura, 1994/1998; Federici, 2013), consistent 

with the understanding of self-determination theory. Participants reported that not 

only did their self-belief increase research engagement, but such active and 

successful engagement also enhanced levels of self-efficacy because of their 

reinforced abilities.  

Participants also highlighted the importance of perseverance and 

determination strengths to support their ongoing research engagement and 

achievement of their research-related goals. Considerable research has linked these 

characteristics with achievement (Duckworth & Seligman, 2005; Ryan & Deci, 2000), 

investing significant time in task goal behaviours (Duckworth & Quinn, 2009; Hagger 

& Hamilton, 2019), and are high predictors of intrinsic motivation, resilience, self-

directed rewards, and completing quality work (Hernández et al., 2020). The present 

study participants’ experiences echoed the impact of these characteristics on their 

research activity. They found that demonstrating perseverance to progress through 
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the research process and overcome barriers was followed by experiencing rewards, 

such as bringing them closer to their achievement goals, which outweighed the 

challenges and felt worth the effort they put into the tasks (Hernández et al., 2020).  

Those with higher self-efficacy are likely to demonstrate greater perseverance 

(Sobieraj & Krämer, 2019). However, most studies on this relationship and women’s 

research engagement are part of larger investigations on female enrolment and 

retention in STEMM programmes to encourage greater uptake by women within 

these male-dominated professions (see Luttenberger et al., 2019; Marra et al., 

2009). The results may not be relevant to counselling psychology, which is already 

female-dominated. Nevertheless, the present study supported similar findings. 

Participants identified a combination of self-efficacy, perseverance, and 

determination was necessary to foster continuous research engagement, which 

could indicate consistency between the factors that support individual research 

activity regardless of profession.  

6.2.3. Responsive Environment Towards Developing Female Counselling 

Psychologists’ Research Attitudes and Activity  

All participants identified a ‘responsive environment’ in facilitating their 

research activity and suggested how related factors could elicit research 

engagement for other female counselling psychologists. Existing literature has 

emphasised barriers within organisational structures to women’s research 

engagement, including not considering their different needs and responsibilities to 

men (e.g., Bingham & Nix, 2010; Boynton et al., 2018; Fine, 2018; Lundine et al., 

2019). Even though counselling psychology is predominantly a female discipline, 

there is still an underrepresentation of female counselling psychologists in research 
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activities. Participants believed that employers need to better acknowledge and 

value female counselling psychologists’ strengths, capabilities, and contributions by 

providing support and specific opportunities to facilitate role fulfilment, research 

interests and activity, and consequently help achieve career advancement and 

goals. ‘Positive action’3 (i.e., measures taken to address any barriers within a 

company that could disadvantage employees with protected characteristics and 

increase the participation of underrepresented minorities in activities) was called for 

to support the recruitment and promotion of female counselling psychologists 

(Equality Act, 2010). Similarly, Bingham and Nix suggested from their findings a 

change in policy with a specific focus on supporting female faculty. The Athena 

SWAN initiative is centred around positive action within academic institutions (see 

Murphy et al., 2014), suggesting greater systematic and systemic moves to support 

women’s careers (Ovseiko et al., 2017). Though, the initiative does not extend 

beyond academic professions. Many counselling psychologists work primarily in 

clinical roles where low research production was noted despite evidence of improved 

patient outcomes in clinical settings that encourage research activity (Smith & Thew, 

2017). Nevertheless, participants in these settings offered similar suggestions to 

provide equal opportunities to women to help fulfil their research expectations and 

interests. These suggestions are supported by research encouraging change in the 

organisational culture to provide such opportunities for women to be represented at 

the top of scientific careers (Apostolopoulu & Skourteli, 2015; Bingham & Nix, 2010; 

Deemer, 2010; Murphy et al., 2014). 

 
3 One of the participants referred to ‘positive discrimination’; however, what she described was 

‘positive action’ (see Equality Act, 2010; Davies, 2019). 
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Across the board, participants advocated for research-specific time allocation 

within the workday, especially for those managing childcare commitments. The work 

setting influenced how this was approached. For instance, those working primarily at 

universities stated that research time was embedded into their role contract, 

supported by Murphy et al.’s focus group (2014), in which participants acknowledged 

this as part of available structures to re-establish and support research activity on 

return from, for example, maternity leave. Like Bingham and Nix’s findings (2010), 

some participants in the present study reported this as insufficient and priority was 

given to other tasks. Whereas, within the NHS (widely considered as unsupportive of 

research activity; Mitchell & Gill, 2014), systems to buy out time for research were 

identified, albeit not advertised clearly. This finding is consistent with Smith and 

Thew’s study (2017), which suggested that employees should ask the services about 

research opportunities available with the expectation that they are likely to have 

provisions in place. Although their study is specific to clinical psychology (who may 

have different research attitudes and behaviours impacted by their differing training 

and values), both disciplines are appointed similar roles within clinical settings and 

no specific research on counselling psychologists’ experiences of research in clinical 

settings was found. Nevertheless, the present study has found similar results to the 

suggestions made by Smith and Thew regarding the facilitating factors within 

participants' organisational structures. From experience in private practice, a 

common work setting for counselling psychologists (BPS, n.d.), an identified 

advantage was autonomous flexibility, which could reduce some barriers 

experienced by female counselling psychologists in institutions and provide a more 

effective work-life balance. However, further research would be required to 

specifically examine this phenomenon in private practice as it was minimally 
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discussed in the present study. Despite the identified flexibility that private practice 

brings and this a primary work setting for counselling psychologists, there is still a 

lack of research engagement at present, possibly suggesting that a combination of 

factors identified in the present study is required to promote research activity.  

 The participants cited that initiating collaborative projects (a counselling 

psychology value; BPS, 2018a) and sharing information to support the development 

of fellow counselling psychologists while developing their own knowledge and skills 

increased research productivity and quality (Rycroft-Malone et al., 2015). The 

participants’ positive experiences towards networking and collaboration within the 

counselling psychology community are shared by evidence identifying the felt 

positive shared experiences on their research, including creativity, motivation, 

resilience, greater interest in and enjoyment of tasks, as well as increased 

commitment and performance (Carr & Walton, 2014; Woodzicka et al., 2015). 

Particularly, collaboration and networking were found as beneficial for women who 

were more likely to develop diverse research networks that increased their 

opportunities for knowledge recombination, as well as reduced barriers to their 

career progression (Díaz-Faes et al., 2020; Murphy et al., 2014; Nelson & Michie, 

2004; Wirth, 2001). These identified benefits of collaboration and networking for 

women provide support for the effectiveness of practice-research networks (PRNs; 

see section 3.6.). 

 Consistent with the literature review findings, there was consensus that 

support should be aimed at trainees to maximise their chances of fostering positive 

research attitudes at the earliest stage. This support should especially be aimed at 

female trainees to target gender bias and increase their research self-efficacy 

(Deemer, 2010). The participants provided several suggestions to enhance female 
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trainees’ attitudes and engagement towards research from their own experiences 

consistent with Gelso’s research training environment’s criteria (RTE; 1979a, 2006). 

The criteria aim to make research training more appealing to the majority of trainees 

and have garnered much support for their efficacy and impact on research attitudes 

(e.g., Chumwichan & Siriparp, 2016; Gelso et al., 1996; Kahn & Scott, 1997). For 

instance, research engagement is to be approached through a supportive, fostering, 

and encouraging environment to help develop research competency, such as aiding 

the publication process, which had a clear positive impact on research quality. The 

participants reported the benefits and achievements from such research exposure, 

consistent with research findings on trainees’ sense of accomplishment and the 

increased chances of continuing research activity post-qualification (Munir et al., 

2014; Skourteli & Apostolopoulou, 2015). Additionally, such benefits could be 

achieved by research being taught using real-world, experiential approaches, which 

participants believed could reduce gender bias and increase the accessibility of 

research for female trainees. Gender differences are seen in learning styles, and 

previous research has found mixed results regarding gender and experiential style 

learning preferences (Hawtrey, 2007; Heffler, 2001; Kulturel-Konak et al., 2011; 

Severiens & Ten Dam, 1994). Participants in the present study encouraged 

openness to different learning methods consistent with different perspectives as 

explored in the findings under the theme ‘Fulfilling One’s Counselling Psychology 

Identity when Engaging with Research’. This suggestion supports trainees' 

opportunities to learn in diverse ways they favour and assimilate with, including 

considering feminine attributes. 

In any case, research taught using experiential methods aligns with the 

practitioner training, which again could increase the accessibility of research for 
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female trainees who may favour practice-based roles and activities (Deemer, 2010; 

Holttum & Goble, 2006; Zachar & Leong, 1992). The effectiveness of these findings 

was supported by Moran’s study (2011), in which trainees (11 female out of 14 

participants) suggested experiential teaching of research, such as in research clinics, 

to narrow the gap between research and practice to reduce their fears towards 

research engagement. This suggestion is consistent with Gelso's RTE (2006), which 

highlighted that trainees need support to understand how research impacts practice. 

The findings also highlight the potential impact of PRNs or the application of this 

concept within psychotherapy training to increase the number of ‘clinician-

researchers’ (Henton, 2012). Therefore, building a more coherent research-practice 

bridge where trainees can better understand this connection consistently impacts 

students’ research interests, as reinforced by Gelso (2006). 

         In comparison to the group environment, participants identified that individual, 

tailored support in the form of research supervision and mentoring were significant 

factors in research productivity. However, prior research has generally included 

supervisory support, especially the impact of interpersonal components to facilitate 

research activity, under faculty support (consistent with the previous subtheme of the 

training environment, e.g., Gelso, 1993; Hill, 1997; Hollingsworth & Fassinger, 2002). 

Clearly differentiating factors in the present study, supervisory support for 

participants consisted of matching supervisors and trainees based on their research 

interests. This suggestion had many benefits, including providing resources, 

opportunities, access, and guidance through the research world via their interests, as 

well as observation of the impact that supervisors’ research output had within their 

field of interest, supported by Pearson and Brew (2002). Such factors could help to 

increase intrinsic motivation (Skourteli & Apostolopoulou, 2015). Additionally, 
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mentoring was considered supportive in maintaining research momentum by helping 

to bridge trainee to early-career psychologist engagement by providing support on 

undergoing research processes post-qualification. This finding supports Gelso’s 

suggestion (2006) that was not included in his RTE theory because no studies have 

tested the factor of education required on how research is conducted in 

organisations. The present study subtheme, ‘Professional Culture Change that is 

Mindful of the Specific Nature of Counselling Psychology’, may also provide insight 

from participants’ experiences of what has supported their research engagement in 

organisations to support trainees. Both supervision and mentoring increase trainees’ 

positive research attitudes, a sense of preparation, increased scholarly activity, and 

the sustainment of longer-term research involvement (Hollingsworth & Fassinger, 

2002; Sambunjak et al., 2006). Indeed, a higher research involvement and 

productivity rate within these conditions were found in counselling psychology 

students and recent graduates (Galassi et al., 1986; Hollingsworth & Fassinger, 

2002). Hollingsworth and Fassinger also found that a combination of this individual 

support and research efficacy were influential predictors of research productivity in 

students that surpassed effects associated with their past levels of research interests 

(which influence behaviours). These results support environmental interventions' 

significant role in promoting trainee research activity.  

Participants in this study identified that the visibility of female role models in 

counselling psychology who had successfully engaged with research was crucial in 

supporting others within this demographics’ (especially trainees) research self-

efficacy, positive attitudes and productivity. This finding is consistent with previous 

research on the impact of such role models on women in science and research (e.g., 

González-Pérez et al., 2020; Hawkes, 2015; Stout et al., 2011), including in 
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psychology professions (Murphy et al., 2014). Particularly in higher education 

institutions and departments with an Athena SWAN award (which aims to increase 

the visibility of female role models), postgraduate students who identified good 

academic and career role models also rated higher their understanding and 

knowledge of science and research (Munir et al., 2014). The current study also found 

the positive impact of female role models on counselling psychology trainees and 

“leading by example” in relation to research engagement. The motivational theory of 

role modelling (Morgenroth et al., 2015) suggests that role models represent the 

three qualities of goal embodiment, attainability and desirability. Supporting this, 

Young et al. (2013) found that when female professors taught female students that 

they considered positive role models, the female students automatically identified 

more with science. This finding suggests that role models reduced implicit gender 

stereotypes around science (e.g. that science is predominantly a masculine subject; 

González-Pérez et al., 2020; Holttum & Goble, 2006), thus, increasing the perceived 

accessibility of such careers to female students. Furthermore, visible female role 

models have been found to reinforce female students’ perceptions that careers such 

as science are compatible with fulfilling family life (Breda et al., 2021). This finding 

reflected the experience of a participant in the current study who found that her 

students valued the visibility of role models whom they could identify with 

demographically and were successful in their careers while maintaining a balanced 

lifestyle. Stout et al. (2011) explained that observing the successful trajectory of the 

in-group member solidified the route from the trainees’ present to future self towards 

similar achievement. The motivational theory of role modelling suggests that within 

this process, role models impact the expectancy and value that aspirants associate 

with goals and, subsequently, goal-related behaviour and outcomes, including 
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adopting new goals while changing role aspirants’ self-stereotyping and perceived 

barriers (Morgenroth et al., 2015). Therefore, increasing self-efficacy, beliefs and 

motivations. Indeed, girls only began to view female scientists as role models once 

personal connections were established between them (Buck et al., 2008).  

Participants reflected on the personal impact of their own female counselling 

psychology role models, who had inspired and helped maintain their research 

motivation. This finding was supported by Lockwood (2006), who found that female 

students were inspired by excellent female career role models. Murphy et al. (2004) 

emphasised that their female psychologist participants agreed it would be beneficial 

for them to take responsibility for becoming role models in all career levels to 

encourage others within the demographic to believe that such achievement is 

possible for them. Similarly, the present study participants indicated a cyclical 

process of role model visibility and observed encouragement as they, conscious of 

their role, now endeavour to inspire their trainees to produce research and achieve 

their full potential. Furthermore, participants identified the positive influence of female 

counselling psychologists who had published heavily from the feminine perspective. 

This is a meaningful insight because it provides awareness of an observed 

facilitating characteristic within female role modelling that has not specifically been 

researched yet. In line with the motivational theory of role modelling (Morgenroth et 

al., 2015), it could be hypothesised that female scientists who research from this 

gender and feminine perspectives play a significant role in increasing, accelerating 

and deeply embedding a sense of congruency and efficacy for women towards 

research behaviour. This hypothesis could explain the positive impact experienced 

by participants. Nevertheless, specific research exploration is required to support this 

hypothesis.  
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6.3. Implications for Counselling Psychology  

The present study focuses specifically on female counselling psychologists’ 

experiences of research engagement, which contributes to the extensive existing 

literature on the relationship between women and science activity across other 

disciplines, especially STEMM professions. The present study literature review 

concluded similar findings on the barriers to female research engagement in 

counselling psychology as those in other professions, despite it being a 

predominantly female discipline, suggesting their substantial impact. Therefore, the 

consequences of fewer women engaging in research and so less research being 

produced and disseminated are even more evident and significant for the individual 

and profession level in this field. Despite these factors, no research was found 

specifically examining female counselling psychologists’ experiences of their 

relationship with research, especially on factors that have promoted or could 

promote their research engagement and dissemination. Such insight could contribute 

to reducing the negative consequences and increasing thriving within this 

demographic. The present study consisted of interviewing eight female counselling 

psychologists with experience of research engagement to identify tangible factors 

that have promoted their research activity, and offer suggestions on what could 

foster positive attitudes and research engagement in UK female trainees and 

onwards based on their experiences. 

Using a positive psychology lens to identify facilitators may have meaningful 

implications for the field’s development and female counselling psychologists’ career 

progression because the focus is on components that enhance research motivation 

and productivity (Martin, 2005). Focusing on this angle is considered more effective 
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than identifying and removing barriers in eliciting longer-term changes consisting of 

positive individuals within a flourishing field (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). 

Approaching the present study using this perspective is linked with role modelling, 

particularly for women, because the findings provide visibility of female counselling 

psychologists who have research engagement experience, embody the scientist-

practitioner identity, and what has helped them achieve this to inspire others in this 

demographic.   

The present study highlights a combination of factors that could contribute to 

female counselling psychologists’ successful research engagement. All the findings 

are relevant factors for female counselling psychologists and trainees to consider to 

promote positive research attitudes and activities as they are based on the in-group’s 

experiences of research engagement. Some of the most novel and specific findings 

addressing female counselling psychologists’ experiences are summarised. Firstly, a 

consideration for ‘positive action’ by employers so that they specifically acknowledge 

female counselling psychologists’ strengths, capabilities, contributions, and potential 

needs in order to support the development of their research self-efficacy and 

engagement. This suggestion could occur by, for example, providing opportunities 

that facilitate role fulfilment, research interests (which most participants advocated as 

an essential factor for their research engagement) and, therefore, research activity. 

Participants believed such opportunities contribute to achieving career goals and 

advancement, which are especially important to encourage and facilitate for female 

counselling psychologists (in line with findings from the literature review). This finding 

is consistent with the Athena SWAN initiative and its focus on increasing positive 

action in academia. At the same time, counselling psychologists’ roles extend 

beyond academia, and there is wide variety and flexibility in the roles they assimilate 
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with. Therefore, participants identified that across roles (including academia, public-

funded organisations, and private practice), research-specific time allocation within 

the workday is a significant factor in supporting women’s adherence to their 

professional identity. Especially for participants who were mothers, such specific 

time allocation enabled a better balance between their professional roles and family 

life. Some of these findings may require further exploration; for instance, only one of 

the participants discussed the autonomous flexibility that private practice provides to 

her research engagement. However, as most counselling psychologists are primarily 

in private practice and challenges to research engagement remain, exploration 

focused on this role and environment to identify additional facilitating factors for 

female counselling psychologists may need to be considered. Some participants 

embedded research techniques into all aspects of their professional role, which 

increased research engagement and helped overcome some of the experienced 

barriers (e.g., limited research time within the workday). Practice-informed research 

also reduces the gap between research and practice, which could increase the 

familiarity, accessibility, and impact of research for female counselling psychologists, 

especially as the majority are more likely to favour practice-dominant roles (Deemer, 

2010). 

Consistent with previous research on the training (such as the importance of 

the research training environment to encourage research engagement), participants 

identified that openness to diverse learning styles that consider diverse perspectives 

may reduce gender bias and increase the accessibility of research for female 

trainees. They suggested teaching research methods using experiential approaches 

so that trainees have opportunities to learn in ways they favour and assimilate with, 

including considering feminine attributes. Additionally, using experiential methods 
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aligns with practitioner training, which again could increase the accessibility of 

research for female trainees who may favour practice-based roles and activities. 

Moreover, the visibility of female role models who have successfully engaged with 

research was crucial in supporting their research activity. It was also a suggestion to 

support the development of female trainees’ research self-efficacy, positive attitudes, 

productivity, and identity. Similar to the above, visible female role models have the 

function of supporting female counselling psychologists to perceive the accessibility 

of a career incorporating all components of the counselling psychology identity 

(which may increase career progression) and one that is compatible with fulfilling 

family life.  

In addition, participants highlighted the importance of bringing subjective and 

reflexive elements to research to bridge the gap with practice so that research is 

more accessible to female counselling psychologists, who may primarily engage with 

the practitioner role (with these elements generally being more synonymous with 

practice). Moreover, engaging with research topics that female counselling 

psychologists subjectively identify with, have a personal interest in, and could lead to 

a meaningful contribution may provide energy to maintain momentum and 

disseminate their research. This approach to research is especially constructive 

when facing complexities that come with balancing commitments and responsibilities 

such as motherhood with research engagement. Linked with this, participants 

identified that female counselling psychologists should embrace and produce 

research from their gendered perspective while being mindful of its impact rather 

than avoid this perspective as a way to promote research activity in this 

demographic. Perceiving phenomena through this lens and examining 

characteristics considered ‘feminine’ could change the way research is thought about 
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and done and, therefore, make scientific paradigms less gender-biased by reducing 

implicit stereotypes and inequalities found throughout the research and scientific 

processes. Research not only may become more favourable and accessible to 

women but also contributes to the development of new areas of knowledge, power, 

and the field within a wider context because of an openness to different 

perspectives. Furthermore, participants acknowledged that a combination of 

observing heavily published female counselling psychologists and from a female 

perspective was highly influential in their research engagement. This finding provides 

an awareness of a female role modelling characteristic that has not specifically been 

researched before (the motivational theory of role modelling may provide a 

hypothesis for the significance of this finding to positive research behaviour, as 

mentioned in the section above). Further research into this relationship would be 

beneficial to identify characteristics that facilitate research activity for female 

counselling psychologists. 

This blend of internal and external factors that support women’s research 

activity is consistent with social cognitive theory. The theory suggests a connection 

between self-influence (a sense of agentive capability) and the environment’s 

influence, such as social modelling that impacts one’s behavioural outcome 

expectations and, therefore, self-efficacy, motivation, and behavioural change 

(Bandura, 1991; Luszczynska & Schwarzer, 2005).  

The present study emphasises the need for awareness within the field that 

there are factors impacting women’s ability to engage with research and, 

subsequently, to support the promotion and facilitation of their research activity 

actively. Supporting in ways identified as helpful by the in-group could reduce the 
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impact of barriers while increasing research production and, therefore, adherence 

with the scientist-practitioner framework, which has several benefits for the individual 

and the field. In parallel, the findings provide insight into what may also be needed 

from female counselling psychologists to proactively engage with research taking 

into consideration female experiences to increase the chances of such action. 

Finally, the study sheds light on the participants’ intrinsic motivations that are fulfilled 

by research productivity, which could be fostered on an individual level by the 

counselling psychologist (e.g., by integrating subjective elements into the research 

process) and also by the environment during the training and post-qualification 

(Gelso, 1979a, 2006; Skourteli & Apsotolopoulou, 2015), consistent with professional 

identity theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). Some of these ideas are taken forward as 

suggestions for future studies. 

6.4. Recommendations Based on the Findings and Suggestions 

for Future Studies 

The research findings identify ingredients needed to promote positive 

research attitudes and, therefore, activity by female counselling psychologists. 

Consequently, it seems constructive for future studies to put a combination of these 

ingredients into action and investigate the impact on female research productivity to 

increase activity levels in this demographic. In addition to prior literature, the present 

findings suggest that impacting research attitudes and productivity needs to happen 

during the training because students develop their research self-efficacy and intrinsic 

motivation at this stage (Apostolopoulou & Skourteli, 2015). Moreover, challenges to 

research engagement are observed during this stage despite the emphasis on 

developing a research project (Gordon & Hanley, 2013; Quality Assurance Agency, 

2014). A longitudinal study by Horn et al. (2007) found that the training offered 
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limited opportunities to foster both science and practice identities equally, as they 

found no significant changes in counselling psychologists’ interests in the ‘scientist’ 

domain from the beginning of the doctorate course to 6- and 11-years later. This 

finding suggests that neither the course nor the workplace significantly impacted 

changing attitudes towards research despite it being an integral component of the 

counselling psychology identity. 

Specifically for female trainees, The Literature Review chapter highlighted 

calls for gender inequality to be targeted within the counselling psychology training to 

change the culture and increase women’s research opportunities within the field 

(Skourteli & Apostolopoulou, 2015). This approach supports and conditions female 

trainees to engage with research and maximise their chances of fostering positive 

research attitudes at the earliest stage and continuing research activity post-

qualification, which is suggested for female counselling psychologists to flourish 

within their professional identity (Deemer, 2010; Steinke, 1997). With this in mind, 

the present study was intended to be in two stages; the first is the current study, and 

the second aimed to present the findings from the first stage (i.e., what has promoted 

research activity in female counselling psychologists and from participants’ 

experiences, could promote female trainees’ research activity) to female counselling 

psychology trainees. The intention of this presentation was to promote positive 

attitudes towards research engagement amongst this demographic in line with the 

positive psychology framework and Apostolopoulou and Skourteli’s suggestion 

(2015) that the training environment should target and reinforce research motivation, 

which has a significant impact on trainees’ research activity. A pre-test post-test 

repeated measures design was intended using the Revised-Attitudes Towards 

Research scale (Papanastasiou, 2014) to observe whether the visibility of motivating 
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and facilitating factors promoted research motivation and positive attitudes and 

whether this impact sustained and, consequently, became a gateway to behaviour 

change.   

However, this did not come to fruition due to the COVID-19 pandemic 

restrictions including university closures, which was the aimed environment for the 

presentation to be delivered. This was because the present study and current 

literature findings identified the need for substantial support to female counselling 

psychologists in this environment to increase their research attitudes. In addition to 

COVID-19 reducing accessibility to participants, a challenge could also be when and 

how course leaders would grant such accessibility to trainees during their packed 

teaching schedules and in a way that would yield meaningful results (e.g., it is 

unlikely that trainees would participate during their breaks). Though, following 

significant reflection, it was decided that delivering the second stage intervention via 

online means would be counterproductive to its aims of targeting the culture that 

research has identified to promote positive research attitudes (i.e., the research 

training environment; Gelso, 1979a, 2006). Research has also found that online 

delivery has an impact on participants’ attitudes and motivations, for instance, Sabah 

(2013) found participants who felt more competent in their technical abilities reported 

more positive attitudes towards the e-learning, while Rakes and Dunn (2010) 

reported that the effectiveness of online learning was impacted by self-motivation, 

self-discipline and procrastination, communication and time management. Not only 

do the above factors impact internal validity but also lead to higher attrition rates in 

online research and training (Bawa, 2016). As motivation is a key factor in the 

present study, it seemed appropriate to minimise the impact of additional variables 

on this. Some research found that gender impacted the effectiveness of online 
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training. Schmeeckle (2003) found that men had higher levels of motivation than 

women in the online group (a comparison study between online and classroom 

training), whereas, no difference between genders was reported in the classroom 

group on motivation. Women also reported feeling more positive about the training 

they received when it was in the classroom environment. Similar findings were 

identified more recently by Morante et al. (2017) in which female students achieved 

better results when greater engaged with their learning community. Therefore, as the 

study is aimed at female counselling psychology trainees and changes within the 

training environment to impact their research attitudes, the above research indicates 

both the undeniable benefit of presenting the intervention within the 

training/community environment and what it offers, as well as the negative 

consequences of presenting outside of the aimed environment. In any case, it is 

clear from the present research project and the literature review that the training 

environment needs further development. Therefore, it is beneficial for course leaders 

to collaborate in such development so that greater opportunities are given to female 

trainees to increase their research self-efficacy, motivation, attitudes, and activity. 

Moreover, future consideration may be given to adding a focus group design 

alongside participants completing the scale. The scale provides quantitative data that 

may give information only on the trends identified in regards to observing the 

presentation on facilitating factors to research. The focus group design could provide 

the function of substantiating the findings and providing additional rich, detailed data 

to explore specific components of interest answered in the scale on what trainees 

have found helpful and motivational. Focus group data may offer both 

generalisability to training courses across the UK and observation of the construction 
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of social norms (Bloor et al., 2001), which could then be used to develop actionable 

outcomes and is consistent with the long-term objective of this study.   

Nevertheless, it was deemed that the present study sufficiently addressed the 

research questions as it provides key information from the experiences of female 

counselling psychologists who have successfully engaged with research. Significant 

implications were identified for promoting positive attitudes and increasing research 

production and dissemination by a broader group of female counselling 

psychologists. Therefore, stage two is considered a further study to build upon the 

current study's findings, exploring the impact of observing these facilitating 

components on female trainees' research attitudes. Presenting the findings (in the 

way mentioned above regarding stage two) to female trainees has multiple benefits. 

In addition to existing literature (e.g., Hawkes, 2015; Morgenroth et al., 2015; Young 

et al., 2013), the current study’s findings emphasised the significant relationship 

between the visibility of female role models and their achievements in reducing 

gender bias, as well as increasing research self-efficacy, attitudes, and motivation 

and subsequently, activity in female trainees. As the participants were female 

counselling psychologists with research engagement experience, they fit the criteria 

of role models for the trainees. Additionally, Gelso (2006) believed role models 

needed to share their interest and excitement in research engagement to change 

attitudes and behaviour. Throughout this present study, the participants shared their 

experiences through a positive psychology framework, suggesting the positive 

impact they could have on other female counselling psychologists’ research 

engagement. Moreover, presenting the findings from the present study provides 

trainees with visibility of ‘what’ ingredients and ‘how’ they are combined to achieve 

successful research engagement. This approach is consistent with the findings as 
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participants identified that increasing female trainees' sense of accessibility to and 

achievability of research engagement was required to promote their research activity 

in the training and post-qualification environments.  

In parallel, the present study findings alone provide data on how the training 

environment could be adapted based on the female participants' research 

experiences. Therefore, a ‘training package’ is recommended, which considers the 

nature of training (e.g., teaching research methods in diverse ways, visibility of 

female trainers showcasing their research, welcoming and encouraging personal 

reflections including the gender viewpoint, and integrating them in research 

development) and the content taught (e.g., continuing research engagement post-

training, how research engagement could fulfil individual needs, encouraging 

subjective and diverse perspectives when engaging with research, including the 

feminine perspective) while maintaining consistency with counselling psychology’s 

values. The package aims to reduce gender bias by acknowledging the factors that 

support female counselling psychologists’ research engagement with the hope of 

increasing female trainees’ research self-efficacy, attitudes, and opportunities. This 

recommendation is supported by Morrison and Lent (2014), who reported that a 

positive research training environment leads to greater interest and performance of 

research behaviours. The scientist-practitioner value also supports it because the 

research findings are applied to an environment they sought to understand and 

develop. The impact could then be evaluated via the long-term objective of this 

training, i.e., for female counselling psychologists to actively engage with and 

disseminate research as part of their professional identity. Although further research 

on the validity and effectiveness of this training package would be required before it 

is rolled out, a critique of this suggestion is that it could be considered a one-size-fits-
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all approach, which produces challenges as all courses and training environments 

differ in what and how they teach. Some courses may already significantly focus on 

research production, as was the case at a university where one of the participants 

taught. Concurrently, in addition to the consideration and reinforcement of elements 

that some training courses already do that are impactful, suppose all courses have 

the same key components identified as motivating and facilitating research 

engagement (i.e., from the research findings). In that case, this may provide greater 

opportunities for the majority of counselling psychologists to engage with research.   

The training package is developed from qualified female counselling 

psychologists’ experiences of research engagement with an intention to provide 

insight to increase female trainees’ research motivation and activity; nevertheless, 

the training package’s nature of teaching and content may be consistently effective 

for all trainees, but also could be additions to current teaching. Although there have 

been barriers identified to research engagement in counselling psychology overall, 

previous research indicated that female counselling psychologists experience even 

greater barriers and consequences despite it being a predominantly female 

discipline. The findings suggested that more needed to happen in the training 

environment to cater for and support this group.  

In addition, a ‘buddying scheme’ could be offered for female trainees and 

qualified female counselling psychologists in which they are paired with a more 

experienced researcher to support the development of their research knowledge and 

skills. This scheme could especially be helpful for trainees and qualified counselling 

psychologists who favour practice roles and, therefore, may feel anxious and a loss 

of confidence when acquiring new skills, knowledge, and competence (Spilbury et 

al., 2008) and could lead to researcher attrition. The senior researcher may offer 
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support through guidance, impartial advice, ‘insider knowledge’, sharing of 

experiences, and signposting to the novice researcher who may be at various stages 

of development (Hardicre, 2013), while also an opportunity for the senior researcher 

to develop their own skills further. This scheme is consistent with the findings from 

the present study. For instance, participants in the present study advocated the 

importance of collaboration, mentorship and role modelling to their research 

engagement, all of which are fulfilled by the buddying scheme (Hardicre, 2013). The 

scheme has been rolled out successfully in other fields and settings, including with 

junior doctors (Honney et al., 2012) and a pilot study that ran in 2020 with civil 

servants in the Home Office Modern Slavery Unit (Rights Lab, n.d.). In the pilot 

study, four of the five pairs found the scheme beneficial, in which they learnt more 

about the research processes and achieved research goals. In light of the findings of 

the present study and the results from the studies mentioned above, this 

recommendation could be considered within this field to support female counselling 

psychologists' research self-efficacy and competency and, therefore, the possibilities 

for future career development. This recommendation may also lead to greater use of 

previously established suggestions, such as practice-research networks, by female 

counselling psychologists in a more realistic and achievable way (see section 3.6.) to 

sustain research activity. Such progress could happen because of the exposure to 

working collaboratively and increased research self-efficacy, competency, and 

commitment from the buddying scheme.   

Specific to post-qualification, a study by Huang et al. (2020) found that there 

may not be a difference in research productivity between genders. Instead, the issue 

is gender-specific dropout rates in research careers. They suggested that the overall 

cumulative impact of the career-wise effect significantly increased gender disparity 
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for senior women. Therefore, the discussion should be reframed towards how to 

sustain women’s careers, which is consistent with positive psychology (and the 

present study’s awareness of the connection between research activity and career 

progression) rather than examining barriers linked with gender inequality. Huang et 

al. suggested that consideration needs to be given to significantly amending policies 

to reflect these ideas. As the present study participants were all qualified female 

counselling psychologists, some of their experiences and suggestions were 

regarding this demographic. Subsequently, the findings inform how women can 

progress in their careers and sustain a research career based on the experiences of 

the in-group, for example, by balancing their research engagement with other 

commitments (e.g., integrating research in their practice environment and roles) and 

how their employers could support this (e.g., providing specific research-allocated 

time within the workday), which are means to maintain research motivation, positive 

attitudes, and production post-qualification.  

Moreover, the findings of the present study could build on knowledge from 

previous research on the limitations that women have experienced (e.g., Bingham & 

Nix, 2010; Murphy et al., 2014) to help sustain their research careers by providing 

insight into what the in-group has or could find beneficial. For example, the type of 

collaboration and networking the participants found supportive could inform the 

development of practice-research networks (PRNS; see section 3.6.) to enhance 

both and, subsequently, increase engagement opportunities.   

6.5. Strengths, Limitations, and Quality Assurance   

Reflexive thematic analysis (RTA) underpinned by constructivism, and critical 

realism paradigms seemed most appropriate for this research study. This approach 
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was taken because of the focus on the participants’ meaning-making of their 

research engagement experiences, especially as these differed from the norm and 

the underlying factors that influenced their experiences, consistent with Husserl’s 

suggestion (1913/1931) of a correlation between the individual's subjective 

experiences and the objective world. The research aimed to identify patterns (a 

shared conscious connection, i.e., intersubjectivity; Wilkinson & Hanna, 2016) within 

these unique experiences to inform others within the same demographic of what has 

promoted research engagement. In addition, how other female counselling 

psychologists could also be encouraged to undertake this activity so that there is 

potential for tangible consideration and implementation of the factors by and for this 

group. The present study’s findings of patterns identifying the interaction between 

the individual and the external world in encouraging research productivity support 

this claim.  

These paradigms embody the humanistic value in counselling psychology as 

it examines the conscious meaning given to a phenomenon. They also require 

awareness of both the researcher’s and participants’ consciousness. Therefore, the 

researcher needs to reflect on their own experiences and their impact on analysing 

the participants’ experiences. (Giorgi, 2014; Wilkinson & Hanna, 2016). The 

researcher of the present study developed a reflective log detailing their experiences 

of engaging with the research throughout (also consistent with RTA’s 

acknowledgement of the researcher’s subjective influence and the reflexivity value in 

counselling psychology). Moreover, this value overlaps with the current study’s focus 

on the accessibility of research to women and the method used. Feminist critique 

scrutinised the strive for neutrality and objectivity in qualitative methods calling it a 

“methodological illusion” (Banderia, 2008, Conclusion section, which could also link 
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with the stereotypical masculine connotations concerning science and research). 

Instead, the critique emphasised the importance of acknowledging the researcher’s 

subjectivity and its impact on all components of the knowledge process (Banderia, 

2008), which the present study adhered to. The present study further showed 

congruence with the counselling psychology values by embedding the research in a 

positive psychology framework, which is coherent with the humanistic value’s focus 

on well-being and flourishing (Rogers, 1964). Finally, the scientist-practitioner value 

is demonstrated as the research provides insight to contribute towards the positive 

development of the demographic researched, in addition to the field’s development. 

 In their introductory Q & A for TA, Braun and Clarke (n.d.; also reinforced in 

Braun & Clarke, 2013) recommended 10-20 participants for a UK Professional 

Doctorate, which they defined as a ‘medium TA’ project. Therefore, the sample size 

could provide an insufficient understanding of the phenomenon. However, the limited 

uptake reinforces the study’s intended purpose to support insight into facilitating 

factors that promote female counselling psychologists’ research activity to ultimately 

benefit them and the profession. The response suggested a possible lack of 

willingness or inability (e.g., not assimilating with the scientist-practitioner value in 

the way this study required) to support insight into the relationship between female 

counselling psychologists and research engagement. This issue also reinforces the 

power of the barriers and the high importance of the knowledge gained from those 

who have achieved research engagement to overcome these so that they are 

communicated to increase the chances of female counselling psychologists’ 

adherence to the scientist-practitioner identity. 

 Justifying the number of participants in the current study was significantly 

considered. In parallel to being a pragmatic decision, the author was mindful of the 
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warning that researchers should be wary of dismissing studies based on their 

sample size and especially regarding smaller samples as insufficient (Vasileiou et 

al., 2018). In particular, there are issues with using the goal of generalisability, which 

is incompatible with purposive sampling and quantitative formulas and language to 

discuss qualitative sample size. Vasileiou et al. also encouraged a case-by-case 

evaluation to appraise sample size sufficiency taking into account the specific 

characteristics, including methodological, epistemological, theoretical, and 

ideological pluralism, as well as the quality and richness of the data. This suggestion 

is consistent with Braun and Clarke’s guidance (2006) on TA sample size sufficiency, 

in which they stated that recommendations are non-specific and the needs of the 

study should guide sample size. They also supported this suggestion 10-years later 

when they encouraged the consideration of purpose, which included accounting for 

the depth and richness of data items, for example, the interviews. Such factors could 

lead to the need for fewer individual items (Braun et al., 2016).  

Malterud et al. (2015) introduced the alternative framework of information power, a 

pragmatic approach that considers the qualitative study's specific characteristics to 

justify sample size sufficiency. They hypothesised that the more information power 

the sample provides in regard to the study, the smaller the sample size required. 

Information power for the present study was assessed using the five categories: 1. 

Study aim, 2. Sample specificity, 3. Use of established theory, 4. Quality of dialogue, 

and 5. Analysis strategy. Consistent with these criteria, a sample of eight participants 

provided sufficient information power. For instance, the study aimed to explore a 

specific but diverse experience belonging to a target group (i.e., female counselling 

psychologists’ experiences of research engagement using a positive framework). 

The response rate emphasised the highly specific examined characteristics. 
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Examining diverse experiences within patterns relevant to the study aim (determined 

through thematic cross-case analysis) could provide sufficient information power and 

contribute to existing knowledge by disseminating and applying new insight to impact 

female counselling psychologists’ attitudes towards research engagement.  

 Regarding dialogue quality, although the primary researcher is a trainee with 

lesser experience in data collection than a researcher with years of experience, at 

the time of data collection, the primary researcher had completed an undergraduate 

psychology degree with research components throughout the 3-years. These 

components required completing successful qualitative data collection such as 

individual and focus group interviews. She had also done a research assistant 

placement and developed a qualitative study that required conducting semi-

structured, individual interviews, which helped refine her interview skills. 

Furthermore, being a counselling psychology trainee has significant advantages in 

developing interview skills due to the similarities with the skills required when 

working therapeutically with clients (i.e., relationship-building skills such as active 

listening, curiosity, empathy, and developing trust). Because of the similar 

demographics and interests in the topic, the researcher felt highly connected to the 

study topic with good knowledge of it. Therefore, she felt able to approach the 

participants with clear communication, sympathy, empathy, and confidence to 

explore their experiences of the topic. 

 Although a relatively homogenous sample, the variety in work settings could 

be considered heterogeneous, and the consequent diverse data could lessen the 

core cross-case themes’ strength (Robinson, 2014). Though, such variety reflects 

the realistic work settings of this demographic, congruent with the participants’ 
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overlapping roles. Homogenous patterns were identified, indicating the applicability 

of the findings to multiple contexts within the profession (Mason, 2002). 
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Chapter 7 – Conclusion 

This chapter provides an overall summary of the present study, which 

concludes this research project.  

The present study identified what factors have led female counselling 

psychologists to produce and disseminate research based on their own experiences 

of research engagement. Additionally, they identified factors that they believed could 

promote and foster research attitudes, production and dissemination in female 

trainees and onwards. Overall, a combination of individual and environmental factors 

was identified as effective in initiating and sustaining female counselling 

psychologists’ research activity. For instance, bringing subjectivity to the research, 

including relating to research through embracing the feminine components of one’s 

identity than avoiding them and intrinsic motivations fulfilled by the process and 

dissemination of research, as well as the support provided during the training, 

workplace, and the counselling psychology community.  

The findings are consistent with previous literature on the facilitators of 

research for women in STEMM fields. The present study expands on this research 

because it focuses on facilitators in the field of counselling psychology, which, 

despite being a predominantly female discipline, experiences similar challenges to 

those that are male-dominated. The challenges lead to less research engagement 

and, therefore, negative consequences for both the discipline’s growth and also the 

female counselling psychologist’s career progression. Subsequently, the 

experiences of female counselling psychologists who have successfully engaged 

with research were focused on providing rich, meaningful data from first-hand 

perspectives of the phenomenon investigated. This provided clarity on what 
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components and how research attitudes and activity could be fostered within this 

demographic.  

Rather than focusing on the challenges, facilitating factors were identified and 

examined because these components lead to greater chances of increasing 

motivation and research productivity (Martin, 2005) and ultimately to thriving 

individuals and community (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). Therefore, the 

present study hopes to encourage female counselling psychologists’ research 

attitudes and activity in two ways. Firstly, through knowledge and insight into the 

ingredients for successful engagement based on knowledge and experiences of 

what has worked or could work and secondly, through visibility of those who have 

successfully engaged with research presented in this thesis to role model research 

achievability and success.  
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Chapter 8 – Reflective Commentary 

8.1. Chapter Overview   

The research development and process are examined through a critically 

reflective lens based on reflections throughout the research project occurring 

independently and with my supervisory team. Therefore, a linear approach is taken 

in this commentary to parallel the emergence of dilemmas that occurred during the 

investigation.   

8.2. Development of the Research Idea  

Before applying to the counselling psychology doctorate course, I undertook a 

voluntary position as a research assistant with the National Health Service (NHS), 

followed by eventually becoming a journal manager for a counselling psychology 

journal, which I continued with until mid-way of the doctorate course. Research was 

attractive to me for several reasons, including my enjoyment of the investigation 

process in a systematic way, the sheer broadness and openness of understanding 

phenomena further (learning and acquiring knowledge are values of mine), and the 

opportunity to make a difference on a wider level. Because of these factors and my 

research experiences as the first step in my career journey, I felt more naturally 

drawn to the research identity of counselling psychology (partly why I applied to 

counselling psychology courses rather than just counselling). Research is where I 

felt the most joy, competent, and ‘at home’, especially when I felt less confident in 

my practice abilities during the training. 
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By being a journal manager, I quickly understood how important research 

production and dissemination are to the field’s development and how inherently 

pleased I felt when we received new submissions. It was an enriching experience as 

I went on a journey with each manuscript from submission to publication, witnessing 

how it evolved at each stage and, ultimately, came to fruition. All parties experienced 

joy and a sense of accomplishment from publication; mine was for the author and 

their hard work, the journal’s success, and also for new research being disseminated 

to a wider audience to inform thinking and perspectives. The exposure I received 

from witnessing the research process has been very helpful in my research 

understanding and developing this project.  

I entered the doctorate with these research beliefs and observed that my 

cohort had different views on research than me, aligning more with the literature 

review findings on counselling psychologists’ research relationship. These views did 

not change throughout the course. In fact, I found my views on research began to 

decrease and/or shift to the background as I juggled the multiple demands of the 

course. Substantial literature reinforced this strained relationship between the 

scientist-practitioner components and why the balance is not working. Despite 

significant introspection by the field regarding its identity, it seems that tangible 

development has not come to fruition, which was felt experientially by me in addition 

to the constant debates noted in the literature. Thus, reinforcing that focusing on 

barriers alone seemed ineffective. 

Focusing on strengths, what works, celebrating achievements, and enhancing 

well-being are areas that I naturally gravitate towards, especially in my therapeutic 

work (research engagement also emphasises development). A reason for choosing 
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counselling psychology over clinical psychology was the emphasis on nurturing and 

enhancing well-being because I believe that these strength-focused areas are 

ingredients for people to achieve their full potential and, ultimately, thrive. Consistent 

with this value of mine, I completed my own strengths assessment (by Gallup 

CliftonStrengths https://www.gallup.com/cliftonstrengths/) to understand my 

strengths better to continue developing these to thrive. One of my key strengths is 

being a ‘developer’, which concentrates on developing others’ potential to support 

them in experiencing growth and success. In turn, this brings me strength and 

satisfaction. As focusing on barriers has led to minimal sustained change, taking a 

positive psychology approach seems more meaningful because it focuses on 

development and achievement (e.g., by asking what can be done). Therefore, my 

research project aims to increase adherence to the scientist-practitioner framework, 

which in itself has a function to continue developing the counselling psychology field. 

Subsequently, my project aims to contribute to the development of the field, the 

individuals within the field, and ultimately, myself both on a personal level (i.e., by 

doing what resonates with my soul) and on a professional level as a counselling 

psychologist through the opportunities I may be given resulting from the research 

outcomes and implications. Additionally, I possess the strength of ‘harmony’, which 

seeks alignment and agreement between perspectives, even those that seem 

opposing, to reach a common goal. Therefore, I resonate with the scientist-

practitioner framework and perceive that science and practice need to work in 

balance in order to achieve thriving in multiple facets, including the field, clients, and 

my own development.  

My supervisory team suggested that I consider a gender perspective for my 

research investigation. Although being a woman, I was not drawn to unpacking 
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gender issues, perhaps due to my own insecurities of doing justice to such a 

significant, all-encompassing and yet, sensitive topic. Through extensive exploration 

of the existing literature, I became more aware of the paradox that despite 

counselling psychology being a predominantly female discipline, very few women 

actively engage with research, which has a significant impact on their career 

progression, as mentioned throughout this thesis. Furthermore, most literature 

searched led to evidence for STEMM fields, which discuss this issue more than 

psychology but may not be entirely relevant due to the gender ratio in comparison. 

Any counselling psychology-related literature found was regarding barriers for 

women to research. No studies were found on female counselling psychologists who 

engage with research and how they have achieved this (consistent with my values 

and what leads to growth). Many factors led to me having the courage to undertake 

this task of providing an opportunity to this group to share their voices and 

experiences to develop foundations towards increasing other female counselling 

psychologists’ research engagement. Factors included how significantly this issue 

impacts the individuals and the field as a whole (including the impact on myself and 

my future within this field), which, therefore, ignited my developer strength. In 

addition, my inherent want to ‘have it all’ was triggered. I link this as a response to 

my own gender. I identify as a woman and am aware of some barriers (implicit or 

explicit) that have been placed on me throughout my life. I am spurred by the energy 

from my ignited emotions to prove that I cannot be limited (e.g., anger as a 

response, as well as hopefulness to achieve differently). My emotions motivate me to 

strive to achieve, with gender not a limitation to this. That is not to say that I avoid my 

gender. I try to be fully aware of it to achieve effectiveness and thrive in ways that 

honour it. An example of this is undertaking the current research project topic. 
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Furthermore, my strength of being a ‘learner’ and wanting to understand more about 

this phenomenon (which also links with my interest in research and want to continue 

engaging with it in an accessible way during my career) contributed to undertaking 

this research project.  

8.3. Chosen Method  

I was sceptical about using the primary method of reflexive thematic analysis 

(RTA) for my research study because I had heard that RTA was not ‘credible’ 

enough for a doctorate project. However, RTA seemed to be a wise match because 

it both examines the participants’ individual experiences and patterns across these 

experiences. These two factors seemed necessary first to identify components from 

lived experiences of research engagement and then group these. Rather than 

assuming the achievements are due to individual differences (especially as these are 

uncommon experiences), identifying the patterns throughout these experiences for 

success could help foster the accessibility and achievability of research engagement 

for those of similar demographics. The underpinning paradigms of this study also 

ensured that I stayed with the participants’ experiences and considered the social 

context in which these experiences occurred, especially as gender did play a part in 

how participants experienced their relationship with research. Rather than shy away 

from it, this interaction was brought into the explicit to provide insight into how 

acknowledging it could positively and specifically impact women’s relationship with 

research by the individual and their social context (e.g., through visibility, sense of 

accessibility, etc.). Thankfully, all of the professionals I have spoken to throughout 

this journey and the literature I have examined have all indicated that RTA is credible 
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and substantial enough to stand alone as an acceptable method for a doctorate 

project.    

8.4. Recruitment and Interview Process  

The recruitment process was extremely extensive, and I had not anticipated 

the enormity of the task. The process took several months to complete, a number of 

different modes were considered and used, and a huge amount of support was 

offered because the response rate was very low. I felt hopeless and fearful as a 

result because I was concerned about whether my research project would come to 

fruition. I also believe I showed a huge amount of perseverance because I 

demonstrated consistent effort throughout those months, as I wanted to ensure that I 

had done everything within my means to achieve my goal. Most of my participants 

came from networking opportunities. For instance, during my first Annual Progress 

Review, where I highlighted this recruitment issue, one of the assessors offered to 

distribute my participant information sheet to colleagues, which received a positive 

response. Additionally, the Division of Counselling Psychology conference, known 

for being a networking opportunity, led to the greatest number of recruitments. My 

experience of networking and its benefits is consistent with the subtheme of 

‘Supportive Community’, in which participants highlighted the value of networking in 

supporting their research drive and engagement. It emphasises the importance of a 

supportive research community, especially for women (who may be juggling different 

areas of their life) both psychologically and practically. For instance, I positively felt 

the support offered, which provided hope, motivation, and energy to maintain 

momentum, especially when I faced challenges and motivation issues. The 
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combination of present study findings and personal experiences emphasises the 

sustaining impact of support to research activity.  

The low response rates only emphasised the significant importance of my 

research study because of the experienced barriers. Some potential recruits 

responded that they did not produce research, while others stated that their 

experiences were wholly negative and they would struggle to identify what has 

worked, which provides reasons for why research has so far mostly focused on the 

barriers. These responses fuelled me even more, to pursue and do justice to this 

study because of the real-life evidence of what sometimes felt as negativity or apathy 

towards the value. It has such significant implications for the field, the women in this 

field, and the feminine perspective (which cannot develop without research) and, 

therefore, the way we view ourselves, others, including our clients and the world. I 

was so relieved when I had recruited enough participants to investigate this 

phenomenon in a meaningful, valid way.  

Although the focus was on facilitating factors, understandably, at times, the 

narrative moved into barriers during the interviews. The participants reported the 

hard work required from them to maintain a balance. This left me feeling disillusioned 

and disappointed towards the profession for the lack of support to women towards 

achieving the scientist-practitioner balance that is part of fulfilling the discipline’s 

identity and also reinforced as necessary to adhere to. I had to be vigilant of when 

the discourse went into identifying barriers and to bring the discussion back to 

identifying what has worked. I had prepared for this in supervision as we had 

anticipated this to happen. Though, considering both sides led to even richer 

material because barriers cannot be ignored, nor should they be as part of 
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holistically exploring experiences. Therefore, I used the barriers to identify what 

participants have done/could do to navigate and overcome these challenges based 

on their actual experiences. 

Overall, I found the interviews to be incredibly helpful and inspiring on a 

personal level as they felt like mentoring sessions, partly because the passion for 

research engagement came through on both sides (i.e., the participants were willing 

to share their experiences, and I was willing to learn; passion was identified within a 

subtheme). My genuine curiosity about how consistent research engagement has 

been and can be achieved led to me asking specific questions on broad and deeper 

levels. I felt huge admiration for my participants and greater motivation, 

empowerment, and capability towards research through listening to their accounts. 

They were predominantly filled with capability, achievability, hopefulness, and 

encouragement, despite not being an easy journey. These messages were in stark 

contrast to the literature on barriers and how they left me feeling, emphasising the 

need to refocus the literature on research engagement for female counselling 

psychologists and also the significant impact that the visibility of female role models 

can have.  

A majority of the time, my views aligned with the participants’ views, and I saw 

many parallels in our experiences (though I also tried to be mindful of not following 

my own agenda, i.e., only hearing what I wanted to hear, especially for the analysis). 

However, a few of the participants stated that while research production and 

dissemination were very important to them, they did not think that all counselling 

psychologists need to be producing research. This felt at odds with my view that it is 

a duty to engage with research and the view emphasised in the literature about the 
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importance of research to the field. I believe that the message could lead to the 

same outcome of that which is the current state. I found it difficult to navigate this 

because it triggered some emotions, including fear towards my research study, 

which has emphasised that counselling psychologists need to participate in 

producing research. I responded by providing evidence from the literature review that 

supported my view and the development of my study. I may have done this to reduce 

the emotional connection between comment and response (i.e., to come from a 

place of logic and evidence than emotion). On reflection, the logic was fuelled by 

emotion, and it may have been wiser to maintain curiosity towards the alternative 

views, which may have provided even greater insight and useful information for my 

study. 

8.5. Analysis  

Being mindful of not pushing my agenda during the interview process seemed 

even more significant in the analysis, as I did not have the support of immediate 

external input to identify differences. Especially being an early researcher, it seems 

natural to want to find answers to research questions in the neatest way possible, 

which could mean not looking for and/or ignoring differences. Just like being a 

reflective-practitioner, reflection and awareness of my subjective perception were 

very important in order to be aware of my own biases interfering with the data. 

Therefore, rather than try to avoid this while doing the analysis, I considered what my 

own biases were in order to ground myself and provide some distance to minimise 

the chances of enmeshment. For instance, being mindful of the challenges that 

participants had faced and that the journey for most had been tough while also being 

aware of my desire to ‘have it all’ and my emotional attachment to research that 
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made me want to believe that it was a matter of ‘just doing it’. Keeping a journal, 

developing an audit trail, and supervision tremendously helped to identify what were 

my own biases, and how they might interact with the data analysis to, consequently, 

keep close to the participants’ experiences. As a result, I realised that I did not 

intentionally (nor unintentionally) ignore or invalidate the challenges that were part of 

the participants’ experiences in attempts to reduce my own emotions, including my 

fear of the information, further discouraging other female counselling psychologists 

from reading my research. At the same time, it was important to analyse the data in 

line with my research questions to avoid focusing on barriers. Therefore, my strength 

of harmony was beneficial to ensure that I was mindful that not one side was the 

whole truth. Instead, I aimed to validate that research engagement is a difficult 

process so far and, at the same time, it can be achieved, and the benefits of 

achieving it are significant, which was a view shared by all of the participants. Being 

aware of the two sides helped me to validate my own experiences and that there are 

multiple perspectives that can occur in parallel.  

Continuously returning to the data was helpful in reminding me that there is 

real evidence of achievement, especially with regard to balance. I even used some 

of the suggestions offered by the participants, which were very helpful in ensuring 

clear time boundaries between my different commitments (I.e., I allocated 2-days to 

my research and 3-days to practice work). By acting on this, I have managed to 

develop an effective momentum that has led to significant progress in my research 

project.  
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8.6. Future Steps  

I have reflected on my own journey so far, which, although I have some in-

depth research experience, has been fairly narrow. For instance, I have not yet 

completed my own research project and minimally disseminated research. This may 

provide some evidence of me also following the same trendline as the majority and, 

therefore, highlight further the issues identified in the literature review. For instance, I 

have partly not engaged in this because I have wanted to focus on developing areas 

that I feel less confident about to help me become more rounded as a scientist-

practitioner. At the same time, this may further suggest that less is done to foster 

research because I made a choice not to focus on output (i.e., it has not been 

compulsory). I also did not want to feel overwhelmed with balancing the many areas 

required while also ensuring that I completed the course, for instance, placements, 

assignments and the taught component. Again, on a very experiential level, this 

highlighted the real-life barriers to research (which I also understand continue post-

qualification as practice often takes precedence). This realisation made me feel both 

somewhat hopeless and paradoxically determined and passionate about my 

research to identify what has worked and could work to achieve this balance. 

Furthermore, I believe that research is a long-term, sustained activity that is equally 

as important as practice and, therefore, finishing the course does not mean that my 

research journey has come to an end, but it is actually the start of it. I am honouring 

my research commitment by completing this project in a more sustained way (e.g., 

through the weekly schedule I currently have) that has exceeded the taught aspect 

of the course. Additionally, like one of the participants mentioned the helpfulness of 

the requirement for her thesis to be in a publishable format, completion of this 
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research project also required the addition of this study in the requested format of a 

chosen research journal so that it is ready to submit (see Appendix 8.). Doing this 

has now allowed me to submit and potentially publish this research project straight 

after its completion. Therefore, potentially having a publication under my belt that 

would increase my motivation and the chances of continuing research post-

qualification. Indeed, post-qualification, I plan to further develop my research topic by 

completing the ‘second’ part of the study (mentioned in section 6.4.), which has all of 

the ingredients needed to become operationalised (e.g., aim, ethics approval, 

structure, material). These seem like concrete, gradual, and achievable stepping 

stones into the research world post-qualification and may help to develop momentum 

and continue progressing with research engagement as a qualified female 

counselling psychologist. 

8.7. Conclusion  

This research project resonates with me on so many levels. Therefore, it was 

never just a ‘tick-box’ exercise but an opportunity to develop myself, give voice to the 

participants, contribute to the field’s development, and, most importantly, be one of 

the first steps in my journey as a scientist-practitioner. I believe that what I have 

learnt from doing this project about myself as a researcher within my identity as a 

counselling psychologist, as well as from the findings based on the participants’ 

experiences, will help me to continue building on what works and what could be 

helpful in developing this identity further. The participants truly were role models 

whose stories inspired me, gave me energy, and a deeper, more realistic ‘can do' 

attitude. I feel encouraged and hopeful to continue to produce and disseminate 

research throughout my career. In parallel to my own development, I am hopeful that 
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my research project inspires other female counselling psychologists by having 

identified more tangible ways of achievement. Further, I aim to continue building on 

this topic as suggested in the future study section (section 6.4.) so that there are 

broader and more sustained efforts in ultimately increasing female counselling 

psychologists’ research engagement.  
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Appendix 1. Interview Schedule 

 

Thank you for taking the time out to participate in my research, for giving your consent etc. Before 

we begin, are you are okay with me recording this interview? This will be about an hour long and you 

can stop the recording whenever if needed. 

I am exploring your role as a counselling psychologist and research engagement with focus on 

motivation and facilitating factors. 

Are you working today – what is it you currently do? 

Are you currently partaking in any research?  

• What was your last research on, when and how did it go/What is your research on and how 

is your research going?  

o What is your research interest? 

• When did you qualify as a counselling psychologist? 

o Do you work in academia or practice? If both, what proportion is given to each?  

o How long have you been working in academia and/or practice? What interests you 

about it? 

• What proportion of your work is devoted to research? 

o How often do you engage in research? 

• How important is it for you to disseminate research? 

o Where have you disseminated research? E.g. journals, conferences, training (what 

kind) Why?  What does it offer? 

o Related to counselling psychology or other disciplines? And why? 

▪ What motivated to publish in counselling psychology and if not, what would 

have motivated  

o What populations/groups are you trying to influence? (Practitioners, policy, etc.) 

• What does research activity mean to you and your role as a female counselling psychologist? 

• What has interested you in research engagement? 

o Influences from: background (before becoming a counselling psychologist), training 

(doctorate/other courses/other training), workplace environment/organisations 

worked for.  

• What has motivated your continuation for research activity  

o Internal forces e.g. self-esteem, self-efficacy, career satisfaction, goals,  

o External forces e.g. peers, supervisor, organisation/institution, support (practical, 

emotional, financial and infrastructural), work/life balance (scheduling meetings, use 

of flexible hours, etc.). 

o After Life events such as pregnancy and maternity leave, career break, career 

change, changes in work/life balance. 

• The next two questions are on your opinion about what is needed for future research 

engagement to become more prominent :  

o What do you think are important factors that course staff/employers need to do to 

facilitate more research engagement for female counselling psychologist? 
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o What advice would you give to encourage female trainee counselling psychologists 

to do research? I.e. what helped you or you would have liked to have known.  

 

That is the end of the interview: How did you find the interview? 

 

Thank you so much for taking part. I will transcribe the interview and be in touch to give you the 

opportunity to read it and confirm if it is okay or if you would like to change things/clarify etc. and 

also offer you a debrief if you would like one (on the findings or what is happening in the next stage).  

Do you know any colleagues that may be interested? 
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Appendix 2. Advertisements  

 

Appendix 2.1. Advert to Recruit Participants on Social Media 

(Message Sent on the ‘Counselling Psychologists UK’ Facebook 

Page)  

Dear Counselling Psychologists,  

I am writing to invite you to participate in a research project, which I am conducting as part of a 

research course in Professional Doctorate in Counselling Psychology at the University of 

Wolverhampton. The research focus is on HCPC registered female counselling psychologists who 

have trained and practice in the UK and their experiences of research engagement, specifically the 

facilitating and motivational factors.   

Please contact me (Tiran Takhar) either via email [e-mail address redacted] or direct message if you 

are interested in participating so that I can send you a detailed information sheet and consent form.   

Thank you for your interest, 

Tiran Takhar 
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Appendix 2.2. Advert Dispersed at the Division of Counselling 

Psychology 2018 Annual Conference  

 

 

 

 

 

 

To all HCPC registered female counselling psychologists, 

I am inviting you to participate in a research project, which is part of the research course in 

Professional Doctorate in Counselling Psychology at the University of Wolverhampton. I am 

interested in your experiences of research engagement, specifically the facilitating and 

motivating factors.  

Please contact me via email [e-mail address redacted] if you are interested in participating 

so that I can send you a participant information sheet and consent form.  

Thank you for your interest,  

Tiran 
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Appendix 3. Cover Email to Potential Recruitments  

 
Dear XXX 
 
I am writing to invite you to participate in a research project, which I am conducting as 
part of the research course Professional Doctorate in Counselling Psychology at the 
University of Wolverhampton. I enclose an information sheet, which explains the title 
and aims of the project and what taking part will involve. 
 
If you are willing to be interviewed, the interview will be via telephone call/Skype call 
and between 60 minutes and 1 hour 15 minutes. The telephone call/Skype call will be 
audio recorded, however, anything you say will be treated with the strictest 
confidentiality and any notes made, as a result of the interview, will be destroyed 
afterwards. The interview will take place at a time and date that is convenient for 
yourself. Please ensure that you are in a private room for the interview to maintain 
confidentiality. Letters will replace all names and personal data removed in all reported 
findings so that you cannot be identified. 
 
 If you would like to be interviewed, carefully complete the consent form and return two 
signed copies in a reply to this email (one will be sent back to you, which will also be 
signed by myself so that you have a copy to keep).  Please provide a short list of suitable 
times and dates for the interview to take place (in case I am not available on a certain 
day) and a number/Skype address that I can call on for the interview. If you would 
prefer not to be involved, please delete/ignore this email. 
 
As the interview will be transcribed, participating in this study can count towards an 
hour’s reflection time that can be recorded as part of your CPD and submitted to 
regulating bodies. 
 
I welcome any questions and/or concerns that you may have regarding the research 
and participation. 
  
I thank you for your time for reading this email and the documents attached. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
 
Tiran 
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Appendix 4. Participant Information Sheet  

 

 

 

 

Participant Information Sheet 

 

Study title: Changing attitudes of female trainee counselling psychologists towards research 
engagement by examining the factors that have facilitated research activity in female 
counselling psychologists 
 

Changing attitudes of female trainee counselling psychologists towards research 
engagement by examining the factors that have facilitated research activity in female 
counselling psychologists 
 

You are invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide to partake, it is important 
for you to understand why the research is being done and what it will involve. Please take 
time to read the following information carefully and I encourage you to ask if there is 
anything that is not clear or you would like more information on. Thank you for reading this.  
 

What is the purpose of the study? 
 
Research has found an evident lack of research engagement by counselling psychologists, 
which affects career and field progression because research dissemination contributes to 
evidence-based psychological practice and strengthens the discipline’s identity. Counselling 
psychology is predominantly a female discipline and studies have found that women are less 
likely to engage in research, which has also been reflected in those examining counselling 
psychologists. Consequently, women have found it harder to progress in their career and 
reach top employment positions. There are implications if women do not engage in research, 
for instance, a loss of valuable perspectives and a belief that an academic career is not 
possible for them. This weakens the discipline’s identity and limits career progression in the 
field.   
 
The purpose is to investigate attitudes of female counselling psychologists towards research 
engagement by identifying factors that promote research activity in female counselling 
psychologists.  
 
The study is divided into two stages and you are asked to participate in the first for an 
interview: identifying the factors that promote research activity in female counselling 
psychologists. The duration of this stage is approximately 6 months. The study in total is 
approximately 2 years.  
 
Why have I been chosen? 
 
You were chosen because you are a HCPC female counselling psychologist, who has 
trained and is currently practising in the UK. Participants are to embody the researcher-
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practitioner identity by engaging and disseminating research. Approximately 10 participants 
will be interviewed or until saturation.  
 
Do I have to take part? 
 
Taking part in this research is entirely voluntary. If you do decide to take part, you will be 
given this information sheet and be asked to sign a consent form, both of which you will keep 
a copy of. If you decide to participate, you are still free to withdraw your data up until data 
analysis begins and without giving a reason.  
 
What will happen if I decide to take part? 
 
You will be asked to participate in an interview, which will last between 60 minutes and 1 
hour 15 minutes. A debrief will be offered regarding your participation and the overall 
findings of this stage, should you wish to discuss them. You will also be given the chance to 
view your transcribed interview and make any changes to it that you see as appropriate to 
ensure that your discourse was accurately transcribed. The interviews will be conducted via 
a telephone call/Skype call and will be audio recorded (I will ask for brief consent at the 
beginning of the phone call/Skype call to ensure that you are still willing to participate). 
During the interview, you will be asked to discuss your experiences of research engagement 
and the factors that have influenced and facilitated such activity. I am interested in exploring 
motivation and facilitation rather than obstacles, therefore, a discussion about what has 
helped rather than what has not. What you wish to discuss regarding this topic is of your 
choice and you can pause or stop the interview at any time.  
 
Please reply to the cover email with a list of dates and times that are suitable for you and a 
number/ Skype address to call you on. I would appreciate it if you could sit in a place that is 
private to maintain confidentiality and avoid distractions such as noise, the chance of 
someone walking in, etc.  
 
What are the potential benefits and risks of taking part? 
 
Though there are no direct benefits for you if you take part, your participation will help us to 
find out about the factors that promote research activity.  
 
There are no risks to you in taking part outside of those you would experience in everyday 
life. However, by taking part, you may remember things that you may find upsetting. If this 
occurs, the researcher will ask you if you want to continue to participate in the interview. Any 
decision you make will be respected. A debrief is also offered to you to manage any 
concerns and/or distress experienced.  
 
Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential? 
 
Yes. All the information about your participation in this study will be kept confidential and is 
subject to the rules of the Data Protection Act 1998. The transcription of the interview and 
the audio recording will be stored on a password protected computer. Any printed 
documents will be stored in a locked drawer. Only the researchers working on the project will 
have access to the information. You will not be identifiable in any presentation of findings, 
publication or report as the data will be grouped together and all identifying information will 
be removed. Participants will be referred to as, for example “Participant A” to maintain 
anonymisation.  
 
 
What will happen at the end of the research study? 
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The findings will be written up in a report that will be submitted for publication to a journal 
that is specific to counselling psychology. Results are likely to be published after the study is 
completed and assessed, therefore, after 2 years and before 6. The research will be 
submitted in approximately May 2019 and a summary of the results will be available after 
this time. Please contact me if you would like an update closer to the time.  
 
What if I have a problem or concern? 

 

If you have a concern about any aspect of the study, you should speak with the researcher 

and the researcher’s supervisors who will do their best to answer your questions. Details of 

the researcher’s supervisors are below: 

 

Main supervisor: Dr Caroline Wesson   

Contact email: [e-mail address redacted]  

 

Secondary supervisor: Dr Debbie Stevens-Gill  

Contact email: [e-mail address redacted]   

 
Who has reviewed the study? 
 
This research has been reviewed by the Wolverhampton University Research Ethics 
Committee.  
 
Contact for further information 
 
If you have any queries about the research or would like to ask any further questions, please 
contact the researcher using the contact details below: 
 
Tirandeep Takhar  
Contact email: [e-mail address redacted]  
 
 
Thank you for your time and interest in participating in this study. If you have decided that 
you would like to take part, we will ask you to sign two copies of the Consent Form and send 
both back to us (one will be sent back to you). Please keep the Participant Information Sheet 
for future reference.  
 
 
Date: 18.01.2017     
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Appendix 5. Informed Consent Form 

 

 

 

CONSENT FORM 

 

Title of Project: Changing attitudes of female trainee counselling psychologists towards 

research engagement by examining the factors that have facilitated research activity in 

female counselling psychologists 

 

Name of Researcher: Tirandeep Takhar  

Please initial boxes 

 

1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet dated…… 
 for the above study and have had the opportunity to ask questions. 

 

2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free 
to withdraw up until commencement of data analysis without giving any reason. 

 

3. I understand that my data will be stored securely and confidentially 
and that I will not be identifiable in any report or publication.  
 

4. I understand that the researcher may wish to publish this study  
and any results found, for which I give my permission. 

 

5. I agree for my interview to be audio recorded and for the data to be 
used for the purpose of this study. The recording will remain confidential.  

 

6. I agree to take part in the above study. 
 

………………………..  ……………………..  ………………………… 

Name    Date    Signature 

 

 

…………………………. …………………….  ………………………… 

Researcher   Date    Signature 
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Appendix 6. Final Theme and Subtheme Descriptor Table 

 

Theme/subtheme  Descriptor  

Fulfilling one’s counselling psychology identity 
when engaging with research 

All of the participants identified that research 
engagement is an integral component of 
assimilating with their counselling psychology 
identity because of its scientist-practitioner 
philosophy. Participants also believed that this 
engagement should be consistent with the 
counselling psychology identity, i.e., that the 
research activity aligns with its values and 
philosophies, in the way research is conducted, 
the topics examined, and the purpose of such 
activity. Subthemes ‘Appreciating the value of 
the counselling psychology perspective’ and 
‘The scientist-practitioner identity enables 
cyclical evaluation and development’ were 
identified.   

Appreciating the value of the counselling 
psychology perspective  

 

Participants recognised that research 
engagement consistent with counselling 
psychology’s identity is integral to 
strengthening the visibility and validity of 
counselling psychology in both the research 
and practice worlds. Therefore, their research 
talk was contextualised to counselling 
psychology. 

Scientist-practitioner identity enables cyclical 
evaluation and development 

The scientist-practitioner framework is a value 
of counselling psychology’s identity. All of the 
participants highlighted the importance of and 
their adherence to this framework because of 
their assimilation and commitment to the 
counselling psychology identity and also to 
distinguish themselves from other disciplines 
such as counselling. In particular, they valued 
that the ‘scientist’ (the production and 
consumption of research) combined with the 
‘practitioner’ supported an openness to 
evaluation, alternative perspectives, and, 
ultimately, the development and tailoring of 
their practice to ensure its effectiveness.   

Bridging the gap between subjectivity and 
research activity 

All participants cited intrinsic motivations as 
significant contributions to activating and 
maintaining research engagement, as well as 
achieving successful research production and 
dissemination. Participants gave insight on the 
subjective factors that aspects of research 
engagement fulfilled and developed and, 
therefore, the positive experiences from 
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integrating subjectivity into their research 
activity. This fostered their motivation to 
engage with both the process of this 
engagement (activating and maintaining) and 
the outcome of it (production and 
dissemination). They also identified personal 
qualities that have supported them to 
successfully navigate the research process to 
achieve research dissemination. The subthemes 
explored are ‘Satisfying individual needs during 
the process of research production’, ‘The 
meaningful outcome from research 
dissemination’ and ‘Personal qualities that 
support motivation and successful 
engagement’.   

Satisfying individual needs during the process 
of research production   

Participants discussed how engaging with the 
process of research production was intrinsically 
motivated and fulfilled their personal needs, 
which they identified as including personal 
growth and development, a thirst for 
knowledge and curiosity, and engaging with 
activities that are deemed as personally 
enjoyable and fulfilling.   
 

The meaningful outcome from research 
dissemination 

In contrast to the process as motivating, 
participants expressed the importance of 
engaging with research for the intended 
outcomes of making an impact and gaining a 
sense of achievement through research 
dissemination, which has led to motivation for 
such activity.  

Personal qualities that support motivation and 
successful engagement  

In the following subtheme, participants 
discussed personal qualities they believed had 
supported their research engagement, 
including with the initiation and maintenance 
of motivation and action. These were 
considered as important to develop to 
successfully navigate the research world.  

 

Responsive environment towards developing 
female counselling psychologists’ research 
attitudes and activity 

Support for counselling psychologists towards 
research engagement was a prominent theme 
for all of the participants. They suggested that 
this support is needed from multiple agencies 
including organisational structures, the 
counselling psychology community, the 
universities that offer the doctorate course, 
supervisors/mentors and role models in diverse 
set of ways to promote, motivate and sustain 
research activity.  
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Professional culture change that is mindful of 
the specific nature of counselling psychology 

The participants reported that it would be 
beneficial for their work settings to be adapted, 
which are currently a reflection of the 
professional culture (that takes into account 
the governing and funding psychology bodies) 
to encourage research engagement by 
counselling psychologists and specifically by 
female counselling psychologists (considering 
the impact from this as the discipline is 
predominantly female). Therefore, by managing 
external expectations and professional identity, 
the aim is to encompass adaptive change 
beyond the individual level with consideration 
for the characteristics of the field.  

 

Supportive community Supportive community refers to internal and 
informal support provided by the counselling 
psychology community (i.e. the collective group 
of qualified counselling psychologists and the 
individuals within this) in promoting and 
encouraging research activity. Many of the 
participants have been a part of this community 
for several years and on both ends of the 
support, having received it and considered it 
their duty to support others. They 
acknowledged the relevance of this community 
support in aiding their own and others’ 
research activity.  
 

The significant influence of universities in 
developing female trainees’ research attitudes 

The participants believed that universities have 
a significant role in trainees’ attitudes towards 
research engagement. This can influence the 
routes that trainees take in their careers, as 
well as their identities as counselling 
psychologists. Participants felt that universities 
should support the promotion and 
development of positive research attitudes and 
engagement; especially given that research is a 
key part of the counselling psychology identity. 
 

The supportive role of the supervisor/mentor  Supervisors provide support to counselling 
psychologists in all aspects of their role, which 
includes research activity, from the training 
(although, trainees will likely have separate 
supervisors for research and clinical practice 
during the training) to throughout their 
professional career. In this study, participants 
referred to ‘mentors’ as more experienced 
psychologists who supported early-career 
psychologists with their career path and skill 
development to add to their research 
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competencies. Participants mainly referred to 
‘supervisors’ as those who provided individual 
and tailored support in the training. 
Nevertheless, both were believed to play a 
significant role in encouraging counselling 
psychologists’ research production and 
dissemination because of their expertise here.  

Visibility of female role models Visibility is defined as the observation of and 
support from role models who have 
successfully and consistently engaged with 
research. Such visibility, especially of those with 
similar characteristics that trainees identify 
with, was considered to be a motivating factor 
in promoting research activity.  
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Appendix 7. Thematic Structure 
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